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Abstract

The work presented in this dissertation provides a novel technique of manipulation

of colloidal entities during membrane filtration based on an AC electrokinetic phe-

nomenon called dielectrophoresis. First, the influence of dielectrophoretic (DEP)

forces created on a membrane surface to levitate colloidal particles is studied both

theoretically and experimentally. A numerical model based on the convection-

diffusion-migration equation is presented to calculate the concentration distribu-

tion of colloidal particles in shear flow under the influence of a repulsive DEP force

field. The simulation results indicate that particle accumulation on the membrane

(or membrane fouling) during filtration can be averted by creating a repulsive DEP

force field on the membrane surface. Corresponding experimental study employs a

microelectrode array on a glass surface in a tangential flow cell, to apply repulsive

DEP forces on polystyrene particles suspended in an aqueous medium. Applying a

non-uniform AC electric field on the microelectrodes generates the DEP force field

that levitates the polystyrene particles above the surface. This study indicates

that the repulsive dielectrophoretic forces imparted on the particles suspended in

the feed can be employed to effectively mitigate membrane fouling in a crossflow

membrane filtration process.

The second phase of the study is aimed at controlling colloid transport through

a microporous membrane using DEP forces acting across the pores. A theoretical



analysis of colloid transport through straight cylindrical capillaries in the presence

of a non-uniform AC electric field is developed. Numerical simulations demonstrate

that the interaction of the particles with the electric field generates strong repulsive

DEP forces, acting selectively on the colloidal particles to control particle trans-

port through the pore. A combination of DEP forces and size exclusion in porous

material is proposed to develop an energy efficient technique for colloid filtration.

Experimental results on this steric-dielectrophoretic filtration are also obtained

using novel “sandwich membranes” and colloidal suspensions in a dead-end filtra-

tion system. The primary advantage of this steric-dielectrophoretic mechanism is

that the filtration can be achieved by filter media (such as membranes) that have

considerably larger pore sizes than the retained colloids. The technique can also

result in tunable filtration mechanisms, where particles with same size but different

electrical properties can be separated using suitably designed membranes.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Filtration is perhaps the most ubiquitous physical method for separation of the

components of solid-liquid mixtures, such as colloidal dispersions or macromolec-

ular suspensions. The use of filtration to purify drinking water and wine can be

traced back to many ancient civilizations, such as the Egyptians and the Chi-

nese [Atkinson 1999]. Even today, fabric filters are employed as sieves to purify

river water in many rural communities where supply of tap water is not available.

Modern day membranes started to garner the interest of the scientific community

in early twentieth century; pioneered by the work of Zsigmondy, Manegold, and,

Bechhold [Bechhold 1907, Manegold 1929]. The first large scale implementation of

membrane filtration occurred during the Second World War, to remove biological

contaminants from water [Mulder 1996]. Since then, advancement and innova-

tions in membrane technology has allowed widespread application of membrane

filtration in numerous industrial processes, e.g., water treatment, food and dairy

industry, pharmaceuticals, textile, petrochemical industry, clean fuel, electronics

industry, etc., to name a few [Lonsdale 1982, AWWA 1996, Van der Bruggen et

al. 2003, Koltuniewicz and Drioli 2008, Saxena et al. 2009]. The global market for

membrane products in 2009 is estimated at 9.1 billion US$, combining microfiltra-

tion products, ultrafiltration systems and cartridges, and, reverse osmosis systems

and modules [Filtration+Separation 2009].

Application of membrane filtration technology has played a major role in im-
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proving the quality of drinking water by removing suspended solids, pathogenic mi-

crobes that are resistant to conventional chemical disinfection (e.g., Cryptosporid-

ium), and also enhanced aesthetic qualities (i.e., taste, odor, color) of the supplied

water [Alspach et al. 2008]. During the last few decades, ultrafiltration and micro-

filtration methods have progressively gained popularity over conventional water

treatment technologies due to their superior performance in meeting regulatory

standards. Despite the energy intensive nature of the process, desalination of

sea water using reverse osmosis membranes is now considered a viable technology

[Semiat 2008, Veerapaneni et al. 2007].

Selection of the membrane for any application is typically dictated by the size of

the solid entities in the mixture. Nominally, the pore size of the membrane should

be smaller than the solid entity, such that they are prevented from passing through

the membrane while the solvent passes readily through the pores (referred to as

permeate) [Mulder 1996]. As the solid particles in the mixture become smaller,

narrower pores are necessary for the filter media to retain them. Consequently,

the driving force (typically pressure) required for solvent permeation through these

media increases substantially. Furthermore, in these operations, the retained solids

tend to accumulate on the filter media, leading to a reduction in permeability

or their fouling [Mulder 1996, Zeman and Zydney 1996]. This phenomenon is

often referred to as “membrane fouling”. The reduction in permeate flux over

time imposes restriction on long term operation of membrane modules [Fane and

Fell 1987, Escobar et al. 2005]. The mechanism of solid accumulation on the

membrane surface and consequential flux decline will be discussed in detail in the

next chapter.

There has been considerable interest in incorporating preventative techniques

in membrane filtration to reduce the extent of solid accumulation on membrane

surfaces (fouling) during filtration. The most widely used technique is to create

a tangential flow of the feed to exert shear on the membrane surface (crossflow

filtration) [Porter 1972, Belfort 1989]. In general, the primary goal of the pre-

vention techniques is to disturb the growth of the concentrated layer of solids

retained by the membrane, by generating turbulent flow conditions, electric field
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induced forces, or mechanical vibrations near the membrane surface [Escobar et

al. 2005, Jaffrin 2008, Saxena et al. 2009]. A review of the existing techniques is

presented in the next chapter to illustrate the necessity of an effective and inex-

pensive technology to avoid accumulation and deposition of the retained solids on

the membrane during membrane filtration processes.

The filtration of solutes/particles is not only achieved by size exclusion effects

but by additional repulsive forces. In particular, it is well-known that ions are

retained by nanofiltration membranes that have physically much larger pores than

the ionic dimensions, predominantly due to electrostatic interactions [Bhattacharjee

et al. 2001, Szymczyk and Fievet 2005]. The commonly adopted techniques for

retaining solutes by larger pores involve utilization of repulsive intermolecular

and colloidal forces, such as electrostatic and hydration forces, between the par-

ticles and the pore walls [Nakao et al. 1988, Wang et al. 1997b, Childress and

Elimelech 2000, Nghiem et al. 2006]. These forces act selectively on the solutes,

hindering their entry into, and transport through, the pores compared to the sol-

vent. However, the ranges of these forces are extremely small and only have the

ability to dictate solute transport in very small pores (nanometer size range).

Hence, the possibility of influencing solute transport through large pores (e.g.,

microfiltration) by creating repulsive interaction between the solute and the pore

wall is yet to be fully explored. In addition, most conventional filter media act as

passive barriers and do not provide tunable selectivity for different components of

a complex colloidal fluid.

In pressure driven membrane filtration, as the concentration of solutes increases

on the membrane surface, the applied pressure gradient across the membrane

(transmembrane pressure) needs to be increased significantly to maintain a con-

stant permeate flux. The cost of energy to produce the additional driving force

(pressure) contributes to the overall water purification cost. For example, in reverse

osmosis plants, the contribution of the electrical energy consumed in generating the

pressure gradient can be as high as 50% of the total production cost [Semiat 2008].

Hence, the fouling of the membrane has large economic impact on the membrane

technology [Veerapaneni et al. 2007]. In many cases, the pressure loss in the con-
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centrated layer of solutes cannot be restored back to the initial condition even

after chemical cleaning, indicating irreversible fouling of the membrane [Hoek et

al. 2008]. Hence, in the advancement of membrane technology, the need to prevent

the accumulation of retained solutes on the membrane surface during filtration

processes is of utmost priority.

1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Thesis

The problem of accumulation of the solutes on the membrane surface and ensuing

reduction in permeate flux still poses a significant challenge in membrane based

processes, even when preventative measures are employed. The objectives of this

research centers around the problems and challenges encountered in pressure driven

membrane filtration; as described above. In this thesis, a new concept of AC

electric field based membrane filtration is proposed and developed by capitalizing

on the interaction of the solutes/particles in the feed with a non-uniform AC

electric field. Interaction of particles with a non-uniform electric field is known to

produce forces on the particles. The strength of the interaction with the electric

field is strongly related to the applied electric field characteristics, as well as the

dielectric properties of various components in the feed solution.

The first objective in this work is to develop a technique to utilize the inter-

action of the solutes with the applied AC electric field to impart repulsive forces

on the solutes near the membrane surface. The presence of such a repulsive force

barrier on the membrane surface can be employed to prevent the accumulation of

solutes and avoid resulting flux decline.

The second objective is to study the potential of using the AC electric field to

create strong repulsive interaction between the solutes and the membrane pores.

By generating such solute-pore interaction based on applied electric fields, it would

be possible to control the solute transport through membranes that consist of pores

much larger than the solutes. This technique can be applied to create particle-

pore interaction in microfiltration membranes to retain solutes that are usually

separated ultrafiltration membranes only. Moreover, the transmembrane pressure
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required to obtain the permeate flux through larger pores would be significantly

lower.

The third objective is to develop a membrane filtration process which can be

used as a tunable filter (as opposed to passive membranes) to achieve selective

separation of different types of solutes from the feed. The AC electric field can

be used to separate different types of solutes present in the feed based on their

interactions with the electric field. This would allow separation of solutes based

on dielectric properties in addition to size exclusion mechanism.

1.3 Organization of the Thesis

In this chapter, the overall objectives and scope of the study have been delin-

eated. In chapter 2, the basic principle of membrane filtration and mechanism

of solute/particle accumulation on the membrane surfaces are described. This is

followed by a review of existing methods of fouling prevention. The review is or-

ganized to illustrate the working principle, operating conditions and limitations of

each method. Next, the governing theories describing the interaction of dielectric

particles with an imposed electric field is presented to provide insight about the

forces experienced by the particles in an electric field. The polarization of neutral

particles (uncharged) in a non-uniform electric field and resulting force field (Di-

electrophoresis) is described. The variation of the force with the frequency of the

applied electric field is also described.

In chapter 3, the concept of dielectrophoretic fouling prevention on membrane

surfaces is presented and studied based on numerical simulations. The simula-

tions demonstrate that by embedding microscopic electrodes on the membrane

surfaces and actuating them with AC voltages, strong dielectrophoretic force can

be imparted on particles to prevent accumulation and deposition on membranes.

In chapter 4, a proof-of-concept experimental study is presented using a small

tangential flow channel with one surface containing a microelectrode array. This

experiment shows that strong repulsive DEP force can be imparted on colloidal

particles by applying AC signals to the electrode array. The experimental obser-
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vations are compared with numerical results from chapter 3.

In chapter 5, the concept outlined in the second objective is studied by con-

sidering the application of repulsive dielectrophoretic force in membrane pores to

control the solute transport through the pore. A numerical model is developed to

investigate the applicability of this technique. In the model, the particle transport

through a cylindrical pore is studied where the pore wall has multiple layers of

electrical conductors and insulators to create AC electric field inside the pore. The

simulation results are compared with existing pore transport models. It is shown

that dielectrophoretic forces can induce repulsive interactions between the parti-

cles and the pore wall, which may enforce partitioning of the particles between the

pore and the bulk. An experiment is designed using microfiltration membranes

to compare the simulation results. The experimental observations are reported

in chapter 6. It is shown that the passage of particles through porous filters can

be significantly influenced by applying AC electric field across the porous mate-

rial. Finally, chapter 7 summarizes the key observations and conclusions from this

research and outlines recommendations for future studies in this direction.
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Chapter 2

Background and Overview

2.1 Introduction

The work presented in this thesis evolved by synthesizing knowledge from areas of

membrane filtration, fluid mechanics, and AC electrokinetics. In depth description

of these topics is beyond the scope of this thesis. In this chapter, the basic concepts

pertinent to the research problems are described briefly. A review of the important

contributions related to the research topic is also presented in light of existing

literature. First, the basic mechanism of membrane based separation processes is

described along with the hydrodynamic conditions in membrane filtration systems.

Accumulation of the entities retained by the membrane during separation and the

consequences are discussed. The techniques employed in membrane filtration to

avoid the accumulation of retained entities and limitations of the techniques are

presented. Based on the discussion, a new method is suggested in the later part of

the chapter. The working principle of this proposed concept is described to explain

the potential application in membrane filtration.

2.2 Membrane Filtration

Membrane filtration is a process for separating a liquid or gas mixture, where cer-

tain components of the mixture (typically small solvent molecules) pass through

the semi-permeable membrane (selective barrier), while others (typically larger so-

lute molecules or particles) are retained. Different types of driving forces are used
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to force the solvent through the membrane, such as pressure, electric potential dif-

ference, concentration difference, etc. In pressure driven membrane processes, the

pressure difference across the membrane forces the solvent through the membrane.

A schematic representation of pressure driven membrane separation processes is

shown in Fig. 2.1, where the solvent in the feed mixture is transported through the

membrane more readily than the solute. Since, in these processes, the membrane

pores are smaller than the solute molecular dimensions, the solutes are primar-

ily retained by sieving mechanism (size based separation) [Mulder 1996, Zeman

and Zydney 1996]. Depending on the pore size of the membranes, four classes of

pressure driven membrane filtration are used, namely, Microfiltration (MF), Ul-

trafiltration (UF), Nanofiltration (NF), and Reverse Osmosis (RO). The pore sizes

on the membranes and relative sizes of the retained solutes in the four classes are

shown in Fig. 2.1. Among these, UF, and more frequently, MF are used to filter

large macromolecules, mammalian cells, and, colloidal particles, and have larger

pore sizes. Large scale UF/MF plants have been effectively used in water treat-

ment to achieve four-log removal of microbial contaminants (e.g., Giardia, Cryp-

tosporidium) [Logsdon et al. 2006]. Naturally, the large pore sizes enable filtration

through the membrane under lower pressure gradient (transmembrane pressure)

in these processes. Among the filtration processes, NF and RO are commonly

used for separation of ionic species from water (e.g., desalination of sea water).

Hence, the pores on the NF and RO membranes are extremely small (≈1nm) and

requires large pressure gradient to force the solvent through the membrane. Ap-

plication range of various membrane separation processes is shown in the Fig. 2.2

[Mulder 1996, Van der Bruggen et al. 2003].

The rate at which the permeated solvent (henceforth called permeate) is col-

lected per unit area of the membrane is called permeate flux (m3m−2 s−1). For a

given applied pressure, the permeate flux increases from RO to MF as the mem-

branes become more porous, thereby providing lower hydrodynamic resistance to

the solvent flow through the membrane [Mulder 1996].

Membrane filtration processes are generally carried out in two main config-

urations, namely, dead-end filtration and crossflow (tangential flow) filtration.
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Schematic representations of the two configurations are shown in Fig. 2.3. In

dead-end filtration (Fig. 2.3a), the pressure driven flow of the feed solution is

perpendicular to the membrane surface and the retained particles continue to ac-

cumulate on the membrane surface for as long as the process continues. This

particle build-up causes increased resistance to flow through the membrane. Con-

sequently, the dead-end filtration process must be stopped periodically in order to

remove the particles from the surface or to replace the membrane. It was first ob-

served by Bechhold [Bechhold 1907] that in the filtration of colloidal suspensions,

a flow parallel to the filter medium hinders the accumulation of retained particles,

and lowers the extent of flux decline. Since then, application of a tangential flow

(or crossflow) has become a common practice in membrane separation processes

[Porter 1972, Lonsdale 1982, Logsdon et al. 2006]. Figure 2.3b shows a schematic

of crossflow membrane filtration process. The tangential flow of the feed inside

a filtration channel generates shear near the membrane surface. The high shear

exerted by the tangential flow sweeps the retained particles across the membrane

surface and eventually carries them out of the membrane filtration system. There-

fore, compared to dead-end configuration, the crossflow configuration can main-

tain relatively high permeate flux over longer time periods [Belfort 1989, Belfort

et al. 1994].

2.2.1 Particle Accumulation on Membrane Surface

The permeate flow through the membrane creates the convective transport of par-

ticles/solutes to the membrane surface. During a membrane separation process,

the particles retained on the feed side (retentate) start to accumulate near the

membrane surface and consequently, the concentration of particles/solutes become

higher near the membrane (cm) than in the bulk retentate (cb). In membrane filtra-

tion, this phenomenon is generally referred to as concentration polarization. When

the feed contains small particles, the concentrated layer forms a dense “cake” layer.

In case of solutions containing macromolecules (e.g., proteins), the retained solutes

can form a “gel” layer when the concentration at the surface becomes very high

(precipitation limit). With a large number of particles near the membrane surface,
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there remains a possibility of particle intrusion into the pores of the membrane

which may result in pore clogging and adsorption in the pore [Hanemaaijer et

al. 1989, Mulder 1996, Zeman and Zydney 1996, Lee and Clark 1998]. In many

cases, these effects are irreversible and leave the membrane permanently damaged.

This is generally known as membrane fouling [Mulder 1996]. Detailed description of

theoretical treatment and experimental studies of membrane fouling can be found

elsewhere [Schulz and Ripperger 1989, Davis 1992, Belfort et al. 1994, Ripperger

and Altmann 2002, Bellona et al. 2004].

As the concentration of the particles increases on the membrane surface, there

is also a gradual increase in the resistance to fluid flow through the membrane.

A significant part of the applied hydrostatic pressure is lost in driving the solvent

through the concentrated layer of particles (additional hydraulic resistance), thus

causing reduction of permeate flux [Schulz and Ripperger 1989, Lee and Clark

1998, Sablani et al. 2001, Escobar et al. 2005].

Concentration boundary layer on membrane surfaces

In dead-end mode, the thickness of the concentrated layer increases indefinitely

during filtration. However, in crossflow filtration the growth of the concentrated

layer is restricted by the high shear exerted by the tangential flow of the feed

suspension. Concentration polarization of particles near the membrane surface

in crossflow filtration is schematically shown in Fig. 2.4. The concentration of

retained particles on the surface of the membrane (cm) is much higher than in

the bulk (cb). The distance from the membrane surface over which the concentra-

tion reduces to bulk concentration (cm → cb) is equal to concentration boundary

layer (δc). It is generally assumed that the concentration boundary layer is thin

compared to the viscous boundary layer under the hydrodynamic flow conditions

in filtration channels [Schulz and Ripperger 1989]. Such approximation is valid

when the kinematic viscosity of the flowing suspension (ν = μ/ρ where, μ,ρ are

viscosity and density of the feed, respectively) is much larger than the diffusivity

of the particles/solutes [Probstein 2003]. This condition can expressed in the form

of Schmidt number, Sc
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Sc =
ν

D∞
>> 1 (2.1)

where D∞ is diffusivity of the particles based on Stokes-Einstein equation. This

assumption is valid for most aqueous feed suspensions used in UF and MF (Sc ≈
104 − 106). Therefore, inside the thin boundary layer, the tangential flow can be

approximated by the viscous layer profile near the wall. In Fig. 2.4, the tangential

velocity profile is shown to vary linearly from the surface.

Theoretical studies have investigated various mechanisms involved in control-

ling the growth of the concentration boundary layer in the both dead-end and

crossflow filtration [Belfort et al. 1994, Chellam and Wiesner 1997, Elimelech and

Bhattacharjee 1998]. Excellent reviews of the theoretical models for concentration

polarization in various membrane applications can be found elsewhere [Song and

Elimelech 1995a, Song and Elimelech 1995b, Elimelech and Bhattacharjee 1998,

Bhattacharjee et al. 1999, Sablani et al. 2001, Goosen et al. 2004]. Here, the in-

fluence of the tangential flow on the concentrated particles near the membrane

is illustrated based on the film theory [Zeman and Zydney 1996]. As mentioned

earlier, the increase in particle concentration on the membrane surface during fil-

tration is a consequence of the convective transport of the particles toward the

membrane. As the particle concentration at the surface becomes higher than in

the bulk (cm > cb), the concentration gradient gives rise to diffusive transport

of particles back to the bulk. In case of large particles (with low diffusivity)

the back transport is augmented by other shear induced mechanisms [Schulz and

Ripperger 1989, Davis 1992, Ripperger and Altmann 2002].

At steady-state, the rate of particle transport (due to pressure driven flow) to

the membrane is balanced by the particle transport through the membrane and dif-

fusive transport back to the bulk; as shown in Fig. 2.4. By approximating the con-

centration boundary layer as a thin stagnant film and applying mass conservation

in the boundary layer, the permeate flux can be expressed as [Porter 1972, Zeman

and Zydney 1996]:
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jv = km ln

(
cm − cf

cb − cf

)

km =
D∞
δc

(2.2)

where, jv is the permeate flux through the membrane and km is defined as the

particle mass transfer coefficient. cm is the particle concentration on the membrane

surface, cb is the bulk concentration, and, cf is the concentration in the permeate.

In classical stagnant film theory, the mass transfer coefficient is a function of the

diffusion coefficient of the particles and the thickness of the concentration boundary

layer only. Equation 2.2 shows the dependence of permeate flux on the particle

concentration (cb, cm, cf), the particle diffusivity, and the concentration boundary

layer thickness.

It is evident that the growing concentration boundary layer on the membrane

surface can greatly reduce the mass transfer coefficient near the membrane. The

concentration build-up at the membrane surface is a direct consequence of the

reduced mass transfer of particles. Due to the large hydraulic resistance of the

concentrated layer of retained particles, the permeate flux through the membrane

declines significantly. The mass transfer coefficient can be improved by either

increasing the diffusivity of the particles or by reducing the thickness of the con-

centration boundary layer (Eq. 2.2). The diffusivity of the particles/solutes can

be manipulated by raising the temperature of the feed solution, which may have

other degrading effects on the feed and the membrane [Jawor and Hoek 2009]. The

other alternative is to reduce the thickness of the concentration boundary layer by

hydrodynamic control.

Effect of tangential flow

Concentration polarization on membranes is closely related to the fluid flow inside

a filtration channel. The hydrodynamic control over the concentration boundary

layer can be achieved by introducing the tangential flow, parallel to the membrane

surface to exert shear on accumulated particles. The shear essentially increases

the mass transfer coefficient of the particles near the membrane surface. The
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shear rate at the membrane surface (wall shear) can be defined based on the

membrane module design (channel height, flow rate, module length, etc.). The

mass transfer coefficient in tangential flow filtration module has been calculated

by using analogous relationship found in the area of heat and mass transfer [Porter

1972, Belfort et al. 1994, Mulder 1996]. If a flat rectangular geometry is considered

for the filtration channel, then the mass transfer coefficient is expressed as:

km = 0.816

(
6u0D

2
∞

HL

)
for laminar flow (2.3)

km = 0.020

(
u0.8

0 D0.67
∞

H0.2ν0.47

)
for turbulent flow (2.4)

where L is length of the filtration channel and H is the height of the channel. u0

is the average tangential velocity inside the channel.

In case of laminar flow, the mass transfer can be enhanced by increasing the

tangential flow or by reducing the channel height. However, the effect is more

pronounced in turbulent flow. Thus, the turbulent flow would be more useful

in the reducing the extent of concentration polarization on membrane surfaces.

The modules are also designed to have narrow channels (small height) to enhance

mass transfer. The concept of mass transfer coefficient elucidates the contribution

of tangential flow in preventing severe flux decline. This concept of controlling

the thickness of the cake layer to enhance mass transfer from the vicinity of the

membrane will be invoked later to explain a novel fouling prevention technique

proposed in the next chapter.

2.2.2 Impact of Fouling on Membrane Filtration

Flux decline due to membrane fouling has been a major problem in membrane sep-

aration processes since the inception of this technology in 1920 [Fane and Fell 1987].

Some researchers estimated the negative impact of membrane fouling to be US$500

million on a yearly basis [Smolders and van den Boomgaard 1989]. In most fil-

tration processes, a sharp decrease in permeate flux is observed initially, followed

by gradual decline. To maintain constant permeate flux, higher transmembrane
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pressure is necessary during the process. Eventually, the membrane module re-

quires cleaning to recover the flux to an economical level. Chemicals used as

cleaning agents can often damage the membrane integrity during cleaning cycles

[Arkhangelsky et al. 2007, Zhang et al. 2007, Chesters 2009]. However, in some

cases the cleaning is not sufficient to reverse the flux decline and the membrane

module needs to be replaced. In both cases, the filtration process is disrupted. In

addition to the cost of the new membrane material, the process downtime during

replacement incurs further loss.

For pure solvent, the transmembrane pressure is dictated by the hydraulic

resistance of the membrane (characterized by the permeability of membrane).

The growing concentration of particles on the membrane incorporates additional

resistance to the permeate flow and thus requires larger pressure gradient to

maintain a constant permeate flux. Now, in pressure driven membrane filtra-

tion, the pressure gradient across the membrane is generated by using electrical

pumps, to high pressure in the feed solution. The cost of electrical energy con-

sumed by the pump is a significant contribution to the overall cost of the process

[Shorney-Darby et al. 2007, Veerapaneni et al. 2007, Semiat 2008, Subramani and

Hoek 2008]. Thus, concentration polarization on membrane surfaces drives up

the production cost. Moreover, to develop the shear near the membrane sur-

face as a preventative technique, additional pressure gradient (often larger than

the transmembrane pressure) is needed along the length of the filtration module

[Belfort 1989, Mulder 1996, AWWA 1996].

2.2.3 Fouling Prevention during Membrane Filtration

Crossflow filtration is significantly more effective than dead-end filtration in pre-

venting particle deposition on membranes but this cannot be completely averted.

In most membrane operations, the feed is subjected to pretreatment to reduce

the extent of concentration polarization during filtration. Pretreatment meth-

ods include heat treatment, pH adjustment, chlorination, addition of complexing

agents, adsorption onto active carbon, etc., to create a controlled environment

in the filtration module [Ericsson and Hallmans 1991, Mulder 1996, Brehant et
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al. 2002, Hilal et al. 2005, Kim et al. 2005, Howe et al. 2006]. In NF and RO

processes employed for water treatment (seawater, brackish water, and wastewater

applications), the feed is circulated through low pressure filtration (MF and UF)

before entering the NF/RO membrane to remove larger entities present in the feed

[Lee and Lee 2006, Pearce 2007, Alspach et al. 2008, Bellona et al. 2008, Fan et

al. 2008]. Studies have shown that membrane pretreatment results in improve-

ment of the product quality and significant flux and pressure recoveries during the

pilot tests [Brehant et al. 2002, Teng et al. 2003, Goosen et al. 2004]. However,

fouling prevention techniques are necessary to sustain high flux through the MF

and UF membranes in the pretreatment module as well as in standalone applica-

tions of MF/UF. Over the last few decades, the focal point in membrane research

has been to determine effective techniques to prevent and control the build up of

retained particles on the membrane surfaces. The currently available methods can

be categorized in three classes as shown in Fig. 2.5.

The currently available techniques of fouling prevention have limitations in

terms of applicability and effectiveness. The varied nature of the particles present

in various feed suspensions makes it difficult for any single technique to be effective

in fouling control in different separation processes. A majority of the fouling con-

trol techniques is directed toward creating disturbances in the flow field near the

membrane (hydrodynamic control) leading to removal of the accumulated particles

from the membrane surface. The turbulent flow condition near the membrane sur-

face enhances the mass transfer from the cake layer (see 2.2.1). Different means of

creating disturbances in the hydrodynamic fields to minimize membrane fouling in-

clude use of turbulence promoting spacers or inserts, use of flow geometries to pro-

mote near-membrane mixing [Winzeler and Belfort 1993, Moulin et al. 1996, Miku-

lasek and Cakl 1997, Broussous et al. 1998, Mallubhotla et al. 1998, Hilal et

al. 2008], pressure pulsing [Hadzismajlovic and Bertram 1998, Blanpain-Avet et

al. 1999, Koh et al. 2008], and back flow [Hong et al. 2002, Wang et al. 2005, de Ven

et al. 2008]. Creating vibration induced shear field near the membrane surface

(known as VSEP) has found effective in preventing concentration polarization

[Petala and Zouboulis 2006, Jaffrin 2008]. Another method known as gas/air spurg-
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ing was reported to be effective in reducing the impact of fouling by introducing a

two-phase crossflow (gas-liquid) in the feed chamber [Cui and Wright 1996, Cheng

et al. 1998, Verberk and van Dijk 2006]. Several studies have also reported signif-

icant improvement in flux enhancement when the membrane surface is irradiated

with ultrasonic waves. Results indicate that ultrasound reduces the thickness of the

cake layer by increasing turbulence in the concentration polarization layer [Ahner

et al. 1993, Simon et al. 2000, Kyllnen et al. 2006, Muthukumaran et al. 2006].

Numerous approaches based on chemical modification of the membranes to

render these non-fouling have also been proposed [Grebenyuk et al. 1998, Johansson

et al. 1998, Maartens et al. 1998, Otaki et al. 1998, Carroll et al. 2002, Choi et

al. 2003, Ochoa et al. 2006, Zodrow et al. 2009]. Membranes subjected to plasma

treatment have shown improved antifouling characteristics [Steen et al. 2001, Yu

et al. 2007, Hua et al. 2008].

Over the past couple of decades, sporadic attempts of employing an elec-

tric field to reduce fouling have also been reported; techniques which are some-

times described under the terminology electrofiltration [Moulik 1971, Wakeman and

Tarleton 1987, Scott 1989, Visvanathan and Benaim 1989, Jurado and Bellhouse

1994, Mameri et al. 2001, Lee et al. 2002, Yang et al. 2002, Brisson et al. 2007,

Sarkar et al. 2008, Chuang et al. 2008]. The goal in electrofiltration is to im-

part an electrical force on foulants based on their surface charge; by imposing

an external electric field. When the charged solutes are introduced in an ionic

solvent, they alter the ionic distribution in the solution. The charged solutes at-

tract counter-ions from the solution and form a cloud of counter-ions around the

solute surfaces (diffuse double layer). Several mechanisms have been proposed

to explain the origin of the interfacial charge [Russel et al. 1991, Masliyah and

Bhattacharjee 2006]. The effect of an external electric field on the charged inter-

face of the solute and the solution has been thoroughly studied in electrokinetics

[Jagannadh and Muralidhara 1996, Masliyah and Bhattacharjee 2006]. The move-

ment of charged entities caused by an electric field is known as electrophoresis. The

electrophoretic movement of the charged solutes is utilized in electrofiltration. To

create the electric field effect, in most electrofiltration studies two plate electrodes
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are placed on each side of the membrane (one in the feed stream and the other in

the permeate side). With this configuration, an electric field is generated across

the membrane by applying electrical voltages to the electrodes (most commonly

DC). The polarity of the electrodes are set to establish the electrophoretic move-

ment of the particles away from the membrane surface. Several studies have also

explored the effect of pulsed electric field in the context electrofiltration [Robinson

et al. 1993, Wakeman and Sabri 1995, Bowen and Ahmad 1997, Chen et al. 2007].

With both constant and pulsed electric field, the concentration polarization is sig-

nificantly reduced on the membrane surface and high permeate flux is maintained

as long as the electric field is active. In this context, the scope of using a high

frequency AC electric field to control the fouling behavior has received limited

attention [Vonzumbusch et al. 1998, Du et al. 2009].

2.2.4 Limitations of the Fouling Prevention Techniques

The existing techniques for fouling prevention have limited applications in specific

membrane separation processes and membrane modules. The drawbacks of various

techniques are summarized below.

• The prevention of particle accumulation using mixing promoters and flow

instabilities is found to be insufficient to meet the demands of industrial

separation due to pressure drop limitations. The pressure drop in the cross-

flow channel increases several times in the presence of turbulence promoters

[Belfort et al. 1994, Jagannadh and Muralidhara 1996].

• Back pulsing or flushing technique uses periodic reversal of flow through

the membrane to dislodge the particles from the membrane surface. This

technique requires the membrane filtration process to be halted at regular

intervals for cleaning the membrane surface, which increases the downtime

and the cost of operation of the membrane filtration process [Kuberkar et

al. 1998, Sondhi and Bhave 2001].

• Studies in the development of new membrane materials and surface modifi-

cation techniques to prevent membrane fouling indicates that new membrane
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material or additives may be required for different types of separation pro-

cesses depending on the nature of the particles responsible for fouling [Bae

and Tak 2005, Chesters 2009, Zodrow et al. 2009].

• The other approach to fouling prevention by combining external electric

fields (DC or pulsed DC) exploits certain electrokinetic properties of the

feed stream, such as electrical conductivity and surface charge. It should be

noted that the efficiency of the membrane separation process enhanced by

the application of a DC electric field is a function of the surface charge of

the particles. This requirement renders this technique ineffective for control-

ling the fouling issues with particles of relatively low surface charge. More-

over, application of DC electric field to improve the membrane filtration

efficiency introduces the inherent problem of corrosion of anodes due to elec-

trolysis which in turn can effect the solution pH [Huotari et al. 1999, Larue

and Vorobiev 2004, Enevoldsen et al. 2007]. The successful implementa-

tion of electrofiltration requires use of suitable corrosion resistant materials

[Jagannadh and Muralidhara 1996]. One of the major limitations of using

external electric field is the large power consumption in the process. The

specific energy input (energy required to produce unit volume of permeate)

in electrofiltration is strongly dependent on the electrical conductivity of

the feed. In conductive feed solutions (e.g., aqueous feed), joule heating

may cause unwanted temperature rise in the filtration system [Weigert et

al. 1999, Jagannadh and Muralidhara 1996].

The inadequate performance of the existing techniques to resolve one of the

most important issues in membrane filtration (concentration polarization and foul-

ing) provides the motivation for further research in this area. One of the goals of

this study is to propose and investigate a new technique to prevent membrane foul-

ing by overcoming the limitations of the currently available techniques. In search

for a feasible solution to reduce the impact of concentration polarization on mem-

brane filtration a different type of electric field based method is proposed in this

work. In the following section, the underlying concepts related to the proposed
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method is described.

2.3 Force on Particles in an Electric Field

The particles/solutes mentioned in the context of membrane filtration have electri-

cal and magnetic properties associated with the material and their physical shape.

Depending on the characteristic properties, forces and torques are exerted on small

particles (and ensemble of particles) when subjected to an external electric or mag-

netic field. Mutual interaction between particles is also possible due to their own

electrical charge and polarization [Jones 1995]. Such interactions (particle-field,

particle-particle) have been studied extensively under the title of particle elec-

tromechanics. In this section, the relationships governing the forces on dielectric

particles in an external electric field are presented.

2.3.1 Polarization and Dielectrophoretic Force

When a dielectric particle is subjected to an electric field, the charges in the particle

are separated by a finite distance along the electric field lines (migrate toward the

electrode of opposite polarity). This phenomenon is referred to as polarization

and the electric field induces a dipole in the particle. At the same time, counter

charges from the surrounding medium accumulates around the particle in response

to the dipole formation. Excellent description of various polarization mechanisms

(e.g., electronic, orientational and interfacial) in an electric field can be found in

Von Hippel 1954. The formulation of the interaction of the particle with an external

field starts by estimating the net force on a small physical dipole (assuming the

dipole to be equivalent of the particle in the electric field). In an imposed electric

field (E), the dipole consists of equal and opposite charges (+q,−q) separated by

a distance. In a uniform field, the summation of the Coulombic force components

(+qE,−qE) acting on the dipole amounts to zero; i.e., no net force acts on the

dipole. However, in a non-uniform electric field the two ends of the dipole will

experience different forces due to the variation of the electric field over the dipole

length. Thus, the net force acting on the dipole can be found by vector summation
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of the components [Pohl 1978, Jones 1995]:

F = qE (s + d) − qE (s) (2.5)

where, s is the position vector of charge −q and d is distance vector between the

charges on the dipole. In deriving the above relation the contribution of the dipole

to the electric field has not been considered. Assuming d to be small compared to

the characteristic dimension of the electric field non-uniformity, The electric field

can be expressed as a series expansion about position s:

E (s + d) = E (s) + d · ∇E (s) (2.6)

where the higher order terms (d2,d3 etc.) have been neglected. Using Eq. 2.5 and

2.6, the net force on the dipole in a non-uniform field can be written as:

F = qd · ∇E

F = p · ∇E (2.7)

where p = qd is the induced dipole moment on an infinitesimal dipole (d →
0). Equation 2.7 is widely used as an approximation for the force imparted on

a polarizable particle of finite size; assuming that the particle polarized in an

electric field can be represented by a dipole. This approximation is sufficiently

adequate to estimate the interaction of the polarizable particle with an imposed

field when the characteristic length associated with the electric field non-uniformity

is large compared to the particle dimension (i.e., the electric field does not vary

significantly across the dimension of the dipole). Higher order multipolar terms in

Eq. 2.6 can be retained in the calculation when the particle sizes are comparable

to the length scale of the non-uniform electric field [Jones 1985, Washizu 2004]. An

alternative and exact method of calculating the force is to use Maxwell stress tensor

which requires exact solution of the potential in the system and the integration of

the stress tensor around the particle surface [Washizu and Jones 1994, Wang et
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al. 1997a]. It is evident from Eq. 2.7 that no net force acts on a polarized particle

if the field is uniform.

The net force acting on a neutral/uncharged (no net charge) particle in a non-

uniform electric field is defined as dielectrophoretic force and the resulting move-

ment of the particle is referred to as dielelectrophoresis; as first stated by Pohl 1951.

In the literature, dielectrophoretic phenomenon is commonly referred to as DEP

and will also be used hereafter. The DEP force differs from the force acting on

a charged particle in an electric field. The DEP force is not dependent on the

charge characteristics of the particle since the force originates from polarization

of the material in the electric field. Due to the same reason, DEP force is also

independent of the electric field polarity. However, the strength of the DEP force

is governed by the non-uniformity of the electric field. The schematic in Fig. 2.6a

shows the movement of a charged particle (small gray circle) and a polarized parti-

cle (large white circle) in a uniform electric field. The forces acting on the particles

are represented by arrows for qualitative comparison. The positively charged par-

ticle moves along the field lines toward the cathode; whereas the polarized particle

remains fixed since the net force on the dipole is zero. The same entities are shown

in Fig. 2.6b in a non-uniform electric field. The charged particle still moves in

the same direction as in a uniform field. However, due to the non-uniform field

the polarized particle experiences an imbalance of force in this case. Thus, the

polarized particle experiences a net force in a non-uniform field.

2.3.2 Polarization of Particle in an AC Electric Field

So far, the description of the force on the dipole is provided by considering the

dipole in vacuum. In most real applications, the polarized particle is almost always

surrounded by a dielectric medium. When the polarized particle is suspended in a

medium, counter charges from the medium accumulate at the interface (to balance

the dipole moment). The charge accumulation at the particle-medium interface

depends on the response of the particle and the medium to the external electric

field. Such response is characterized by polarizability of a material which is related

to the conductivity and dielectric permittivity. Based on the relative polarizability
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(due to interfacial polarization) of the particle in a given medium, the particle may

develop a net dipole moment acting in the direction of the external field or opposite

to it [Morgan and Green 2003]. In addition, the dipole moment of the polarized

particle has contribution from the external electric field as well as the field of

nearby polarized particles (mutual field). In such cases, the dipole moment p in

Eq. 2.7 is replaced by peff , to represent the effective dipole moment in calculating

the electrical force exerted on the particle by the electric field [Jones 1995].

When an ideal dielectric (perfect insulator) spherical particle, surrounded by

a perfect dielectric medium, is subjected to an electric field, the effective moment

has the following form [Jones 1995]

peff = 4πεma3K (εp, εm)E0

= 4πεma3

(
εp − εm

εp + 2εm

)
E0 (2.8)

where, εm is the dielectric permittivity of the surrounding medium, εp is the per-

mittivity of the particle, a is the radius of the dielectric particle, and, E0 is the

applied electric field. K (εp, εm) is known as Clausius-Mossotti factor which shows

the strength of the effective polarization as a function of the permittivities (εp, εm).

In real applications, materials used rarely behave as perfect dielectrics. Most

materials exhibit both polarization and conduction (lossy dielectric) when sub-

jected to an electric field. To obtain a general expression for the effective dipole

moment of a particle, let us consider a lossy dielectric particle (spherical) with finite

conductivity (conductivity, σp) suspended in a fluid medium with finite conductiv-

ity (conductivity, σm). Such dielectric particle-medium combination resemble feed

suspensions encountered in membrane filtration.

To incorporate the effect of AC electric field, the system is subjected to a

uniform sinusoidal electric field with a single phase.

E = E0e
iωt (2.9)

where i =
√−1 is the imaginary number and ω is the angular frequency of the

sinusoidal signal. When interacting with a time varying electric field, non-perfect
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dielectrics (exhibiting both polarization and conduction) experience a finite time

lag in responding to the excitation of the field. This time lag can be expressed as

a phase difference between the applied field and the resulting current and polar-

ization in the system [Von Hippel 1954, Pohl 1978]. To account for such effect, the

polarization in an AC electric field is modeled by considering complex form of the

dielectric permittivity (ε∗) for both the particle and the medium.

ε∗ = ε − i
σ

ω
(2.10)

Using this expression, the Clausius-Mossotti factor in Eq. 2.8 can be expressed

as a function of complex permittivities by replacing the dielectric permittivities

with their complex form (εp → ε∗p, εm → ε∗m). In the complex form the Clausius-

Mossotti factor contains information about the magnitude and the phase of the

effective dipole moment with respect to the applied electric field. Detail derivation

and analysis of the above equations for effective dipole moment can found elsewhere

[Pohl 1978, Jones 1995, Morgan and Green 2003]. The time varying form of the

effective dipole moment can be written as

peff = 4πεma3K
(
ε∗p, ε

∗
m

)
E0e

iωt (2.11)

This real component of the effective dipole moment can be substituted in Eq.

2.7 to derive the time averaged force acting on a dielectric particle, suspended in

a dielectric medium, when subjected to an external AC electric field.

< F >= 2πεma3Re
[
K

(
ε∗p, ε

∗
m

)]∇|E2
rms| (2.12)

where Erms is the root-mean-square value of the applied electric field. Equation

2.12 is used as a general expression to evaluate the time averaged stationary DEP

force (F = FDEP ) exerted on small dielectric particles in a non-uniform electric

field.
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2.3.3 Frequency Dependent DEP Force

As mentioned in 2.3.2, the charge distribution at the interface of the particle and

the surrounding medium dictates the polarization phenomenon. Depending on the

relative difference in dielectric properties of the suspended particles and the sur-

rounding medium, the interfacial polarization behavior shows significant variation

with the frequency of excitation. When the frequency of the external electric field

is low (ωε/σ << 1), the dipole formed in the particle is allowed sufficient time

to align with the changing field direction. At high frequencies (ωε/σ >> 1), the

charges can no longer respond to the changing field directions. From this point on-

ward, the charge at the interface is dictated by the dielectric permittivities on the

two sides of the interface. The difference in the polarization phenomenon between

the two limiting cases is refereed to as dielectric dispersion and has been studied

extensively [Schwan et al. 1962, Lyklema et al. 1983, Shilov et al. 2001, Morgan

and Green 2003]. The effect of frequency on polarization is embedded in the

Clausius-Mossotti factor (Re
[
K

(
ε∗p, ε

∗
m

)]
). At low frequency the real part of the

Clausius-Mossotti factor reaches a limiting value of (σp −σm)/(σp +2σm), indicat-

ing dominance of conductivity of the system. At high frequency the limiting value

is (εp−εm)/(εp +2εm), the polarization is dominated by permittivity of the particle

and suspending medium. In general, the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor

is bounded by +1 and −0.5 [Jones 1995, Morgan and Green 2003].

To demonstrate the frequency dependence of Clausius-Mossotti factor, let us

consider an example of dielectric particles-in-water system in an AC electric field.

The variation of the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor for this system is

shown in Figure 2.7 with respect to frequency of the applied electric field. The

conductivity of the particles is varied relative to the conductivity of DI water

(σm = 10−6 S/m) and water has a much higher value of relative permittivity

than the particles (εp = 2 − 3, εm = 78.5). When the particle conductivity is

set higher (σp = 10−4, 10−3 S/m) than the conductivity of water, the real part

of the Clausius-Mossotti factor ranges from positive to negative values depending

on the frequency of the applied AC voltage, as well as the properties of the two
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components. This variation of the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor in

Eq. 2.12 means that the same particles may experience either attraction (positive

DEP) or repulsion (negative DEP) in water if the frequency of the applied voltage

is varied from low to high frequency. The frequency at which the Re
[
K

(
ε∗p, ε

∗
m

)]
is

zero is called crossover frequency, since the DEP force value changes sign on either

side of this frequency. At this frequency the particle experiences no DEP force at

all. The crossover point is marked by gray circles in Figure 2.7. It is interesting

to note that the crossover frequency decreases (105 → 104 Hz) as the particle

becomes less conductive. When the particle conductivity is lower (σp = 10−7

S/m) than that of surrounding water, the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor

attains nearly constant negative value at all frequencies. The variation observed

in the crossover frequencies is a product of dielectric dispersions that cause the

relative polarizability of the particle to change. Origin and implications of crossover

frequency have been discussed in Hughes 2002 and Molla 2004.

The above example clearly demonstrates that the polarization of a particle in

a medium is strongly dependent on the frequency of the imposed electric field.

It is usually difficult to vary the dielectric permittivity of the particle or the

medium. However, the crossover frequency can be manipulated by controlling

the bulk conductivity of the medium relative to the conductivity of the par-

ticle. When Re
[
K

(
ε∗p, ε

∗
m

)]
< 0, the particles in a non-uniform electric field

will move away from the regions of high electric field; whereas the same par-

ticle will move toward the high field region when Re
[
K

(
ε∗p, ε

∗
m

)]
> 0. Even

though the DEP force is generally weaker than the Coulombic forces, this fre-

quency dependent nature makes it very attractive for separation, manipulation

and detection of colloidal particles and biological cells in numerous applications

[Lin and Benguigui 1977, Green and Morgan 1997, Markx et al. 1997, Green and

Morgan 1999, Hughes et al. 1999, Hughes 2000, Cui et al. 2001, Lapizco-Encinas

et al. 2004, Ermolina and Morgan 2005, Leunissen et al. 2008, Nudurupati et

al. 2008, Du et al. 2009]. The distinct characteristics of the DEP force is summa-

rized below:

• The magnitude of the DEP force is proportional to the size of the dielectric
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particle. However, the force is not restricted by the charge characteristic of

the particle.

• The nature of the DEP force is related to the polarization and conduction

of both the particle and the medium at a given frequency of the external

electric field. Depending on the dielectric properties of the particle and the

surrounding medium, the DEP force can be either attractive or repulsive on

the particle.

• The DEP force is strongly dependent on the nonuniform distribution of the

electric field. The force vanishes in a uniform field.

2.4 Dielectrophoretic Force in Membrane Filtra-

tion

The severe implication of particle accumulation on membrane surfaces and subse-

quent fouling during membrane filtration processes was described in the first part

of this chapter. The scope and applicability of the existing prevention techniques

were also outlined. Among others, the application of electric field (electrofiltration

with constant and pulsed DC) based techniques was found to be restricted by the

energy cost and gas generation due to electrolysis of water. In addition, the elec-

tric field strength necessary to mitigate fouling is dictated by the surface charge

of the foulants. When dealing with materials with low surface charge, the applied

electric field strength may reach the dielectric breakdown limit of the materials to

have any noticeable impact on the foulants.

In this context, applying repulsive DEP forces on the foulants can help reduce

accumulation on the membrane surface. Application of a non-uniform AC electric

field at high frequency instead of a DC field also reduces the possibility of electrol-

ysis (and associated electrode damage) observed in electrofiltration. As mentioned

earlier (2.3.3), when the frequency of the applied AC field is sufficiently high, the

polarization of the particles and the surrounding medium is primarily dominated

by dielectric permittivity. Thus, at high frequencies the loss due to ohmic con-

duction will be significantly lower. Use of high frequency non-uniform AC electric
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field in membrane filtration may also provide a control mechanism to determine

the DEP forces based on the dielectric properties of the feed.

2.5 Summary

In the first part of this chapter, the basic mechanism of particle accumulation and

consequent loss of permeate flux was explained to illustrate the major problem

encountered in almost every membrane filtration process. Based on information

gathered from the available literature, it is recognized that there is lack of effective

solution to mitigate the fouling related issues. In this context, a new solution is

proposed based on application of non-uniform electric field during membrane filtra-

tion. The origin of the DEP force exerted on dielectric particles in a non-unifrom

field was discussed. It was suggested that the DEP force could be employed as a

adjustable force barrier in preventing membrane fouling. The frequency dependent

nature of the force can be utilized to tune the DEP force to have the maximum

influence on the solutes in a multicomponent feed. Based on this understanding,

the possibility of employing a non-uniform AC electric field in membrane filtration

will be explored in this thesis.
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Figure 2.1: Schematic representation of pressure driven membrane filtration
processes, namely, microfiltration (MF), ultrafiltration (UF), nanofiltration (NF),
and reverse osmosis (RO).
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Figure 2.2: Application range of various membrane separation processes.
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Figure 2.3: Commonly employed flow configurations in membrane filtration; (a)
dead-end mode, (b) crossflow mode.
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Figure 2.5: Classification of available methods of fouling prevention in membrane
filtration.
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Figure 2.7: Plot of the real part of frequency dependent Clausius-Mossotti factor
for particles-in-water system with varying frequency of the applied AC signal. ε∗p
and ε∗m represent the complex permittivity of particles and surrounding medium,
respectively. The variation of the real part of Clausius-Mossotti factor is also
shown for different particle conductivity.
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Chapter 3

DEP Enhanced Fouling
Prevention

3.1 Introduction

When a complex fluid, such as a colloidal dispersion, is brought in contact with

a solid surface, the walls of a flow channel, components of the fluid attach to the

surface, resulting in formation of a deposit layer that grows with time [Elimelech

et al. 1995, Brant and Childress 2004, Kleimann et al. 2006]. The phenomenon

is termed fouling, and poses a serious problem in many industrial applications.

Fouling can be manifested in a variety of applications, ranging from fouling in

microfluidic channels [Popat and Desai 2004], marine biofouling [Yebra et al. 2004],

fouling of heat exchangers [Wake et al. 2006], and membrane fouling [Song and

Elimelech 1995b, Neofofistou and Demadis 2004, Demadis et al. 2005, Wang et

al. 2005, Kim et al. 2006, Knutsen and Davis 2006]. The fouling layer can adversely

influence the performance of a device, such as premature failure of bioMEMS

devices [Hiratsuka et al. 2004, Sharma and Desai 2005], enhanced drag [Candries

et al. 2003], reduced heat transfer [Kukulka 2005, Kaptan et al. 2008], and lower

permeability of a membrane [Fane and Fell 1987, Meng et al. 2008, Wang et al.

2008]. Consequently, much attention has been accorded to fouling reduction. A

common industrial practice in this regard was to use antifouling coatings (such as

tributyl tin) on the surfaces. However, a ban on the use of these coatings owing

to their toxicity has led to an intense search for alternative strategies for fouling
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prevention [Yebra et al. 2004, Wake et al. 2006].

Perhaps the most common occurrence of fouling is in barrier filtration, typ-

ically performed employing membranes or porous materials that retain particu-

late matter in a feed suspension, allowing the solvent to permeate through them

[Mulder 1996, Escobar et al. 2005]. A common limitation of most barrier filtra-

tion processes stems from various forms of solute-membrane interactions, lead-

ing to the deposition of the particles suspended in the feed onto the membranes,

adsorption on membrane surface or pore walls, pore blocking, etc., that eventu-

ally lead to the reduction in the solvent permeation rate through the membrane

[Mulder 1996, Belfort et al. 1994, Davis 1992, Brant and Childress 2002a, Brant and

Childress 2002b]. This phenomenon is known as membrane fouling, as described in

chapter 2. In situ fouling prevention has received considerable attention, whereby

various techniques of preventing the deposition of colloidal particles on the mem-

brane have been explored.

Generally, cross-flow, or a flow tangential to the membrane, has been the most

common approach for disturbing the particle deposition process [Bechhold 1907,

Belfort 1989, Ripperger and Altmann 2002]. In addition, use of turbulence pro-

moting spacers, modification of the flow geometry in the module to enhance vor-

ticity near the membrane, pulsed flow, etc., have been explored as purely hydrody-

namic means to reduce the fouling propensity [Blanpain-Avet et al. 1999, Hadzis-

majlovic and Bertram 1998, Hong et al. 2002, Mallubhotla et al. 1998, Miku-

lasek and Cakl 1997, Broussous et al. 2001]. Application of repulsive electri-

cal forces on the suspended particles normal to the membrane have been pro-

posed, which effectively works for charged particles [Moulik 1971, Wakeman and

Tarleton 1987, Visvanathan and Benaim 1989, Huotari et al. 1999, Jagannadh and

Muralidhara 1996, Grebenyuk et al. 1998, Carroll et al. 2002, Tarazaga et al. 2006].

In these techniques, one generally employs DC electrical potentials across a mem-

brane, or modifies the membrane surface properties to produce a repulsive electric

double layer force between the suspended particles and the membranes.

Pulsed electric fields have also been used to mitigate fouling of membranes

[Robinson et al. 1993, Wakeman and Sabri 1995, Bowen and Ahmad 1997, Weigert
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et al. 1999, Oussedik et al. 2000]. While these processes can partially and selec-

tively mitigate fouling during membrane filtration of certain feed suspensions, a

general approach for comprehensively abating fouling remains to be developed.

The deposition of foulants on the membranes is predominantly engendered by the

hydrodynamic forces encountered in the filtration processes. A key component of

the hydrodynamic force on the particles is the so-called permeation drag owing to

the permeate flow through the membrane pores that draw these foulants to the

membrane surface. When this hydrodynamic force exceeds the repulsive colloidal

interaction forces between the particles and the membrane, the particles will in-

evitably deposit on the membrane, thereby fouling them. Occurrence of fouling

even in presence of repulsive colloidal forces provides a strong corroboration of the

fact that these short-range interactions are generally not sufficient in preventing

particle deposition [Childress and Elimelech 2000].

In this context, a combination of AC electrokinetics and tangential flow was

recently proposed as a means of preventing deposition of particles on a membrane

during a filtration operation [Molla et al. 2005, Molla and Bhattacharjee 2005].

The AC electrokinetic process used in this system involves generation of repulsive

dielectrophoretic (DEP) force on the suspended colloidal particles, which propel

them away from the membrane. The dielectrophoretic forces are engendered by

an array of parallel electrodes deposited onto the membrane (Fig. 3.1a), through

which a phase shifted AC potential is applied. A key feature of these DEP forces

is their long-range nature compared to commonly encountered colloidal forces. A

trajectory analysis was employed in this study to demonstrate the levitation of the

particles away from the membrane.

In this chapter, numerical simulations of the concentration distribution of parti-

cles in a colloidal suspension are described in the presence of a repulsive dielectro-

phoretic force field. The simulations were performed by solving the governing

equations for fluid flow, the electric field, and the convection-diffusion-migration

equation for the transport of the suspended particles. The predictions of particle

levitation based on this model are compared against the predictions of the trajec-

tory analysis reported earlier. The results from theoretical models establishes the
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viability of reducing particle deposition on the membrane surfaces employing DEP

forces.

3.2 Numerical Model of DEP Levitation in Pres-

ence of Tangential Flow

A numerical model is developed to study the effect of the repulsive force created

by the parallel electrode array on the concentration distribution of particles near a

planar surface. The planar surface in the model is designed to form the bottom wall

of a channel, which contains the flow of a colloidal suspension. The simulations

are conducted to study how presence of repulsive dielectrophoretic forces prevent

deposition of particles on the walls of a rectangular channel when the channel walls

are either completely impermeable (emulating shear flow in a rectangular duct)

or when the bottom wall of the channel is permeable to the solvent (emulating

membrane filtration). In this section, the model is described by considering the

problem of particle accumulation encountered in membrane filtration (permeable

surface).

3.2.1 Tangential Flow Channel

The geometry is defined to simulate the tangential flow of a colloidal suspension in

a rectangular channel. Assuming that the width of the channel is much larger than

the height of the channel, the channel can be represented by a two-dimensional

rectangular geometry in a Cartesian coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 3.1b.

The origin in this geometry is positioned at the entrance of the channel (x = 0)

and on the bottom or permeable membrane surface (y = 0). The x and y axes in

this geometry represent the axial and transverse directions, respectively.

As in typical crossflow (tangential) filtration processes, an aqueous feed suspen-

sion enters the channel with a prescribed average crossflow velocity. The bottom

wall of the channel is modeled as a porous membrane to allow uniform permeation

(suction) of the solvent. During the continuous filtration operation, the particles

in the feed suspension under the influence of permeation drag will deposit on the
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membrane surface, thus reducing the permeate flux over time. In this model,

however, the membrane surface is modified with an interdigitated parallel micro-

electrode array as shown in Fig. 3.1a. The parallel electrodes embedded on the

membrane surface, when actuated by an appropriate AC voltage, can create high

electric field gradients necessary to produce dielectrophoretic forces that act on

suspended particles.

As will be shown later, the repulsive dielectrophoretic forces induced on the

suspended particles by the electrodes will prevent their accumulation on the mem-

brane, which allows us to use a constant permeation velocity. In the model devel-

oped, the bottom wall can also be rendered impermeable, leading to the situation of

simple shear flow of a suspension through a rectangular channel with impermeable

walls.

3.2.2 Particle Transport Model

The particle transport in the channel is governed by the general mass conservation

equation. Assuming that the process reaches steady-state within a short period of

time and there is no mass source or sink exists in the channel, the mass conservation

can be written as

∇ · j = 0 (3.1)

where, j denotes the flux of particles in the channel. The particle flux in Eq. 3.1

is defined to account for the effect of convection, diffusion, and migration (due

to external force imparted on the particles) of the particles in the channel. In

this model, a dilute suspension of colloidal particles is considered and the particles

are modeled as rigid spheres. At steady-state, the concentration distribution of

spherical particles inside the channel can be described by employing convection-

diffusion-migration equation as [Masliyah and Bhattacharjee 2006]

∇ ·
(
uc − D · ∇c +

D · F
kBT

c

)
= 0 (3.2)

In Eq. 3.2, ∇ represents the del operator in the Cartesian coordinate. For
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spherical particles in an unbounded dilute suspension, the diffusion tensor, D,

can be simplified as the Stokes-Einstein diffusion coefficient, D∞ (= kBT/6πμa),

where μ is the viscosity of the surrounding medium, a is the radius of each parti-

cle, kB is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature [Song and

Elimelech 1995a, Masliyah and Bhattacharjee 2006]. u and F represents the parti-

cle velocity induced by the surrounding fluid and total external force, respectively.

To determine the particle concentration in Eq. 3.2, it is necessary to evaluate the

fluid flow field in the channel and the external force acting on the particle.

Equation 3.2 can be expressed in non-dimensional form by using the scaling

parameters listed in Table 3.1. The width (W ) of each electrode in the parallel elec-

trode array is considered as characteristic length in this case. The non-dimensional

form of the convection-diffusion-migration equation is shown in Eq. 3.3. The width

of the electrodes (W ) in the parallel electrode array is used as the characteristic

length. The particle concentration is scaled with bulk concentration of particles

(c0). The non-dimensional particle velocity (ū) represents the ratio of convection

to diffusion (Peclet number, Pehyd). F̄ represents the effect of the external force

compared to Brownian motion. The scaled flux (̄j) is the same as a Sherwood

number representing deposition of colloidal particles on surfaces [Probstein 2003].

∇ · [−ā∇c̄ +
(
ū + F̄

)
c̄
]

= 0 (3.3)

Table 3.1: Non-dimensional parameters used in the numerical model for DEP
enhanced fouling prevention.

Parameter Scaling

x̄ x/W
ȳ y/W
ā a/W
c̄ c/c0

j̄ ja/c0D∞
ū ua/D∞
F̄ Fa/kBT
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In this model, the migration of the particles is caused by a repulsive dielectro-

phoretic force field created by the microelectrode array embedded on the mem-

brane surface. Hence, the migration velocity is dependent on the magnitude of

DEP forces. The particles are assumed to attain a terminal velocity in presence

of the fluid drag and the DEP forces. The steady-state particle migration velocity

can be expressed as [Masliyah and Bhattacharjee 2006]

umig =
D · F
kBT

=
FDEP

6πμa
(3.4)

where the external force F is represented by the DEP forces, FDEP , acting on

the particles. To account for the particle transport due to migration forces, the

convective velocity term in Eq. 3.2 is recast to include the migration velocity term

as u = uhyd + umig, where uhyd is the fluid velocity field and umig is the terminal

velocity of the particle due to external DEP force field, respectively. The steady

state convection-diffusion-migration Eq. 3.2 can now be written as

∇ · [−D∞∇c + (uhyd + umig) c] = 0 (3.5)

In this formulation, the convection-diffusion-migration equation is converted

into convection-diffusion equation by retaining the effect of external force on the

particles in the convective term.

3.2.3 DEP Force Field

The electric field generated inside the channel by a parallel electrode array is simu-

lated by solving the Laplace equation in the two-dimensional Cartesian coordinate

system as depicted in Fig.3.1b. The microelectrode array produces the spatial

non-uniformity in the electric field above the electrode plane, which is a key re-

quirement for DEP. The DEP forces created by the array is calculated based on

the non-uniform electric field distribution inside the channel. The electrode array

in these simulations consists of electrodes that are a few microns wide (W ) with

equal spacing (G) in between the electrodes.

The time-averaged dielectrophoretic force [Pohl 1978, Jones 1995] acting on a

single spherical particle due to a non-uniform external electric field can be approx-

imated in terms of dipole effects as
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FDEP = 2πεma3Re [K (εp
∗, εm

∗)]∇ (E · E) (3.6)

where a is the radius of the suspended particle, E is the root-mean-square (rms)

value of the electric field, Re[K(εp
∗, εm

∗)] is the real component of the frequency-

dependent Clausius-Mossotti factor

K (εp
∗, εm

∗) =
εp

∗ − εm
∗

εp
∗ + 2εm

∗ (3.7)

The Clausius-Mossotti factor is determined from εp
∗ and εm

∗, the complex per-

mittivities of the particle and the suspending medium, respectively. The complex

permittivity is ε∗ = ε− j σ
ω
, where j =

√−1, ε is the permittivity, σ is the conduc-

tivity, and ω is the angular frequency of the applied AC electric field. Depending

on the relative difference in dielectric properties of the suspended particles and the

surrounding medium, the real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor ranges between

+1.0 and −0.5. According to Eq. 3.6, the sign of the Clausius-Mossotti factor

dictates the nature of the DEP force, i.e., whether a particle is repelled from or

attracted to regions of high electric field strength. A negative value of the fac-

tor indicates repulsion from the high field gradient regions, also known as negative

DEP. As can be seen from Eq. 3.6, to obtain an accurate DEP force, it is necessary

to evaluate the electric field with high accuracy.

3.2.4 Fluid Velocity Field

In this study, the fluid flow inside the rectangular channel is considered to be a

steady laminar flow. Two cases are considered, namely, (i) when the lower chan-

nel wall is impermeable, which leads to a simple one-dimensional axial velocity

distribution (parabolic velocity profile), and (ii) when the channel wall is inter-

mittently permeable. In this latter case, the velocity field inside the domain is

evaluated by solving the momentum and continuity equations for two-dimensional

incompressible flow [Molla and Bhattacharjee 2005].

The particle concentration in the suspension flowing through the channel is

considered to be sufficiently low in this model to avoid particle-particle interac-
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tion. The hydrodynamic interaction between particles neglected assuming that the

particles are sparsely distributed in the surrounding fluid [Russel et al. 1991]. For

small particles suspended in the infinite fluid (away from surfaces), the particle ve-

locity can be assumed to be equal to the fluid velocity. However, in the vicinity of

a solid surface, the velocity of the particle is influenced by the hydrodynamic inter-

action with the surface [Spielman and Goren 1970]. For instance, in the presence

of the permeation flux through the bottom surface of the channel, the particles

approaching the surface will experience retardation effect due to the presence of

the surface. However, in this model, due to the presence of the repulsive force the

particles are not expected to approach the surface within the distance (within 10

particle radius from the surface) where retardation effect is considerable [Masliyah

and Bhattacharjee 2006]. Therefore, hydrodynamic influence on the particle ve-

locity near the bottom wall of the channel was not included in this model. The

lift force experienced by particles in shear flow is neglected here since the particles

are small (≈ 1 μm) [Williams et al. 1992, Song and Elimelech 1995a].

3.2.5 Boundary Conditions

Solution of Eq. 3.3 with appropriate boundary conditions provides the concen-

tration distribution of colloidal particles inside the computational domain. The

boundary conditions imposed on the governing equations are discussed below. The

boundary conditions are shown schematically in Fig. 3.2. The boundary condition

are defined by assuming the bottom surface of the tangential flow channel to be

permeable (to emulate membrane filtration). As mentioned earlier, the model can

be modified to simulate the channel with impermeable walls by incorporating the

appropriate boundary conditions.

Electric field simulation

The boundary conditions used to simulate the electric field are shown in Fig. 3.2a.

Sinusoidal signals are applied on the electrodes (BB′, CC ′) in the array. The

voltages shown in Fig. 3.2a are root-mean-square (rms) values. Two consecutive

electrodes are actuated by AC signals with a phase difference of 180o. Zero surface
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charge is assumed in the gap (B′C) between two consecutive electrodes to represent

the membrane surface. The implication of imposing zero surface charge condition

in the gap as opposed to a ground condition was discussed in earlier works [Green

et al. 2002, Molla and Bhattacharjee 2005]. The component of the electric field

normal to the boundaries (AO, A′O′) at the inlet and outlet of the channel is

assumed to be zero. Based on the height of channel the top surface of the channel

is assumed to be grounded. A description of the numerical evaluation of the electric

field distribution and DEP force field in similar geometry can be found elsewhere

[Molla et al. 2005, Molla and Bhattacharjee 2005, Crews et al. 2007].

Fluid flow field

The flow domain modeled here spans a section of the rectangular crossflow filtration

channel with microelectrodes embedded on the permeable membrane surface in a

periodic manner. The appropriate boundary conditions are shown in Fig. 3.2b.

The inlet flow (AO) is assumed to be fully developed 1-dimensional flow. The

boundary condition at the bottom surface of the channel can be defined for an

impermeable channel (tangential flow in a channel) or a permeable membrane

surface. In case of an impermeable wall, the boundary condition is defined as no-

slip at the wall. However, at the surface of the membrane, the tangential velocity

on the membrane is always zero based on no-slip condition, while the transverse

velocity switches from uniform suction, VW , at the gaps (B′C) to zero on the

electrodes (BB′, CC ′). At the exit of the channel (A′O′), the boundary condition

is defined as a normal flow with zero pressure, i.e., the tangential component of

the velocity and the normal component of the viscous force are zero. A no-slip

condition is also assumed at the top wall (OO′) of the channel.

Concentration distribution

The boundary conditions imposed on convection-diffusion-migration equation to

obtain the concentration distribution of particles inside the channel are shown in

Fig. 3.2c. The concentration of the feed suspension at the inlet of the domain (AO)

is assumed to be constant (c = c0). However, with the embedded electrodes at the
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surface of the membrane, it is necessary to use two different boundary conditions

to properly simulate the surface condition of the membrane. At regions covered

with electrodes (BB′, CC ′), the repulsive DEP force created by the electrode array

would prevent any deposition. Thus, no net flux of particles normal to the elec-

trodes is assumed on the electrode array. Coupled with no normal velocity, this

emulates the particle flux condition on an impermeable wall (which is similar to a

zero migration flux condition [Song and Elimelech 1995a]). On the permeable sec-

tions of the membrane (B′C), the zero normal mass flux condition is also imposed,

since all particles are rejected by the permeable regions of the membrane. How-

ever, since there is a net convective flux toward the membrane on these permeable

sections, the boundary condition implies that diffusion and migration counteract

the convection in these sections. The concentration of the particles at the outlet

(A′O′) is unknown. The particle flux on the right-hand boundary (A′O′) of the

domain is assumed to be convection dominated. The concentration of suspended

particles far away (OO′) from the membrane surface is considered to be the bulk

concentration [Adamczyk 1989]. Therefore, the concentration at the top surface

of the channel is set to bulk concentration.

3.3 Simulation of DEP Levitation of Colloids

3.3.1 Numerical Solution Methodology

The numerical solution for particle concentration distribution inside the filtration

channel is obtained by using the finite element analysis The solution procedure

comprises of evaluating the fluid flow field, the electric field, and finally the spatial

concentration distribution of particles in the channel. All of these models are

solved in the same two-dimensional geometry, as shown in Fig. 3.1b.

The finite element analysis was performed using a commercial finite element

package, COMSOL 3.2. This package offers predefined models with the governing

equations to describe various physical problems. In this case, the models used in

COMSOL were Navier-Stokes application mode for the fluid flow problem, elec-

trostatics application mode for the electric field problem, and, convection and
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diffusion application mode for the particle transport model.

In the rectangular geometry, the fluid velocity field and electric field distribu-

tions are solved independently since the fluid flow induced by the electric field is

not considered in this study. The DEP force field is evaluated using Eq. 3.6 based

on the electric field distribution created by the electrode array inside the channel.

The electric field inside the channel was evaluated by assuming that the particles

in the surrounding medium do not affect the electric field. This assumption is valid

at low concentration of the particles in the suspension. The electrode polarization

at the interface of the electrodes with the liquid was also neglected at the high

frequency of the applied voltages considered in the simulation [Schwan 1992].

The fluid velocity components and the velocity components due to dielectro-

phoretic migration are coupled to the convection-diffusion-migration model (Eq.

3.5), which can then be solved to determine the concentration distribution in pres-

ence of the repulsive DEP forces.

The suspension is modeled as an aqueous suspension of polystyrene particles.

The dielectric properties of the polystyrene particles closely resemble those of many

types of foulant particles in a conventional aqueous feed suspensions. The proper-

ties used in these simulations are listed in Table 3.2.

The real part of the Clausius-Mossotti factor (Re[K(εp
∗, εm

∗)]) in Eq. 3.6 dic-

tates the nature of the DEP force acting on a dielectric particle. Based on the

dielectric properties of the polystyrene particles in an aqueous suspension, the

Clausius-Mossotti factor attains negative value (−0.48) above the crossover fre-

quency of 106 Hz [Hughes et al. 1999, Ermolina and Morgan 2005, Molla and

Bhattacharjee 2005]. Thus, for the simulations presented here, the frequency of

the AC voltage was 106 Hz to impart repulsive (negative) DEP force on the par-

ticles in the surrounding medium.

3.3.2 Discretization and Convergence

Mesh distribution

To solve the numerical problem based on finite element method, the computational

domain was discretized with quadratic elements arranged as quadrilateral (struc-
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tured) mesh. Triangular mesh was also tested in the same domain to compare

the influence of the element shape on computational outcome. It was observed

that results with higher accuracy was obtained when the quadrilateral mesh was

employed. The quadrilateral mesh partitions the computational domain in small

rectangular regions, the size of which could be precisely controlled by defining the

number of divisions on the boundaries of the domain. This method also provides

good control over mesh density in different parts of the domain.

The number of elements (mesh density) required in the domain is dictated by

the nature of the physical problem. Generally, the regions where the numerical

solution is expected to undergo considerable variation (e.g., large gradients and

inflection points) are known a priori. In those regions, it is necessary to create

closely spaced mesh elements to capture the effect of the variation on the numerical

results. In the geometry considered in this model, the bottom surface of the

channel consists of equally spaced electrodes embedded on the surface. Observing

the boundary conditions for the physical problems in Fig. 3.2, it is clear that the

boundary conditions change at the edges of the electrodes, along the length of the

channel. Therefore, the mesh density near the bottom wall of the channel plays

an important role in accurate evaluation of this model. The mesh distribution in

the domain is shown in Fig. 3.3. The closeup in Fig. 3.3 shows that in the bottom

part of the domain (near the bottom wall), the width of the rectangular elements

increased logarithmically in the transverse direction.

Mesh requirement for electric field evaluation

The accuracy of the electric field calculation is an important issue since the DEP

force experienced by the particles is directly dependent on the electric field gra-

dient. The mesh distribution near the electrodes requires attention when electric

field is calculated in a parallel electrode geometry. The DEP force calculated using

Eq. 3.6 is proportional to the gradient of the electric field. Hence, it is neces-

sary to determine the electric field with high accuracy. The maximum variation

of the electric field is expected at the electrode edges where the boundary con-

dition changes from surface potential to surface charge condition. It was shown
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in earlier studies, that the electric field gradient on parallel electrode geometry

is periodic in the axial direction and attains maximum value at the edges of the

electrodes. The electric field is negligible near the center of the electrode [Green

and Morgan 1999, Molla and Bhattacharjee 2005]. The electric field gradient cre-

ated over the electrode array diminishes exponentially in the transverse direction

from the electrode plane. Therefore, in the axial direction, the mesh elements were

refined around the electrode-gap interface to capture the peaks in the DEP force

profile. The mesh density in the transverse direction was highest near the bottom

surface of the channel (electrode plane). Using the structured mesh in the domain,

it is possible to control the length of the mesh elements in any part of the domain.

Mesh requirement for fluid velocity evaluation

In the case of the fluid flow problem, the boundary condition at the bottom wall is

uniform (no-slip) along the length of the channel when the wall is assumed to be

completely impermeable. However, when the wall is defined as an intermittently

permeable surface (membrane with the embedded electrode array), the boundary

conditions change at the electrode-gap interface as described in the last section.

The mesh density near the bottom wall needs to be higher than the rest of the

domain to predict the variation the transverse component of the fluid velocity

along the length of the channel.

Mesh requirement for convection-diffusion model

The accuracy of the DEP force calculation has significant impact on the concen-

tration of particles in the domain. The concentration is expected to vary with

the magnitude of the force in the domain, e.g., low at the electrode edges due to

strong repulsive force. Thus, the particle concentration will vary significantly at

the electrode-gap interface. In addition, the particle concentration will also vary

in the transverse direction based on the magnitude of the force. Due to the devel-

opment of large concentration gradients in both axial and tangential directions the

numerical solution for concentration in this model is strongly dependent on the

mesh distribution. To capture the effect of the repulsive force on particle concen-
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tration the high mesh density is required in the region close to the bottom surface

when solving convection-diffusion problem. When solving the convection-diffusion

model, mesh refinement in highly convective parts of the domain helps to minimize

spurious negative concentration in isolated regions in the domain [Finlayson 1992].

Convergence

In the model, the number of mesh elements were increased to achieve numerical

convergence. The results for fluid velocity converged with 15, 000 elements in the

domain. However, the number of elements required for the electrostatic model

and convection-diffusion model were significantly higher. The relative variation

of the electric field gradient with increasing number of elements in the domain

is shown in Fig. 3.4. Each point on the plot represents the average of electric

field gradient calculated at a transverse section, half way along the channel length.

The section was positioned at the edge of an electrode. As the mesh density is

increased the result obtained from the updated mesh is compared with the one

from the old mesh. The variation decreases monotonically and becomes negligible

beyond 30, 000 elements.

The convergence of convection-diffusion model required increased mesh den-

sity compared to the electrostatic problem. The convection-diffusion model with

70, 000 elements was solved in conjunction with stabilization techniques to obtain

accurate and stable solution. Numerical solution of convection-diffusion equation

requires special treatments in dealing with convection dominated problems [Brooks

and Hughes 1982, Finlayson 1992, Duran and Lombardi 2006]. Various numerical

stabilization methods include upwinding techniques, Petrov-Galerkin approach and

artificial diffusivity method to minimize the spurious oscillations in the numerical

solutions. In this numerical model, the concentration distribution was obtained

with small artificial isotropic diffusion (≈ 0.05) to help numerical convergence. It

has been observed that without the artificial diffusion parameter, the concentra-

tion distribution tends to show unrealistic negative values near the bottom sur-

face where maximum repulsive force is encountered. Description and comparison

of various numerical techniques available to solve convection-diffusion equation in
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highly convective problems can be found elsewhere [Heinrich et al. 1977, Adamczyk

et al. 1984, Morton 1996]. The introduction of the artificial diffusion parameter

helps the convergence, as well as dampens the abrupt peaks in the concentration

profile.

3.3.3 Numerical Solvers

The simultaneous equations generated by the finite element scheme were solved

using a solver available in COMSOL. The solution of the incompressible flow inside

the tangential flow channel was obtained by using a nonlinear solver. The nonlinear

solver uses a modified form of the damped Newton method [Deuflhar 1974]. As

the criterion for convergence, the relative tolerance value was set to 10−6. The

electrostatic and convection-diffusion models were solved using a direct elimination

solver.

The numerical solution for the velocity field was obtained first and stored. Then

the electrostatic problem was solved to obtain the electric potential distribution in

the domain and electric field gradient was calculated based on the resulting electric

field values. The DEP force at every point in the domain was calculated using the

result from electric field solution and stored. The stored solutions (velocity field

and DEP forces) were available to the convection-diffusion model. The solution for

concentration in the channel was obtained by incorporating the stored solutions in

the convection-diffusion model.

3.3.4 Validation of the Numerical Model

The numerical model is validated against the model developed by Elimelech and

Bhattacharjee 1998 for permeate transport in polarized layer during crossflow fil-

tration. The description of operating parameters used in the validation is provided

in Appendix C.
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3.4 Results and Discussion

In this section, the concentration distributions obtained from finite element sim-

ulations are analyzed to determine the effectiveness of the repulsive DEP forces

in levitating the colloidal particles from the bottom surface of the channel. The

simulation results presented here were obtained for the system shown in Fig. 3.1,

with parameter values and ranges shown in Table 3.2. To demonstrate the effec-

tiveness of the repulsive DEP force in fouling prevention during crossflow filtration

process, the numerical simulations were performed under three different condi-

tions. First, the particle accumulation was observed on the membrane surface

during conventional filtration by rendering the bottom surface of the channel uni-

formly permeable. Second, the surface was partially blocked by placing alternate

impermeable strips to study the effect of intermittent permeation on particle ac-

cumulation. Finally, the bottom surface was rendered completely impermeable to

simulate the particle transport in the presence of tangential flow and DEP force.

3.4.1 Concentration Distribution near Uniformly and Par-

tially Permeable Membranes

During conventional crossflow membrane filtration, the colloidal particles in the

feed suspension deposit on the membrane surface, primarily driven by the perme-

ation drag. Due to the increasing thickness of the cake layer in the axial direction, a

non-uniform permeation flux is observed along the length of the crossflow filtration

channel [Belfort 1989, Wakeman 1994, Jarusutthirak and Amy 2006]. However,

in the present simulations, a uniform permeation velocity is used throughout the

length of the filtration channel. This is justifiable when the particles do not deposit

on the membrane, as will be shown to be the case for DEP enhanced filtration.

However, in conventional membrane filtration, choice of this boundary condition

can only be justified during the initial stages of filtration. The baseline simulation

conducted in this study involves modeling the concentration buildup of the col-

loidal particles near a uniformly permeable membrane. This baseline simulation is

used to assess the performance of the DEP enhanced filtration.
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The scaled particle concentration distribution, c/c0, obtained for the baseline

case of crossflow filtration in presence of a uniform permeation velocity (VW = 1.0×
10−6 m/s) across the membrane is depicted in Fig. 3.5. The horizontal and vertical

axes show the scaled axial and transverse distances, scaled with respect to electrode

width (W ). The contour lines represent scaled concentrations of accumulated

particles near the membrane surface. The concentration of accumulated particles

on the membrane surface increases with axial distance from the channel entrance.

The concentration of particles deposited on the membrane surface during crossflow

filtration can be very high (c/c0 > 200). However, the concentration distribution

attains bulk concentration values at scaled separations of Y/W → 1.5 from the

membrane surface. This behaviour corroborates the fact that the concentration

polarization or fouling layer thickness is quite small (typically < 10 − 15 μm,

which is lower than the hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness) in conventional

membrane filtration. Consequently, even in the presence of fairly high average

axial velocities in the filtration channel, the tangential hydrodynamic forces on

the deposited particles are not sufficiently large to completely eliminate particle

deposition on the membranes.

If the surface of the membrane is somehow rendered intermittently permeable,

for instance, by placing an interdigitated electrode array, the partially permeable

membrane in this case will reduce the hydrodynamic permeation drag force experi-

enced by the suspended particles. Hence, the concentration of the particles on the

surface of the membrane will be lower than in the case of a uniformly permeable

membrane. Figure 3.6 shows the concentration distribution for the case where

the membrane surface is modified to render it intermittently permeable. This is

modeled by rendering alternate strips on the membrane surface as impermeable.

As seen in this figure, the concentration at the membrane surface shows a periodic

variation with axial location. The concentration is close to the bulk concentra-

tion (c/c0 ≈ 1) in the regions where the membrane surface is impermeable (i.e.,

blocked by the electrodes), and then rapidly increases where the membrane sur-

face is permeable. The membrane surface concentration on the permeable regions

increases along the axial direction. The maximum concentration observed on the
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membrane surface at the end of the channel length in this case is found to be

significantly lower (≈ 50%) compared to the uniform suction case (Fig. 3.5). This

indicates that intermittent suction can significantly reduce concentration build up

near membranes owing purely due to hydrodynamic effects. However, it should be

noted that the axial average permeate flux in this case will also be reduced due to

the partial blockage of the membrane surface.

3.4.2 Concentration Distribution in Presence of a Repul-
sive DEP Force Field

The simulation results presented so far indicate that the polystyrene particles settle

on the permeable membrane even in the presence of a tangential flow. However,

in this model, when the interdigitated electrode array on the bottom surface of

the channel is actuated by a 180o phase shifted AC voltage at a high frequency, it

imparts repulsive DEP forces on the suspended particles that pushes them away

from the surface (levitated above the bottom plane). The primary goal of this

study is to ascertain the effectiveness of the repulsive DEP forces in preventing

particle accumulation on the bottom surface. This would provide the purely DEP

based levitation of the particles achievable in a tangential flow field by applying AC

voltages of different amplitudes and frequencies. The levitation heights can then

be compared to the hydrodynamic boundary layer thickness in a one-dimensional

shear flow field. Quantification of the levitation height under this flow field can

lead to elucidation of how different permeation velocities can alter the levitation

height in an actual membrane filtration process.

First, simulation results are presented to elucidate the influence of repulsive

DEP force on particle concentration on an impermeable surface (i.e., pure shear

flow in a channel). Figure 3.7 shows a surface plot of the particle concentration

distribution inside the tangential flow channel when the interdigitated electrode

array is actuated by a phase shifted AC voltage. The applied peak voltage used in

this case was 1 V and the frequency was 106 Hz. The concentration of particles

near the bottom surface, represented by the white region in the figure, approaches

zero (c/c0 = 0) as long as the feed suspension is subjected to the electric field. The
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thickness of this region from which the particles are depleted extends to Y/W > 1

at small axial distances, and by axial distances of X/W = 20, the thickness of

the depleted zone attains a value of Y/W = 2. Noting that W = 10 μm in these

simulations, it is clearly evident that the thickness of this depleted layer is actually

greater than the thickness of the concentration boundary layer observed in Figure

3.5. Qualitatively, the axial growth of the particle-depleted region emulates the

growth pattern of the cake layer in conventional crossflow filtration. Therefore,

in contrast with the conventional filtration process, where higher concentration is

observed in the cake layer on the surface, the membrane surface in presence of

DEP forces is practically free of any foulant particle. By observing the concen-

tration distribution shown in Fig. 3.7, it is discernable that when a membrane

filtration process involves such DEP based levitation, the fluid layer in contact

with the membrane will essentially consist of pure solvent, and hence, the perme-

ation velocity will correspond to the pure solvent permeation velocity throughout

the length of the filtration channel.

The development of a layer of clean liquid near the membrane surface is sig-

nificant when considered in light of the concentration polarization phenomenon

described in chapter 2 (2.2.1). The mass transfer from the membrane surface

was shown to be strongly affected (reduced) as the thickness of the concentra-

tion boundary layer increased on the membrane. Here, the repulsive DEP forces

changes the scenario dramatically, by reducing the particle concentration on the

membrane and thus, preventing the growth of the concentration boundary layer.

3.4.3 Operating Parameters in DEP Enhanced Fouling Pre-

vention

It has been demonstrated that the DEP forces created by the parallel electrode

array can prevent particle accumulation on the channel wall. The DEP force act-

ing on the particles is dependent on the AC voltage applied to electrode (Eq. 3.6).

To estimate the levitation height of particles with the DEP force, it is necessary

to study particle levitation with varying voltages. Since the DEP force is propor-

tional to particle volume, the particle size is also an important parameter in DEP
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induced particle levitation. In addition, when particle levitation is considered in

the context of membrane filtration, the effect of permeation velocity needs to be

investigated. Therefore, in the following sections, the simulation results are pre-

sented to study the role of applied voltage, particle size, permeation velocity, and,

tangential velocity on particle levitation.

Effect of applied voltage on particle levitation

Figure 3.8 shows the concentration profile of polystyrene particles (radius 1 μm)

along the transverse direction corresponding to different applied voltages. The

horizontal and the vertical axes represent the scaled concentration of particles

(c/c0) and the scaled height (Y/W ) above the membrane surface, respectively. To

determine the variation of particle concentration in the transverse (Y ) direction,

a section (at X/W = 19) which is near the end of the filtration channel was

chosen. This plane of observation is selectively located at the edge of an electrode.

At every applied voltage, the concentration at the membrane surface is always

zero indicating no particle deposition on the surface. As the distance from the

bottom surface increases, the concentration remains zero until the limiting height

for the effective DEP force field is reached. This transverse distance is the height

of the particle-free (white) region shown in Figure 3.7. Beyond this region, the

particle concentration increases to represent a sharp peak, following which the

concentration decays again to attain the bulk concentration value (c/c0 = 1). The

peak in the concentration profiles corresponds to the narrow dark band shown in

Fig. 3.7. The effective range of DEP force field, which dictates the span of the

particle-free region, is highly dependent on the magnitude of applied voltage. With

higher applied voltages, the particles experience the effect of DEP forces further

away from the membrane surface. As the applied voltage is varied from 0.1 V to

5 V , the location of the concentration peak shifts further away from the surface,

and the peak concentration increases due to the increasing repulsive DEP forces

acting on the particles.
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Effect of particle size on levitation height

The levitation height attainable during a particular DEP enhanced flow can be

loosely defined as the distance from the electrode plane on the bottom surface

where the concentration of particles reach 0.1% of the bulk concentration. Figure

3.9 shows the variation of levitation heights with increasing applied voltage for a

range of particle sizes (200 nm - 4 μm diameter). The horizontal and vertical axes

represent the applied peak voltage (V ) and levitation height (μm), respectively.

The levitation heights in this plot are obtained at the same axial location (X/W =

19) as in Fig. 3.8. For any particle size, the levitation height above the membrane

surface can be significantly increased by increasing the amplitude of the applied AC

voltage. The levitation height is generally � 10 μm for large particles (diameter

> 500 nm). It is noted that even for submicron particles, the levitation height is

approximately 1 μm or higher with an applied voltage of 1 V . Therefore, the DEP

force used in conjunction with a tangential flow field can be effectively utilized

to control the accumulation of a wide size range of particles by manipulating the

applied voltage.

The particle levitation provides a clear estimate of the magnitudes of DEP

forces attainable in these systems. These forces are orders of magnitude larger,

and more long-ranged than typical colloidal forces (such as, electric double layer

interactions). Noting that even repulsive double layer interactions, which typically

have a range of a few tens of nanometers in aqueous suspensions, are quite effective

in reducing particle deposition on substrates [Brant and Childress 2002b, Nazemi-

fard et al. 2006b, Nazemifard et al. 2006a], it is clearly discernable that the DEP

forces will be even more effective in preventing particle deposition. More specif-

ically, the large levitation heights obtained in DEP will allow rapid entrainment

of the particles in the tangential flow, and might prevent particle deposition in

presence of a transverse permeation velocity during membrane filtration.

The numerical results obtained from the convection-diffusion-migration model

is compared to the results obtained from a trajectory analysis of polystyrene par-

ticles under similar conditions [Molla and Bhattacharjee 2005]. It can be observed
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from Fig. 3.10 that both Eulerian and Lagrangian approaches predict the ability

of the DEP forces to levitate the particles by over 10 μm from the bottom surface.

The predictions for levitation heights of particles under similar conditions are in

close agreement.

Effect of permeation velocity on levitation

The simulation results including DEP forces presented so far were obtained by

considering the bottom surface of the channel to be impermeable. Here, some

additional simulations are presented by considering permeation through a porous

membrane in presence of repulsive DEP forces. The liquid permeation exerts a

hydrodynamic drag force on the suspended particles, which brings them closer to

the membrane surface. In this numerical model, the area between consecutive

electrodes were rendered permeable, similar to the simulations conducted for the

intermittently permeable membrane.

Figure 3.11 shows the variation of particle levitation height with applied volt-

age in the presence of additional hydrodynamic drag acting on the particles due

to permeation. The vertical and horizontal axes represent the levitation height

and applied voltage, respectively. It can be seen from Fig. 3.11 that the levi-

tation height of polystyrene particles (4 μm) is not significantly altered even in

the presence of considerable hydrodynamic drag in the transverse direction (due

to permeation). Increasing the permeation drag results in a larger force on the

particles pulling them closer to the membrane. However, as the applied voltage is

increased, the particle levitation height increases and the influence of the perme-

ation drag on the particles diminishes. The small differences in levitation heights

observed at different permeation velocities indicate that the polystyrene particles

can be repelled away from the membrane surface quite effectively (≈ 10 - 20 μm)

even in the presence of transmembrane liquid transport. Hence, the particle ac-

cumulation that was observed in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6 due to the influence of

permeation flux can be completely averted when strong repulsive DEP forces are

applied on the suspension.

Figure 3.11 also shows the effect of the average crossflow velocity on the levita-
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tion height. The levitation height decreases considerably as the tangential velocity

is increased. This is quite reasonable, as higher axial velocities reduce the hydro-

dynamic boundary layer thickness in a rectangular channel geometry. It is worth

noting that despite the decrease in the levitation heights at higher cross flow veloc-

ities, the particles still remain at the outer periphery of the hydrodynamic (more

specifically, the momentum) boundary layer, and hence, their entrainment in the

axial flow remains relatively unaffected.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, the concept of creating a repulsive force field on the surface of a

flow channel to mitigate fouling has been investigated through a simple numerical

model. Here, the bottom surface of a tangential flow channel is modified with

parallel electrode array to create the repulsive DEP force. It was shown that

particle deposition on the channel wall can be averted when the electrodes are

actuated with the appropriate AC signals. When the electrode array is embedded

on a membrane surface, the DEP force prevents accumulation of the particles

(retained by the membrane) on the membrane surface in the presence of permeation

velocity. Thus, DEP enhanced filtration can sustain high permeate flux over longer

period of time during continuous operation. The repulsion engendered by DEP has

been shown to be more effective in controlling particle-membrane interactions than

short-range colloidal forces. The results presented in this chapter establishes the

potential use of DEP forces in mitigating fouling of surfaces by creating a repulsive

barrier near the surface.
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Table 3.2: Properties of the colloidal system, and the electrical, geometric, and
hydrodynamic parameters, and their ranges used in the simulations.

Property Value
System Polystyrene particles in water
Particle radius (μm) 0.1 − 2
Density of particle (kg/m3) 1050
Density of water (kg/m3) 1000
Viscosity of medium (N − s/m2) 1.0 × 10−3

Temperature (K) 298

Electrode width, W (μm) 10
Electrode gap, G (μm) 10
Peak voltage range, V0 (V ) 0.1 − 5.0
Frequency, f (Hz) 106

Conductivity of water, σm (S/m) 5.0 × 10−8

Relative permittivity of water, εm 78 − 80
Conductivity of polystyrene, σp (S/m) 1.0 × 10−7

Relative permittivity of polystyrene, εp 2 − 3

Channel length (μm) 200
Channel height (μm) 1000
Average axial velocity (m/s) 7 × 10−5 − 1.0 × 10−3

Permeation velocity (m/s) 0 − 1.0 × 10−5
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Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic diagram of a membrane with parallel electrode array
embedded on the surface. (b) Schematic showing a crossflow filtration channel with
a fully developed laminar flow of feed suspension containing colloidal particles over
the membrane surface. VW represents the permeation velocity applied in the gap
region between two consecutive electrodes. External AC voltage is applied to the
electrodes.
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Figure 3.2: Boundary conditions shown on the schematic representation of the
2-D channel geometry used for the numerical simulations. (a) Boundary conditions
used for the electric field simulation using parallel electrode array. (b) Boundary
conditions used for the calculation of fluid velocity in the channel with a perme-
able bottom surface. (c) Boundary conditions used to evaluate the concentration
distribution of particles inside the channel
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Figure 3.3: Mesh distribution in the computational domain. The domain is
discretized with rectangular elements. The mesh density near the bottom surface
(AA′) is shown in close up.
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Figure 3.4: Variation of electric field gradient in the domain with increasing
number of elements. Each point represents the average of electric field gradients
calculated over the channel height; at an electrode edge. The electrode selected
was in the middle of the channel.
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Figure 3.5: Surface plot of the scaled particle concentration distribution (c/c0)
inside the crossflow filtration channel in the absence of any external force. The
horizontal and vertical axes show the scaled distances X/W and Y/W , respec-
tively, where W (=10 μm) is the electrode width. The gray scale indicates the
darkest regions near the membrane surface has the highest concentration of parti-
cles, whereas the bulk concentration is represented by lighter shade. The average
crossflow velocity inside the channel and permeation velocity on the membrane
surface are 1 × 10−3 m/s and 1 × 10−6 m/s, respectively. Particle diameter is 2
μm.
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Figure 3.6: Surface plot of the scaled particle concentration distribution (c/c0)
on an intermittently permeable membrane, i.e, a membrane surface with embedded
electrodes as in Fig. 3.1. The permeation velocity (VW = 1× 10−6 m/s) is applied
only on the permeable area of the membrane surface. All other conditions are
same as in Fig. 3.5.
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Figure 3.7: Surface plot of the scaled particle concentration distribution (c/c0)
inside a crossflow channel with an impermeable bottom surface and an applied
dielectrophoretic force field. The average crossflow velocity inside the channel is
1 × 10−3 m/s. The particle diameter is 2 μm. The applied peak voltage is 1 V
and the frequency of the applied signal is 106 Hz.
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Figure 3.8: Scaled concentration (c/c0) profiles for polystyrene particles in the
transverse direction at an axial location of X/W = 19. The different curves on
this plot show the effect of increasing voltage on the concentration profile. The
vertical axis shows the scaled transverse distance, Y/W , where W (=10 μm) is the
electrode width. All other conditions remain same as in the Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.9: Comparison of polystyrene particle levitation heights for a range of
particle sizes (200 nm - 4 μm) at different applied voltages. The horizontal and
vertical axes represent the applied peak voltage (V ) and levitation height (μm),
respectively. The average crossflow velocity inside the channel is 1 × 10−3 m/s.
The frequency of the applied AC voltage is 106 Hz.
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Figure 3.10: Comparison of levitation heights for polystyrene particles (diame-
ter 4 μm) at different applied voltages. The horizontal and vertical axes represent
the applied peak voltage (V ) and levitation height (μm), respectively. The aver-
age crossflow velocity inside the channel is 7 × 10−5 m/s. The frequency of the
applied AC voltage is 106 Hz. The levitation heights are obtained from convection-
diffusion-migration model and trajectory analysis under similar conditions.
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Figure 3.11: Effect of permeation flux through the bottom surface of the chan-
nel on the levitation heights of polystyrene particle (diameter 4 μm) at different
crossflow velocities. The horizontal and vertical axes represent the applied peak
voltage (V ) and levitation height (μm), respectively. All other conditions are same
as in Fig. 3.10.
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Chapter 4

Experimental Study of
Dielectrophoretic Levitation

4.1 Dielectrophoretic Levitation of Particles

In the previous chapter, it was proposed that particle accumulation near surfaces

can be averted by creating a repulsive force (DEP) barrier on the surface. This

technique can have remarkable influence on fouling mitigation in great many prac-

tical applications, such as fouling of heat exchangers and growth of microorganisms

on surfaces [Cho et al. 1998, Yebra et al. 2004, Kaptan et al. 2008]. An example

of great interest is the accumulation of retained particles on the membrane sur-

face during membrane filtration that leads to irreversible fouling of the membrane

[Meng et al. 2008]. The concept of applying DEP forces to avoid membrane fouling

has been explored in the previous chapter based on a numerical model. The results

from the numerical model clearly demonstrated that the DEP forces created by

the parallel electrode array, embedded on the substrate or channel wall, can sig-

nificantly reduce the concentration of retained particles near it; thus diminishing

the possibility of the interaction between the particles and the substrate.

An experimental investigation was undertaken to validate the outcomes of the

numerical simulations in a lab-scale setup. The objective was to develop an exper-

imental platform to study levitation of colloidal particles caused by the repulsive

DEP force field, using a parallel electrode array. In this chapter, the design of the

experimental setup and procedures are described, followed by the observations of
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dielectrophoretic levitation of colloidal particles. Then the experimental observa-

tions are compared with results from numerical simulations under similar operating

conditions.

4.2 Experimental Setup

An experimental setup was developed to study and explore different aspects of DEP

particle manipulation mechanisms. As part of this setup, a parallel microelectrode

array was fabricated on a smooth glass substrate using standard microfabrication

techniques. As described in the previous chapter, DEP forces are felt by particles

in a medium when subjected to a strong non-uniform electric field. The electric

field gradient also depends on the spatial distance between the electrodes. The

electric field gradient between two electrodes can be enhanced either by imposing

high voltages on them or by reducing the separation distance (gap). The electrode

configuration is critical when high electric field gradient is required by applying

low voltages, as in this case. Due to this reason, various microelectrode designs

have been explored in studies involving DEP forces, to achieve high electric field

gradients [Markx et al. 1997, Green and Morgan 1999, Voldman et al. 2001].

In the parallel electrode configuration, two consecutive electrodes are connected

to two separate bus bars, which facilitates the application of two AC voltages

of same amplitude and a phase difference of 180o to create standing wave DEP

[Morgan and Green 2003, Molla and Bhattacharjee 2005]. In this manner, the

voltage difference between any two consecutive electrodes is maximized, resulting

in a high electric field gradient. In the experiments reported here, the parallel elec-

trode array consists of micron size electrodes separated by micron size gaps. With

this microelectrode configuration, it is possible to create a strong non-uniform

electric field (≈ 106 V/m) with small applied voltages, to generate effective di-

electrophoretic forces. Interdigitated electrodes separated by very small (micron

size) gaps can be created on a flat surface using microfabrication techniques.

The electrode array on the glass substrate closely resembles the electrode ge-

ometry considered in the numerical model (Fig. 3.1), and therefore, the influence
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of DEP force on particle movement in the experiment can be compared with the

predictions from the numerical model.

4.2.1 Microfabrication of Parallel Electrode Array

The microfabrication process started with creating the electrode array design on

a mask. The array contained 200 interdigitated gold electrodes, each of width 10

μm with a gap of 10 μm. The length of the electrodes was ca. 15 mm. The

electrodes were alternatively connected to two bus bars, each 1 mm wide and

30 mm long. The two bas bars ended in the bonding pads (5 mm × 5 mm)

for electrical connectivity. The procedures followed during microfabrication are

shown in Fig. 4.1. The gold was sputtered (vapor deposition) on chemically

cleaned glass (Borofloat) substrate (step 1 and 2 in Fig. 4.1). Gold was selected

since it is relatively inert and an excellent conductor. The thickness of the gold

coating was 300 nm on top of a thin (approximately 30 nm) adhesion layer of

chromium. The design on the mask was transferred to the substrate, spin-coated

with a liquid photoresist (PR 504), using contact mode exposure of the substrate

to UV light passing through the mask (step 3 and 4). The substrate was then

treated chemically to remove the unexposed photoresist, gold, and chrome layers

in three consecutive steps (step 5-7). Detail description of the steps followed in

the microfabrication process is given in Appendix A.

The electrodes were examined using a profilometer (Alphastep 250 Profilome-

ter) to measure the height of the metal (gold and chrome) layer. The average

electrode height in the electrode array was measured to be approximately 350 nm

which is reasonably close to the expected value based on the deposition rate during

sputtering. The width of the electrodes and gaps were measured under the micro-

scope using a stage micrometer. The electrode and gap widths were found to be

very close to the design on the mask (10 ± 1 μm). The electrode edges were also

reasonably smooth and straight along the length of the electrodes. The electrode

surfaces appeared smooth under the microscope.
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4.2.2 DEP Levitation Cell

Following the microfabrication of the electrode array, a rectangular channel was

formed by using a polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS,Sylgard 184,Dow Corning) spacer

and a transparent top cover (plexiglass) above the microelectrode array on the

substrate. The thickness of the spacer between the two solid surfaces was about

1 mm. To form a properly sealed channel, the glass surface along with the spacer

and the top cover was placed in an aluminium holder with rectangular opening in

the middle for visualization. Figure 4.2 shows various components of the flow cell.

In the assembled cell, the dimensions of the channel formed are 30 mm x 20 mm

x 1 mm (L x W x H). Two 1 mm diameter holes were drilled on the top cover to

supply liquid through proper tubing connections during the experiment.

4.2.3 Measurement Equipment

The assembled cell was mounted on a transmitted-light microscope stage (Carl

Zeiss D-7082) to observe particle movements. The movement of the particles was

recorded using a CCD camera (Basler), connected to an image acquisition software

(NI Vision 8.0, National Instruments). The two electrode bus bars were connected

to a function generator (Tektronix, AFG320) using insulated copper wires. The

AC voltages supplied to the electrode arrays were monitored with a dual channel

oscilloscope (Tektronix, TDS2002). The frequency was set at 106 Hz based on

experimental observations over a range of frequencies (102 - 107 Hz). It was

also known from the numerical simulations that polystyrene particles in DI water

experience negative DEP forces at high frequencies (> 104 Hz).

The amplitude of the AC signal ranged between 1 to 10 V . The two liquid flow

connectors on the top cover were attached to 10 ml syringes with silicone tubing.

These two syringes were mounted on a syringe pump (KD Scientific, Model 120)

which provided simultaneous infusion and withdrawal of the liquid in and out of

the cell.

To allow comparison of the experimental results with the numerical simulation

results (in chapter 3), a suspension of polystyrene particles in DI water was cho-
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sen. The particles in the suspension were surfactant-free white polystyrene sulfate

(PS) (Interfacial Dynamics Co.) with mean diameter of 2 and 4 μm. Particle size

information are as supplied by the manufacturer. A 100 ml suspension was pre-

pared with a concentration of 1010 particles/ml from the stock solution and stirred

with a magnetic stirrer. The conductivity of the suspension was measured with a

conductivity meter (Accumet, AR50) as 1 μS/cm. A 10 ml sample was taken in

a syringe and pumped into the cell at a rate of 5 ml/hr through the inlet port.

The withdrawal syringe moved at the same rate to collect the suspension through

the outlet port. The flow rate was selected to maintain an average crossflow ve-

locity of about 7.0 × 10−5 m/s inside the channel (based on the cross-sectional

area estimated from the dimensions of the cell). Figure 4.3a shows a schematic

representation of the experimental arrangement. The image of the particles on

the electrode array as seen through a microscope objective is also depicted in Fig.

4.3b.

4.2.4 Experimental Procedure

The flow of the suspension inside the channel resembles fluid flow between two sta-

tionary parallel plates. To measure the influence of the DEP force, the movement

of the particles was first observed in the absence of any electric field and then with

AC voltages applied to the electrodes. In both cases, the microscope objective

(10X) was initially focused on the plane of the electrodes (bottom surface of the

channel), as shown in Fig. 4.4. To quantify the effect of the repulsive DEP force

on particle levitation, the average levitation height of the particles was measured

at different applied voltages. When the particles levitated with an applied voltage,

the microscope objective was moved to focus on the levitated particles. The dis-

tance traveled between the initial and final focal plane was taken as the measure of

levitation height. At least three measurements of three levitated particle positions

were taken to obtain an average. During the measurements using the microscope,

the light beam traversed through two separate media (the flowing liquid and the

top cover slide) with slightly different optical properties. The measured levitation

heights were corrected for the variation of refractive index along the path of the
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light beam. First, the distance between the inner surfaces of the bottom and top

wall of the channel in the assembled cell was measured in the absence of the sus-

pension; by focusing the objective between the two surfaces. Next, the cell was

filled up with the suspension and the same measurement was repeated. The mea-

surements varied due to the variation of refractive index along the light path. The

ratio of the distance measured in the suspension to that measured in air was used

as a correction factor for the levitation heights measured during the experiment.

4.3 Experimental Levitation of Colloids

The experimental observations of the particle levitation employing DEP forces were

performed using a rectangular parallel plate channel as described in the previous

section. Figure 4.5 depicts a sequence of snapshots acquired in one representative

particle levitation experiment. In this experiment, the particles were swept across

the electrode array forming the bottom surface of a rectangular channel. The mi-

croscope was focused on one edge of the electrode array. The lower half of each

image contains the interdigitated array (black lines) where consecutive electrodes

were actuated with a 180o phase shifted potential. The top half of each image con-

tains only one half of the electrode array, with all consecutive electrodes connected

to the same bus, and hence, having the same potential at any given instant. The

microscope was focused on the bottom surface (the electrodes are always in focus).

With no voltage applied to the electrodes, the polystyrene particles accumulate

on the glass surface uniformly. For these 4 μm particles, the deposition was clearly

influenced by gravity. The particles on the glass surface generally remained sta-

tionary or rolled slowly across the electrodes along the axial flow. This is clearly

evident from the first three snapshots in Fig. 4.5, where the particles on every

region of the substrate are in focus and are virtually stationary. When the two

electrode arrays were supplied with 180o phase shifted AC voltages with amplitude

� 10 V and frequency of 106 Hz, the previously settled particles on the region of

the substrate containing the interdigitated electrodes (lower part of each image)

immediately lifted off and moved away with the tangential flow. In snapshots 4
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to 6 of Fig. 4.5, the levitated particles appear blurred since they move out of

the focal plane of the microscope objective and are in motion. Higher levitation,

and hence a faster tangential movement was observed as the amplitude of the AC

potential was increased. Since the focal plane of the microscope objective coin-

cides with the electrode plane of the glass substrate, the levitated particles become

out of focus. This lift-off was caused by the repulsive DEP force created by the

microelectrodes on the glass surface. Notably, the snapshots demonstrate that

the levitation specifically occurs over the regions of the electrode array where the

consecutive electrodes are actuated by the 180o phase separated voltage. The re-

pulsive DEP force is not manifested over the regions of the electrode array where

the voltage is single phase, and hence, the particles are not levitated in these re-

gions (upper part of each image). This clearly demonstrates the efficacy of the

DEP forces in removing the deposited particle layer from the substrate.

4.3.1 Levitation Height Measurement

In these experiments, the repulsive DEP force levitates the particles above the

bottom surface of the channel against gravity force. Based on the numerical results,

it was found that the strength of the repulsive DEP force is strongly related to

the amplitude of the AC signals (approximately proportional to the square of the

voltage) applied to the parallel electrodes. Therefore, the influence of the DEP

force on particle levitation in the experiment can be quantified in terms of the

applied voltage.

Figure 4.6 shows the variation of levitation height of colloidal particles (di-

ameter 2 μm and 4 μm) with the applied voltage. The levitation heights were

recorded following the experimental procedure described above. The amplitude of

the applied voltage was varied from 1 to 10 V at a frequency of 106 Hz. It was

observed that at low voltages (applied voltage < 1 V for 4 μm and < 4 V for 2 μm

particles) particles tend to settle on the bottom surface. At low applied voltages,

the repulsive DEP force is not expected to be strong enough to overcome gravi-

tational influence on the particle. It is also reasonable to assume that the small

levitation of the particles at low voltages was beyond the resolution of the micro-
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scope stage. It was observed that some of the particles remained attached to the

glass surface (could be caused by local impurities on the glass surface) even when

higher voltages were applied to the electrodes. These deposited particles could im-

pair the levitation of other particles by disturbing the electric field, if not removed

from the electrode plane. To avoid such complications during the experiments, the

levitation at the highest applied voltage was measured first and then the applied

voltage was gradually decreased, to avoid any influence of particle accumulation

on the DEP force. The duration of every voltage step was 10 minutes before the

levitation height measurement was recorded.

It is evident from Fig. 4.6 that particle levitation is dominated by the applied

voltage irrespective of the particle size. The levitation height reported here for

the 2 μm particles was obtained with applied voltages ranging from 5 V to 10 V .

The lower limit of the applied voltages for 2 μm particles was set at 5 V since

the levitation heights measured below this threshold were not distinguishable with

the fine focusing capability available on the microscope (±1 μm as reported by

the manufacturer). However, at higher voltages, the larger of the two types of

particles (4 μm) experiences stronger DEP force under the same conditions. This

is supported by the theory since the DEP force is proportional to particle volume

[Eq. 2.12]. As a result, the levitation height of larger particles were greater when

measured at the same applied voltage. For both particle sizes, a levitation height

of greater than 10 μm was observed with small applied voltages (< 10 V ). This

demonstrates that the electrode array design is capable of generating sufficiently

large electric field gradient to impart repulsive DEP forces on particles to prevent

accumulation near the surface.

4.3.2 Difficulty in Levitation Measurement

As mentioned in the experimental procedure, the levitation height of colloidal

particles is recorded once the particles achieve a stable levitation height in the

presence of DEP forces. During the levitation height measurement, the electrode

plane (bottom surface of the channel) was considered as the reference plane. In

the absence of any applied voltages the particles settle on the the bottom surface
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and remain stationary (as shown in Fig. 4.4). Focusing on these particles under

the microscope objective is straightforward. On the other hand, it was observed

that focusing on the levitated particles in the presence of the repulsive DEP forces

is an arduous task, even when the particles are suspended in a stationary medium.

The difficulty arises since the levitated particles do not remain stationary in

the focal plane. The particles were observed to disappear from the focal plane

and then emerge at a laterally shifted location. This behavior can be explained

considering that the DEP force magnitude along the length of the parallel electrode

array rises and falls in a periodic manner; as shown in Fig. 4.7. The peaks in the

DEP force profile at the electrode edges (due to highest gradient of electric field at

that location) tend to push the particles to a metastable levitated position (at the

electrode edge). Once the particle reaches the maximum levitation height, small

lateral movements (e.g., tangential flow) dislodges the particle from the location

of the force maxima; as shown in Fig. 4.7. Between the electrode edges (middle

of the electrode or gap), the DEP force experienced by the particle is very small

compared to the peaks [Molla and Bhattacharjee 2005]. Hence, particles would

naturally tend to move away from the edges of the electrodes. However, in this

experiment, the electrodes and gaps in the electrode array are only 10 μm wide.

In a tangentially flowing suspension, the particles travel a short distance between

the electrode edges to experience the force peaks. Due to the rapid succession of

force peaks, the levitated particles traversing the middle of an electrode or gap are

not able to settle down on the surface.

This behavior causes the variability (±9% of the levitation height in Fig. 4.6) in

the measurement of the levitation height of colloidal particles. To obtain the best

possible results, the levitation height was measured by focusing on the plane where

the highest particle concentration was observed. Measurements were also taken at

different locations along the array to obtain an average. It was also observed that

the variability increased at higher applied voltages since the resulting levitation

height increased. To avoid such problems during the levitation experiments, the

particles can be levitated in a flowing liquid (as in this experiment) or in a relatively

viscous medium to dampen out the oscillation of the colloidal particles.
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4.4 Comparison with the Numerical Model

The numerical results obtained from the convection-diffusion-migration model is

compared with the experimental levitation heights recorded following the method-

ology described in the previous section. Figure 4.8 shows a comparison between

the numerical results and experimental measurements for levitation heights of 4

μm diameter polystyrene particles over a range of applied voltages (1 - 5 V ). The

channel dimensions (height = 1 mm) and the average crossflow velocity (7 ×10−5

m/s) values obtained from the experiment were used as input parameters in the

numerical calculations.

It can be observed from Fig. 4.8 that the numerical results are in reasonably

close agreement with the experimental results. The same order of magnitude lev-

itation is observed in the experimental results. The discrepancies between the

experimental observations and the numerical results can be attributed to the dis-

parity between various parameter values used in the numerical model and the

actual experimental conditions. For instance, slight variation in the tangential

velocity of the feed suspension can lead to a difference in the levitation height cal-

culation, in the order of a few microns. The axial velocity inside the channel was

assumed to be same as the fully developed flow between two parallel plates, i.e.,

parabolic profile. However, since the channel in the experiment was formed using

a flexible separator (PDMS gasket), the channel cross section could vary along the

length of the channel and therefore, cause the actual velocity in the channel to be

different from the theoretical values.

It is evident from Fig. 4.8 that as the particles are pushed further away from

the bottom surface of the channel at higher applied voltages, the discrepancies

between the experimental observations and the numerical results tend to diminish.

Finally, the mathematical model contains several approximations, such as dilute

suspension of non-interacting particles, no modification of the electric fields by

the particles, etc., which can cause a deviation between the numerical results and

the experimental observations. The mathematical description of the DEP force

is based only on a leading order interaction between the electric field and the
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particles in an isotropic medium, assuming no many-body and multipole effects.

Relaxing such assumptions through a detailed electrodynamic analysis [Shkel and

Klingenberg 1999] might lead to considerable richness in the model that can eventu-

ally capture the complex phenomena observed in the experiments more accurately.

Notwithstanding the differences, it is corroborated both numerically and exper-

imentally that DEP forces can levitate micrometer sized colloidal particles well

beyond 10 μm by application of modest potentials of about 5 volts. The levitation

height observed in the experiments is substantial, particularly when compared to

the range of conventional electrostatic repulsion in aqueous media (< 100 nm),

and the typical thicknesses of concentration polarization boundary layers observed

in membrane filtration (frequently < 10 μm).

4.5 Energy Consumption in Particle Levitation

The experimental study of particle levitation clearly demonstrated that particle

accumulation on a surface can be significantly reduced by creating a repulsive

DEP force barrier on the surface. An interdigitated electrode array embedded on

the surface can generate strong DEP forces to remove particles from the surface

and also prevent further accumulation. Therefore, this concept can be employed to

effectively mitigate fouling in different types of industrial applications, as discussed

earlier in 4.1. At this point, it would be relevant to discuss the energy consumption

involved in the process of creating the DEP forces that repel the particles from the

surface.

The DEP forces imparted on the particles are engendered by the non-uniform

electric field created by the electrode array embedded on the surface. To cre-

ate and maintain a clean surface (free of particles), the electrodes need to be

supplied with AC potentials. The power consumption during the levitation exper-

iment is calculated based on AC impedance measurement techniques [Bard and

Faulkner 1980, Bockris and Reddy 1998]. The assembled cell is treated as a load

(Z) connected to an AC (sinusoidal) voltage source (Vin) as shown in Fig. 4.9a.

A resistor (R) of know value is added in series to the load to measure the current
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(I) passing through the circuit. The resistor element is selected carefully to cause

a measurable voltage drop without affecting the overall impedance of the circuit

(R=100 Ω in this case). When excited with an AC voltage, the reactive nature of

the load (combination of resistance, capacitance, and inductance) is manifested in

the phase relationship (phase angle θ) between the current in the circuit, gener-

ated as a result of applying the voltage, and the imposed voltage. The magnitude

and phase of the current is governed by the impedance of the circuit and also the

frequency of the sinusoidal signal.

To measure the power consumption, the parallel electrode array in the levitation

cell is connected to a function generator as the signal source. To simulate the

conditions in the experiment, a sinusoidal signal with an amplitude of 10 Vpk−pk

and frequency of 106 Hz is applied to the circuit. The voltage across the resistor

and the levitation cell is measured using an oscilloscope. The current in the circuit

is calculated by measuring the voltage drop across the R=100 Ω resistor. The

phase relation between the current (I) flowing through the levitation cell and

the applied voltage (Vin) was measured based on the signals recorded with an

oscilloscope. The signals reveal that the current in the circuit leads the voltage by

approximately θ=89o. This measurement shows that the response of the load to

the AC signal closely resembles the behavior of an ideal capacitor (θ=90o). Under

the experimental conditions in the levitation cell, the electrodes connected to the

signal source through the bus bars acts as parallel plate capacitors. Hence, at the

high frequency of the signal, the current passing through the cell is also small (≈
0.1 mA).

When purely reactive components (ideal capacitor and inductor) are connected

to AC voltage sources, no electrical energy is dissipated. However, loss of power

is inevitable in case of non-ideal components due to irreversible energy dissipation

(e.g., ohmic loss). This energy loss is a function of the phase angle associated

with the reactive component, as well as the voltage and current (Power=V Icosθ).

Since the levitation cell used in the experiment exhibits capacitive behavior, it

can be reasonably argued that the energy consumed by the cell when the parallel

electrodes are actuated by AC voltages, will not be significant. This is also evident
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from Fig. 4.9b, which shows that the power consumption in the levitation cell

turns out to be very small (< 1 mW). This analysis shows that a surface patterned

with electrodes can be used as an energy efficient technique to prevent particle

deposition on the surface and consequent fouling. With further investigation, this

technique can significantly reduce the overall cost in industrial operations as well

as eliminate operational hazards.

4.6 Fabrication of Electrode Arrays on Porous

Materials

So far, the concept of using DEP forces to control particle accumulation has been

developed and implemented on a flat surface that is in contact with a liquid sus-

pension. The suspension moved parallel to the surface as a laminar flow. It has

been shown that particles approaching the stationary surface can be pushed away

by the DEP forces such that the surface remains clean.

The numerical model developed in the previous chapter was used to study DEP

enhanced levitation of particles on a porous surface, such as membranes, which fa-

cilitated liquid permeation while retaining suspended particles. The simulations

clearly demonstrated that a membrane surface patterned with electrodes can cre-

ate sufficiently strong DEP forces to remove/lift the layer of retained particles

from the membrane surface. It was found that the DEP levitation of particles on

the permeable surface is not significantly altered due to the hydrodynamic drag

imparted on the particles by the liquid permeating through the pores. Hence, par-

allel electrode arrays embedded on a membrane surface can dramatically reduce

the concentration of particles on the membrane by creating repulsive DEP forces.

However, to successfully implement this concept, it is essential to create the micro-

electrode array on the membrane surface. A discussion is presented in this section

on suitable methods of fabricating such an electrode array on porous material.

The microfabrication process (also known as lithography) used to create the

microelectrode arrays on glass substrates was employed to pattern the surface

porous materials. The process involved the basic steps described in chapter 3 and
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Appendix A. The instruments and chemical used in this case are also same as

before. The porous materials used are listed in Table 4.1. The materials varied

in porosity and also in material property. Circular samples (dia. 47 mm) of the

porous materials were used in the fabrication process. The parallel electrode design

on the mask used earlier (4.2.1) is also used in this case.

Table 4.1: Properties of the porous materials used in microfabrication.

Ultrafiltration Anodisc Glass Glass Capillary
membrane membrane filter Array, GCA

Pore size 100 kDa NMWL 0.2 μm 10 − 16 μm 10 μm
Thickness 1 mm 60 μm 5 mm 1 mm
Material Polyethersulfone(PES) Alumina Borosilicate Lead glass
Supplier Millipore Whatman Robu-Glas Photonics

It should be noted that standard microfabrication techniques are well estab-

lished for flat and smooth surfaces, such as, glass substrate and Silicon wafer.

When the porous materials were subjected to the same processes as the glass sur-

face, the fabrication process did not yield same results. There are several limiting

factors when the porous material is used as the working substrate in microfab-

rication. The difficulties experienced vary in complexity for different materials.

Based on this study, the common problems encountered during microfabrication

on porous materials are discussed here qualitatively.

a) Cleaning: The adhesion of the metal layers deposited on the surface is

severely affected by the presence of dust and organic material on the sur-

face. Hence, the first step in the fabrication process is to clean the surface

of the material with strong chemical agents (cf Appendix A). The porous

material investigated here, except the PES membrane, demonstrated ability

to withstand the chemical cleaning. The PES membrane was not considered

suitable for further processing.

b) Metal deposition: The metal deposition (sputtering) on the porous materials

(Alumina membrane, Glass filter, and, GCA) was performed as described
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earlier. During deposition of metal (chrome and gold) on the Alumina mem-

brane, the metal layer was uniform all over the substrate. The deposited

layer showed good adhesion to the membrane surface. However, it was not

possible to create a uniform thickness of the metal layer in case of the glass

filter. This could be attributed to the pore sizes and roughness at the sur-

face of the two substrates. It was observed under the microscope, that the

surface of the glass filter was not even due to the large pore openings (Table

4.1). The GCA consists of millions of precision glass capillary tubes fused

together. The surface of the GCA consists of circular pores covering � 50

% of the surface. Thus, GCA did not provide enough surface area for metal

deposition and as a result the metal layer on the surface was not continuous.

c) Photoresist seepage: As described in the Appendix A, during microfabrica-

tion process, the porous materials need to be coated with a thin layer of

photoresist. To achieve a uniform thickness of the photoresist layer, the sub-

strate (porous material in this case) is held on on a chuck and spun at high

rotational speed. The process is shown in the schematic in Fig. 4.10a. When

the porous material is spin-coated with the liquid photoresist, the photoresist

tends to permeate into the pores/openings on the surface due to capillary

action (shown in Fig. 4.10b); which causes two major problems. Due to this,

it is extremely difficult to achieve a uniform thickness of the photoresist layer

on the porous surface. In addition, the photoresist trapped inside the porous

structure is cured during the baking stage and blocks the pores. This ad-

versely affects the permeability of the porous material. Residual photoresist

was found in all materials even after the photoresist was developed.

d) Chemical reactions: In different steps of the fabrication process the substrate

needs to treated with chemicals (in some cases submerging in liquids for a

period of time), as discussed in the Appendix A. This is not an issue in

case of solid substrates such as glass/silicon since the chemical reactions

are restricted to the exposed faces. The porous materials investigated were

highly resistant to chemicals. However, with porous materials, the chemicals
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permeate into the porous structure. Complete removal of the chemicals from

the pores is difficult to ensure. It was also very difficult to estimate and

control the time required to complete different chemical processes since the

chemicals could not be applied to a confined region.

The lack of control over reaction time poses a major problem during the

etching step. In case of glass substrate, the gold and chrome etchants start

reacting with the metal layer at the surface and removes the metals. The

process moves through the thickness of the metal layer isotropically. How-

ever, in case of porous materials, the etchant penetrates into the material, it

reacts with the metal layers from underneath. As a result, the adhesion of

the metal layer to the material is significantly reduced during metal etching.

The results

In summary, the lithographic process requires wetting the substrate with var-

ious liquids at different steps of the process. In general, these liquids tend to

permeate into the porous material and results in poor control over the process.

This seriously affects the fabrication of a continuous electrode array on a porous

material in a reproducible manner. In addition, the microfabrication method re-

quires sophisticated clean room facility which is very expensive to maintain.

After several attempts with different porous materials and systematic manipu-

lation of the process parameters it was possible to reproduce the parallel electrode

array on a porous surface using the conventional microfabrication technique. It

was found that porous ANOPORE inorganic membrane filters (aluminum oxide

membrane disc with 0.2 μm pore size and 47 mm dia., SPI supplies) have smooth

surfaces and offer high chemical resistance. Hence, the microfabrication process ap-

plied on this substrate produced a well defined functional electrode array without

seriously affecting the permeability of the membrane. The array was continuous

across the surface and the AC potentials could be applied to the two sets of elec-

trodes without creating a short. A microscopic view of the substrate is shown in

Fig. 4.11. The electrodes in this case were made from copper. However, these filter

discs are extremely thin (average thickness 60 μm) and fragile. Hence, these ma-
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terials need to be handled carefully to avoid shock and vibration. The substrates

with the electrode arrays developed fine cracks on the surface (discontinuous elec-

trodes) during experimental runs. As a result, it was not possible to maintain the

electric field to create DEP forces on the surface. Due to the complicated nature of

the fabrication process, the microfabrication on porous material using conventional

soft lithography was not pursued any further.

4.6.1 Alternative Fabrication Methods

During this investigation, other alternative techniques were found that can be

used to create patterns on porous substrates. For instance, the liquid photoresist

used in conventional technique can be replaced by a dry photoresist film (DuPont

Riston R© dry film photoresist). The dry film can be placed on the substrate using

lamination and then exposed. This would resolve the problem with pore blockage

and pattern transfer.

Another alternative is to use a technique using a “shadow mask” as a stencil

to create desired pattern on the substrate. In this technique a stencil is aligned

with the substrate during gold deposition where the stencil has an opening in the

shape of the desired pattern. The stencil when in contact with the substrate,

masks the whole surface except the area covered by the pattern. Hence, the gold

deposition through the opening directly creates the pattern on the surface, elimi-

nating the chemical processing. However, developing the stencil can be challenging

depending on the design of the pattern. These techniques require rigorous inves-

tigation and customization before they can be employed on porous materials such

as membranes.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, the potential of DEP forces in preventing particle accumulation

on surfaces has been demonstrated experimentally. Creating a simple electrode

array on a surface can be a powerful tool in abating fouling of surfaces. In this

technique the particles approaching a surface are effectively stopped at a large
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distance from the surface. The distance can be controlled by manipulating the

applied AC voltage parameters. This process was also found to efficient in terms

of energy requirement. Therefore, this technique can reduce the impact of fouling

related problems encountered in many industrial applications. However, an im-

portant area of in situ fouling prevention of membranes could not be addressed

experimentally owing to difficulties of conducting photolithographic patterning of

micrelectrodes on polymeric, ceramic membranes, or glass capillary filters. In this

context, alternative methods of altering membrane architecture such that the ef-

fects of DEP forces can be utilized were explored and reported in chapter 5 and

6.
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Figure 4.1: Schematic representation of the steps followed in the microfabrication
process to create microelectrode array.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic representation of the levitation cell assembly.
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Figure 4.3: (a) Schematic representation of the experimental setup. (b) The top
view of the electrode plane with the particles as observed in the field of view of
the microscope objective.
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Figure 4.4: Schematic showing levitation height measurement technique during
particle levitation.
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Figure 4.5: Snapshots of the particle levitation phenomenon observed under a
microscope. Snapshots 1 and 2 were acquired before application of the potential.
Snapshot 3 corresponds to the instant the potential was applied. Snapshots 4
to 6 depict the moving particle layer on the lower half of the substrate after the
potential is applied. The levitated particles appear blurred (snaps 4 to 6) since
they move out of the focal plane of the objective, which is fixed on the substrate.
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Figure 4.6: Levitation height measurement of 2 μm and 4 μm polystyrene
particles at different applied voltages.
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Figure 4.7: Schematic to represent particle movement at the levitation height.
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Figure 4.8: Comparison of experimentally measured levitation height of 4 μm
polystyrene particles with numerical results under similar conditions.
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Figure 4.9: (a) Schematic diagram of the electrical circuit used to measure the
power consumption in the levitation experiment. (b) Plot of applied voltage signal
and current in the levitation cell.
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Figure 4.10: (a) Schematic diagram showing spin coating process on a substrate
to create photoresist layer. (b) Schematic of the spun layer of the photoresist on
glass surface and porous material.
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Figure 4.11: Microscopic view of electrode array (copper) on porous alumina
membrane
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Chapter 5

Pore Transport in the Presence of
AC Electric Field

5.1 Introduction

In pressure driven membrane filtration, separation of the components of a mixture

(e.g., solutes from solvent) is achieved predominantly by size exclusion. The mem-

branes act as physical barriers in the separation process. The components retained

by the membrane are almost always larger than the pores of the membrane. En-

tities smaller than the pore are transported through the membrane [Ferry 1936].

However, size exclusion is not the only mechanism that influences the separation

process in membrane filtration. In addition, electrostatic interactions, dispersion

forces, and adsorption may affect the rejection of solutes by membranes with pores

of comparable size [Mulder 1996, AWWA 1996].

Considerable theoretical and experimental evidence shows that solute-membrane

interactions play major role in effective separation during UF and NF [Nakao et

al. 1988, Belfort et al. 1994, Millesime et al. 1995, Bowen and Mukhtar 1996, van

Reis et al. 1999, Brant and Childress 2002a, Verliefde et al. 2008, Lanteri et

al. 2009]. The reason behind the interest in membranes with narrow pores is

rooted in the physical nature of the interaction. The electrokinetic behavior of

the solutes near the membrane is strongly dependent on the ionic strength of the

solution [Russel et al. 1991, Masliyah and Bhattacharjee 2006]. This dependence

originates from the mechanisms involved in the formation of a diffuse double layer
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around the solutes as a function of ion concentration in the solution. Accumulation

of the charge carriers (co-ions and counter-ions) at the interface of the solutes with

the solvents was described in chapter 2 (2.2.3). In the same manner, diffuse double

layer may form on the walls of membrane pores, when they are in contact with sol-

vents containing ions [Brant and Childress 2002b, Shao and Zydney 2004, Nghiem

et al. 2006]. The thickness of the double layer is closely related to the ion con-

centration in the solvent (ionic strength). At high ionic strength of the solution,

the diffuse double layer is compressed and the repulsive electrostatic double layer

forces are diminished. Conversely, strong repulsive electrostatic interaction is ex-

perienced by the solutes over a longer distance at low ionic strength of the solution

[Masliyah and Bhattacharjee 2006]. Even then, the electrostatic double layer forces

are estimated to be significant within few nanometers from the surfaces (≈ 10 nm).

Therefore, the retention of solutes by controlling ionic strength is not be effective

in large pores (micron-sized).

In this chapter, a new concept of membrane filtration is developed to provide

controllable rejection of solutes (charged or neutral) through large pores. The con-

cept is not based on physical size exclusion but depends on the dielectric properties

of the solutes. In this concept, the pores on the membrane is expected to develop

a tunable force field (similar to electrostatic interaction) to affect the equilibrium

solute concentration inside the pores. Thus, the retention of the solutes outside the

pore is determined by the solute-pore interaction in the presence of the force field.

DEP force employed for particle levitation in the previous chapter, is explored as

an effective force field in the pores. A numerical model is developed in this chapter

to understand the role of DEP forces in dictating the interaction of solutes in a

large pore.

5.2 Review of Pore Transport Theory

UF is widely used to remove a wide range of small entities in bioseparation pro-

cesses, e.g., separation of natural protein products [Mulder 1996, Pabby et al. 2008].

It is generally expected that some of these small entities will not be retained by the
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membrane since they are much smaller than the membrane pores. However, it has

been long established that solution chemistry (pH and ionic strength) can affect the

retention of proteins, smaller than the pores, by the membrane during UF [Nakao

et al. 1988, Millesime et al. 1995, van Reis et al. 1999]. Earlier experimental study

by Fane et al. [Fane et al. 1983] showed that the rejection of Bovine serum albumin

(BSA), during ultrafiltration was minimum at the protein isoelectric point when

the protein charge is negligible. These effects were attributed primarily to differ-

ences in protein adsorption on the membrane. Similar observations were reported

by Pujar and Zydney [Pujar and Zydney 1994] where they measured the passage of

BSA through polyethersulfone UF membranes. They also found that the rejection

of the protein by the same membrane was higher at lower ionic strength of the

feed solution. The increase in rejection was attributed to increased electrostatic

exclusion of the charged BSA from the pores at low ionic strength. Retention of

small molecules by NF membranes has also been studied extensively [Bellona et

al. 2004, Verliefde et al. 2008]. It has been shown that steric and electrostatic

mechanisms cause retention of salt ions in NF [Schaep et al. 1999]. Recently, the

role of electrostatic interactions in the separation of pharmaceuticals by a loose

nanofiltration was investigated by Nghiem et al. 2006. It was reported that the

retention of ionizable pharmaceuticals was strongly influenced by solution pH and

ionic strength.

The experimental observations of enhanced retention of solutes based on elec-

trostatic interactions with the membrane were supported by theoretical under-

standing of solute transport at the pore level [Spiegler and Kedem 1966, Giddings

et al. 1968, Anderson and Quinn 1974, Munch et al. 1979]. Smith and Deen [Smith

and Deen 1980, Smith and Deen 1983] developed a theoretical model to explore the

electrostatic interaction between a charged particle and a charged cylindrical pore.

These theoretical studies developed the model to understand the solute transport

through narrow pores and the influence of the interaction of solutes with the pore

(e.g., hydrodynamic and electrostatic). In general, the theoretical models con-

sider a dilute suspension in an infinitely long cylindrical pore (pore length LP >>

pore radius, rP ) where the solutes are allowed to sample all radial positions in the
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pore. The solute transport model with accompanying equations and assumptions

is briefly described here.

5.2.1 Hindered Transport Theory

The axial solute flux in an infinitely long pore is expressed as [Anderson and

Quinn 1974, Deen 1987]:

j (r̄, z) = −K−1 (λ, r̄)D∞
∂c (r̄, z)

∂z
+ G (λ, r̄) v (r̄) c (r̄, z) (5.1)

where, r̄ = r/rP and λ = a/rP ; r is the radial distance from the center of the pore

and (a) is solute radius. The non-dimensional parameters are obtained by using

pore radius rP as the scaling length. c is the solute concentration in the pore,

D∞ = (kBT/6πμa), K−1 (λ, r̄) is the enhanced drag (drag coefficient relative to

that in an unbound fluid), G (λ, r̄) is the lag coefficient (velocity of the particle

relative to the unperturbed velocity evaluated at the particle center) and v is

the fluid velocity in the pore [Dechadilok and Deen 2006]. The hydrodynamic

factors (K−1, G) account for the hindered diffusivity and solute velocity due to the

presence of the pore wall. Assuming fully developed parabolic fluid velocity profile

inside the pore, v can be expressed as

v = 2 〈v〉 (
1 − r̄2

)
(5.2)

where, 〈v〉 is the average fluid velocity in the pore. Inside the pore, the solutes

(modeled as solid spheres) can sample all radial locations except for a finite region

near the pore wall. The radial positions that the solutes can occupy are restricted

to r̄ = 0 → (1−λ), to account for the minimum separation distance (solute radius,

a) between the solute center and the pore wall. Due to the radial dependence of

the parameters in Eq. 5.1, the concentration in the pore is expected to depend on

radial positions. The macroscopic flux obtained by averaging the local solute flux

over the pore cross-section is

〈j〉 =

∫ 1−λ

0
j (r̄, z) r̄dr̄∫ 1

0
r̄dr̄

= 2

∫ 1−λ

0

j (r̄, z) r̄dr̄ (5.3)
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The upper limit of the integration reflects the steric exclusion due to finite size

of the solutes. Following the analysis of Deen [Deen 1987], the axial and radial

dependence of concentration is assumed separable, yielding

c (r̄, z) = c (0, z) g (r̄)

g (r̄) = exp

[
−φ (r̄)

kBT

]
(5.4)

where φ (r̄) is a potential describing long range interactions between the solute and

the pore wall. The electrostatic interaction between charged solutes in a pore with

charged wall can be considered using an appropriate expression for the interaction

potential [Smith and Deen 1983]. The interaction potential, defined with reference

to the bulk (where φ(r̄) = 0), is assumed here to depend only on radial position.

Using Eq. 5.3 and 5.4, the radial average of solute flux is written as

〈j〉 = −2D∞
dc (0, z)

dz

∫ 1−λ

0

K−1 (λ, r̄) g (r̄) r̄dr̄

+4 〈v〉 c (0, z)

∫ 1−λ

0

G (λ, r̄)
(
1 − r̄2

)
g (r̄) r̄dr̄ (5.5)

Now, the radial average concentration at any pore cross-section can be written as

〈c〉 =

∫ 1−λ

0
c (r̄, z) r̄dr̄∫ 1

0
r̄dr̄

= 2 c (0, z)

∫ 1−λ

0

g (r̄) r̄dr̄ (5.6)

Equation 5.6 shows that concentration of solutes in the pore is influenced by the

interaction potential, g (r̄). The equilibrium concentration of solutes inside the

pore relative to the bulk is dictated by the strength of the interaction. The in-

trapore average concentrations at entrance and exit of the pore can be related to

the bulk concentrations existing immediately outside the pores by the distribution

(partition) coefficient.

Φ =
〈c〉

c (0, z)

= 2

∫ 1−λ

0

g (r̄) r̄dr̄ (5.7)
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The underlying assumption in the partitioning theory is that the velocity of the

solutes is ideally zero and the solutes are in equilibrium about the pore entrance.

For a dilute suspension, the concentration at the pore entrance (just inside the

pore) is essentially at equilibrium with the bulk concentration and the Boltzmann

distribution adequately describes solute partitioning at the pore entrance. It should

be noted that in the absence of any particle-pore interaction (φ = 0), the partition

coefficient reduces to purely steric hindrance for hard spheres (non-interacting

particles)

ΦHS = (1 − λ)2 (5.8)

Substituting Eq. 5.6 in Eq. 5.5

〈j〉 = −D∞Kd
d 〈c〉
dz

+ Kc 〈v〉 〈c〉 (5.9)

where,

Kd =

∫ 1−λ

0
K−1 (λ, r̄) g (r̄) r̄dr̄∫ 1−λ

0
g (r̄) r̄dr̄

(5.10)

Kc =
2
∫ 1−λ

0
G (λ, r̄) (1 − r̄2) g (r̄) r̄dr̄∫ 1−λ

0
g (r̄) r̄dr̄

(5.11)

Based on centerline approximation, K−1 (λ, r̄) ≈ K−1 (λ, 0) and G (λ, r̄) ≈ G (λ, 0)

[Dechadilok and Deen 2006]. For 0 < λ < 0.8, K−1 and G can be approximated

as [Bowen et al. 1997]

K−1 (λ, 0) = 1 − 2.30λ + 1.154λ2 + 0.224λ3

G (λ, 0) = 1 + 0.054λ − 0.998λ2 + 0.441λ3 (5.12)

Based on this model, it is evident that the passage of small entities through

membrane pores can be regulated by controlling the interaction of solutes with the

pores. The retention of a given species can be enhanced in the presence of repulsive

interactions with the membrane, even if the pores are larger than the species. The
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influence of long range electrostatic interactions on the solute distribution in the

pore was also investigated by considering different types of interactions (polar,

apolar, and electrostatic) in small pores (< 100 nm) [Bhattacharjee et al. 1996].

It has been shown that a radially varying repulsive energy barrier inside the pore

can greatly enhance the partitioning of solutes in a pore that is larger than the

solute.

The studies mentioned so far, focused on the influence of electrostatic repulsion

on charged species in pores of nanometer size (e.g., ultrafiltration and nanofiltra-

tion) [Bowen and Mukhtar 1996, Shao and Zydney 2004, Lanteri et al. 2009].

In nanoscale pores, long range interaction can have significant influence on solute

transport through pores. The rejection of solutes smaller than the pore is explained

based on a combination of steric and radially acting long range interactions, col-

lectively referred to as solute-membrane interactions. The review presented above

demonstrates how such solute-membrane interaction creates thermodynamic par-

titioning of the solutes between the pore and the bulk. However, in large pores

(� 1 μm), the same repulsive interaction will be dominant in a small fraction of

the pore area. In this case, the solutes can occupy larger cross sectional area inside

the pore even in the presence of repulsive interaction. Hence, the repulsive electro-

static forces have negligible influence on solute transport through large pores. In

the next section, a new concept is introduced to achieve solute rejection in large

pores based on the application of repulsive DEP force.

5.3 Numerical Simulation of DEP Filtration in

Porous Material

It has been demonstrated in the earlier chapters that colloidal particles can be

levitated above a flat surface using repulsive DEP forces, when the surface is

patterned with a microelectrode array. The DEP force can be tuned to create

strong repulsion on different types of particles by varying the frequency and the

magnitude of the applied AC voltage. The repulsive DEP force field was found to

be very effective in repelling particles from the surface. The repulsive DEP force is
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felt by the particles over a large distance from the surface of the electrodes (� 10

μm). The efficacy of the DEP force in levitating particles inspired the concept of

DEP controlled manipulation of colloidal particles through narrow capillaries or

pores.

At the core of this concept, it is conceived that sufficiently strong repulsive DEP

forces can be generated in membrane pores to regulate particle transport through

the pores. However, a strong electric field gradient need to be established in the

pores in order to generate the DEP force field. Based on the study of nonuniform

electric field created by the parallel electrode geometry (chapter 3), a pore with

similar electrode configuration along the pore length is considered for this study.

A pore structure like this can be envisioned if the flat surface with the electrode

array (used in the levitation study) is revolved around an axis to generate a hollow

cylinder. The cylindrical volume formed in the process is essentially a pore with

parallel electrodes present as circular bands along the length of the pore, as shown

in Fig. 5.1. A porous membrane with such a pore geometry can be fabricated by

stacking multiple layers of conducting material, where two consecutive conductors

are separated by a layer dielectric/insulator material.

In this chapter, a numerical model is developed based on this pore structure to

study how the presence of repulsive DEP forces inside a pore can influence the par-

ticle transport through the pore. The effect of applied voltage and solvent flux on

the particle transport is studied using this model. The DEP forces created inside

the pore can be controlled based on the the applied AC signals. This external con-

trol over the force field inside the pore can be employed to manipulate the repulsive

interaction between the particles and the pore and consequently the particle flux

through the pore. The simulation of particle transport in a pore where the particle

flux through the pore can be controlled by creating DEP forces provides insight

into proposed DEP filtration mechanism.

5.3.1 Geometry of the Multilayer Pore

The geometry used in this model consists of a single cylindrical pore connecting two

reservoirs. The bounding surface of the pore (pore wall) is designed to have circular
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bands along the length of the pore, as shown in Fig. 5.1. The pore is represented

by a two-dimensional axi-symmetric geometry in a cylindrical coordinate system,

as shown in Fig. 5.2. The origin in this geometry is positioned at the exit of the

pore (r = 0, z = 0). The r and z axes in this geometry represent the radial and

axial directions, respectively. OO′ is the axis of symmetry in the geometry.

The pore is assumed to be sufficiently long (LP /a = 50, LP is the pore length

and a is the particle radius, respectively) to simulate particle transport through in-

finitely long pores [Long and Anderson 1984, Al Quddus et al. 2008]. The two reser-

voirs at the pore entrance and exit regions are marked as A′B′D′O′ and AODB,

respectively. The pore is marked as C ′CDD′. The entrance and exit reservoirs

have been modeled to have the same length as the pore.

To simulate spatially non-uniform electric field necessary for DEP, alternate

bands inside the pore are rendered conductive. The conductive bands shown in

Fig. 5.1 are represented by segments in dark shade in Fig. 5.2. The region between

two consecutive bands (gap) is modeled as an insulator. The surfaces normal to the

pore entry and exit (adjacent to the pore wall) are also assumed to be conductive.

In this case, the width of the bands and the gap between two consecutive bands

are considered to be equal.

In this model, as in typical filtration processes, an aqueous feed suspension

enters the pore from the entrance reservoir under an applied pressure. In these

simulations, the particles are always considered to be smaller than the pore. How-

ever, the pore wall is modified with equally spaced conductive bands that act as

electrodes. These electrodes embedded on the pore wall, when actuated by an ap-

propriate AC voltage, can create high electric field gradient necessary to produce

dielectrophoretic forces that act on the suspended particles.

5.3.2 Particle Transport Model

The particle transport model explained in chapter 3 is used here in a slightly

modified form to model the particle transport through the pore. The steady-state

concentration of the particles inside the pore can be described by the convection-

diffusion-migration equation (Eq. 3.2). The feed solution in this model is assumed
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to be a dilute suspension of non-interacting spherical particles. Here, the convec-

tive velocity term in Eq. 3.2 accounts for the fluid flow through the cylindrical

pore. The migration force acting on the particles is caused by a repulsive di-

electrophoretic force field created by the conductive bands on the pore wall. The

steady-state particle migration velocity can be expressed as in Eq. 3.4. The steady

state convection-diffusion-migration can be written as in Eq. 3.5

In this model Eq. 3.5 is used in a non-dimensional form by using the scaling

parameters listed in Table 5.1. The pore radius (rP ) is considered as the charac-

teristic length in this model. The migration force is scaled using the permittivity

of the surrounding medium (εm) and applied voltage (Vrms). The non-dimensional

form of the convection-diffusion-migration equation is expressed as

∇̄ · [−λ∇̄c̄ +
(
Pehyd + PeDEP F̄

)
c̄
]

= 0 (5.13)

Table 5.1: Non-dimensional parameters used in the pore transport model.

Parameter Scaling

r̄ r/rP

z̄ z/rP

L̄ L/rP

λ a/rP

c̄ c/c0

j̄ ja/c0D∞
F̄ F/εmV 2

rms

Pehyd ua/D∞
PeDEP εmV 2

rmsa/kBT

In Eq. 5.13 Pehyd represents the non-dimensional Peclet number which reflects

the relative influence of convection over diffusion in the domain. The effect of the

DEP force is incorporated in the parameter PeDEP as the ratio of the electrical

energy to the thermal energy of the particles. Solving Eq. 5.13 with appropri-

ate boundary conditions provides particle concentration distribution inside the

computational domain. The boundary conditions applied to solve the governing

equations are shown in Fig. 5.2. The concentration distribution of particles will
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provide information about the effectiveness of repulsive DEP forces on the particle

passage through the pores.

The concentration of the feed suspension at the inlet (O′A′) of the domain is

assumed to be constant (c = c0). The pore wall (CC ′) and the surfaces (CB, C ′B′)

are assumed to be solid and therefore, impermeable to the particles. Thus, no net

flux of particles normal to the wall is assumed. Due to the finite size of the particles,

they can sample only a limited region inside the pore. The particle centers will

have a minimum separation distance (r̄ = λ) from the wall. To account for the

finite size of the particles in the simulations, a region starting at the wall, with a

width equal to the particle radius, is rendered inaccessible to the particles. The

outflow of the feed suspension on the bottom (OA) boundary of the domain is

assumed to be solely convective.

5.3.3 DEP Force Field

The conductive bands produce the spatial non-uniformity in the electric field inside

the pore, which is a key requirement for DEP. The conductive bands are treated

as electrodes in this model. The DEP force field created by the conductive bands

in the pore wall is evaluated by solving the Laplace equation in a axi-symmetric

Cylindrical coordinate system followed by calculation of electric field gradient.

The boundary conditions imposed on the problem to evaluate the electric field are

depicted in Fig. 5.2. The electrodes in these simulations have width equal to pore

radius (rP ) and with equal spacing in between the electrodes. Sinusoidal signals

are applied on the electrodes on the pore wall. Zero surface charge is assumed

in the gap between two consecutive electrodes (at the pore wall) to represent the

dielectric material. The potentials on the boundaries (O′A′, OA) far away from

the pore are assumed to be zero.

A description of the numerical evaluation of the electric field distribution and

DEP force field using parallel electrode array on flat surface was provided in chapter

3. The same approach is used to evaluate the electric field and gradient in the pore

with parallel conductive bands.
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5.3.4 Fluid Velocity Field

In this study, the fluid flow inside the cylindrical pore is considered to be a steady

laminar flow (Re < 1). The velocity field inside the domain is evaluated by solving

the momentum and continuity equations for two-dimensional incompressible flow.

The fluid velocity field is calculated inside the domain for a prescribed pressure

gradient across the pore. At the exit of the domain (OA), the boundary condition

is defined as a normal flow with zero pressure, i.e., the tangential component

of the velocity and the normal component of the viscous force are zero. A no-

slip condition is also assumed on the pore wall (CC ′) and the adjacent surfaces

(B′C ′, BC). The normal component of velocity is defined zero on A′B′ and AB, to

simulate unbound fluid flow condition in the reservoir. In this model, it is assumed

that the fluid flow is not affected by the electric field.

Hindered transport through pores

Generally, when small particles flow through a cylindrical pore, the particles are

assumed to attain the same undisturbed velocity of the surrounding fluid. However,

the validity of this assumption is limited to a dilute suspension flowing through a

pore and the pore sufficiently large to assume unbounded flow. When the particle

size is comparable to the pore dimension, the particle velocity tends to lag behind

the fluid velocity due to the presence of the bounding walls in the proximity.

At the same time the diffusivity of small particles is also influenced inside the

pore due to enhanced drag on the particle. These influences on particle transport

in narrow confinements have been studied in great detail [Anderson and Quinn

1974, Deen 1987, Dechadilok and Deen 2006]. As described earlier (5.2.1), the

hindered diffusion and convection in small pores are accounted for by modifying

the diffusion coefficient and the undisturbed fluid velocity in the flux term in

convection-diffusion equation; using Eq. 5.10 and 5.11, respectively. Analytic

equations are available for accurate evaluation of the hindrance factors for different

particle-to-pore size ratio (λ = a/rP ) (Eq. 5.12). Values of the two factors (Kd and

Kc) found in literature vary between 0 − 1, depending on the size of the particles

relative to the pore [Anderson and Quinn 1974, Munch et al. 1979, Deen 1987]. As
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the particles become comparable to the pore size (increasing λ value), both factors

show declining trend (Kd, Kc < 1); indicating increasing effect of hindered diffusion

and convection for tightly fitting particles in a pore [Al Quddus et al. 2008].

In the numerical model, the particles in the feed suspension are assumed to be

considerably smaller than the pore. The ratio of particle radius to pore radius,

λ, is small for most of the simulations (λ � 0.2). Based on the data available in

the literature it is found that the overall lag factor, Kc, reduces from 1 to 0.9 as

λ changes from 0 to 0.2; i.e. the axial velocity of the particle will be reduced by

10% relative to the moving fluid. Therefore, for the range of λ values considerd in

this model, the particles in the pore are assumed to move with the fluid velocity,

without any lag. However, the diffusion coefficient is reduced by 65% for the same

particle and pore size. In the simulations, the particles are micron size (≈ 1 − 2

μm). Brownian motion for these large particles is very small (D∞ ≈ 10−13 m2/s)

and hindered diffusion can be neglected. Based on this analysis, the hindrance

factors used for particle transport through the pores are not incorporated in this

numerical model. However, hindered transport should be considered to determine

the concentration distribution of sub-micron particles in the pore accurately.

5.4 Numerical Simulation

The numerical solution for particle concentration distribution inside the domain is

obtained by using the finite element approach. The solution procedure comprises of

evaluating the fluid flow field, the electric field, and finally the spatial concentration

distribution of the particles in and around the pore.

The feed suspension is modeled as an aqueous suspension of polystyrene parti-

cle. The dielectric properties of the polystyrene particles closely resemble those of

many types of particles in a conventional aqueous feed suspension.

The complexity related to the discretization of the finite element model and

the solution procedure used here is same as described in the “Numerical Solution

Methodology” section in chapter 3. The computational domain was discretized

with quadratic elements arranged as a structured mesh. The mesh density inside
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the pore (CC ′D′D in Fig. 5.2) was higher than in the reservoirs (A′BD′O′ and

ABDO in Fig. 5.2). Inside the pore, the mesh density increased near the pore

wall to capture sharp concentration gradients. The number of mesh elements were

increased until the solution variables converged. The number of elements used in

the domain was 80,000. The properties used in these simulations are listed in Table

5.4.

5.5 Results and Discussion

In the beginning of this chapter, the role of electrostatic interactions in solute

retention in narrow pores was discussed in the context of membrane filtration.

Here, the numerical model described above is used to explore the feasibility of

using DEP force to control particle flux through large pores. First, the DEP force

distribution created inside the multilayer pore is discussed. Then, the particle

concentration inside the pore in presence of the DEP forces is described.

5.5.1 DEP Force Field in the Pore

To evaluate the impact of the DEP force imparted on particles it is necessary

to understand the electric field distribution which gives rise to the force. The

DEP force is generated by applying AC signals to the electrodes as shown in Fig.

5.2. The scaled DEP force (F̄) is calculated based on the electric field simulation

described earlier in this chapter.

The magnitude of the scaled DEP force field determined from the model gen-

erated inside the pore is shown in Fig. 5.3a. The horizontal and vertical axes

represent the scaled radial position (r/rp) and axial distance scaled with respect

to the pore length (z/Lp), respectively. In this surface plot, a small section in the

middle of the pore is considered. This section, encompassing two electrodes sepa-

rated by a dielectric layer, is used to study the DEP force distribution. This section

is located sufficiently away from the two ends of the pore to neglect influence of

the pore entrance and exit.

The gray scale representing the scaled DEP force depicts the intensity of the
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DEP force generated inside the pore. As can be seen from the surface plot, the

maximum DEP force (shown in lightest shade) is created at the edge of the elec-

trodes since the electric field gradient is highest at the edges. The presence of

strong electric field gradient at the edge of the electrodes is expected based on the

study of microelectrode array on planar surface in chapter 3. To understand how

the DEP force varies inside the pore, the DEP force profile in the radial direction

at the edge of an electrode is also shown in Fig. 5.3a, by the white solid line. The

force is maximum at the pore wall and decays exponentially toward the center of

the pore. However, due to the axial symmetry in this geometry, the force at the

center of the pore is not zero. The radial distribution of the DEP force can be

controlled by the magnitude of the applied AC signals (Vrms).

Based on the parameter values listed in Table 5.4, the DEP force will be repul-

sive to the polystyrene particles considered here. Since the force is maximum at

the wall, the presence of sufficiently strong DEP force can push particles away from

the pore wall. In a cylindrical pore, this repulsive force distribution will essentially

render a finite region near the periphery inaccessible to the particles; reducing the

pore area. The repulsive region can be extended inward to control the fraction of

the pore area that the particles can sample. Thus, the repulsive force barrier can

be employed to control the pore area accessible to the particles without physically

reducing the pore size in a porous material. This is analogous to the control of

solute rejection by long range solute-membrane interaction. Two key features of

the DEP based technique discussed here are (i) the forces are felt over a distance

greater than 1 μm range, and, (ii) the forces are tunable by controlling the pa-

rameters such as the amplitude and the frequency of AC signal and the electrode

design.

Figure 5.3b shows the periodic nature of the DEP force created by the electrode

bands located along the pore length. The force profile is obtained at the pore wall

(r/rP = 1). The scaled DEP force is plotted on a logarithmic scale to show the

peaks in force value at the edges of the electrodes. The force value at the pore

wall varies by about four orders of magnitude between the electrode edge and the

gap between two consecutive electrode bands.
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Approximation of DEP force profile in the pore

The simulation of DEP force discussed above shows that the force in this geometry

is not uniform inside the pore. It is known from Eq. 3.6 that the DEP force is pro-

portional to the electric field gradient in the geometry. The electrode configuration

considered here creates the electric field gradient that varies along the pore length.

Therefore, the DEP force in the pore varies in both axial and radial direction. To

obtain a simple expression for the DEP force inside the pore, it is necessary to

look into the gradient of the electric field in the pore.

The radial variation of the electric field gradient at three axial locations (middle

of an electrode (open square), electrode edge (filled circle), and middle of a gap

(open triangle) is shown in Fig. 5.4. The horizontal axis represents normalized

radial distance (r/rP ). The vertical axis represents the electric field gradient in

logarithmic scale. The pore is considerably large compared to the particle in

this case (λ = 0.0667). Among the three locations, the electric field gradient is

maximum at the electrode edge. This explains the presence of strong DEP forces

near the electrode edges in Fig. 5.3. It is evident from Fig. 5.4 that the axial

variation of the electric field gradient is small in the region between the pore wall

and the pore center. At all three locations, the maximum values near the wall

are much larger than that near the center. The variation of the gradient at the

wall diminishes at a distance of ≈ 0.1rP from the pore wall, marked by the shaded

region in Fig. 5.4. Beyond the shaded region, the electric field gradient at all

locations decays nearly exponentially to the center. Therefore, for large pores

(small λ), the axial variation of the electric field gradient can be neglected in most

part of the pore except for a very small region near the pore wall. Based on this

observation, the spatial average of the electric field gradient in the three locations

is calculated (shown as solid line in Fig. 5.4) and is used as an approximation for

electric field gradient at any axial location inside the pore.

The decay of the electric field gradient inside the pore is also found to be de-

pendent on the pore size. The radial variation of the average electric field gradient

in different pores is shown in Fig. 5.5. The horizontal axis represents normalized
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radial distance (r/rP ). The vertical axis represents the electric field gradient in

logarithmic scale. To investigate the dependence on the pore radius, the average

electric field gradient is calculated in three different sizes of pores (λ = a/rP =

0.0667, 0.1, 0.2). For each pore the average value is calculated based on results at

three axial locations, as shown in Fig. 5.4. The average electric field gradient at

the pore wall and the center increases as the pore becomes tighter. The value of

the gradient at the pore center becomes larger as the pore becomes smaller. The

variation of the gradient is more pronounced at the center of the pore than at the

pore wall. In Fig. 5.5, the average electric field gradient beyond the shaded region

decays exponentially toward the pore center. The width of the shaded region near

the wall is indicated as λ∗ in the plot.

Based on the results shown in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5, it is assumed that for

large pores (λ � 0.1) the electric field gradient is significantly strong near the

pore wall. The width of this region (λ∗) is approximated to be equal to ≈ 0.1rP .

Thus, the electric field gradient can be approximated as an exponential function

of normalized radial positions inside the pore. Here, a function is defined to fit the

results from the scaled model,

∇E2 = A1exp (A2r̄
m) ; 0 � r̄ � (1 − λ∗) (5.14)

where A1 is a parameter that depends on the applied voltage (Vrms) and electrode

width A2 and m are constants. Using nonliner least-square procedure, Eq. 5.14

is fit to the average electric field gradient obtained from different pores with A1,

A2, and m as free parameters. The best fit values for the parameters are shown in

Table 5.2

Therefore, Eq. 5.14 with the best fit values of the parameters can be used as

a reasonable approximation of the electric field gradient inside the pore when the

pores are much larger than the particles (λ �1). Using this expression, the DEP

force can be expressed as

FDEP = KDEP∇E2; 0 � r̄ � (1 − λ∗) (5.15)

where KDEP represents the terms preceding the electric field gradient in Eq. 3.6.
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Table 5.2: Best fit values of parameters used in Eq. 5.14.

Parameter Value 95% confidence bounds

A1 0.5 fixed
A2 4.458 4.439, 4.477
m 5.18 5.135, 5.225
R2 0.975

In most theoretical models for pore transport, the electrostatic interaction be-

tween the charged particles and the pore is defined based on the assumption that

the pores are uniformly charged all along the length. This assumption allows the

use of a simple one-dimensional model where the concentration distribution inside

the pore is calculated based on particle-pore wall interaction energy at different

radial positions [Smith and Deen 1980, Bhattacharjee et al. 1996]. It will be shown

later in the chapter that the simplified expression for DEP force (Eq. 5.14, 5.15)

can be used to develop an analytic solution to evaluate effect of DEP force on

particle concentration inside the pore.

5.5.2 Concentration Distribution in the Pore

The concentration distribution of particles is evaluated inside the geometry by cou-

pling the hydrodynamic and DEP forces with the convection-diffusion-migration

model. The interplay between the two driving forces dictates the concentration

distribution inside the pore. First, results are presented to show the effect of par-

ticle size on passage through a cylindrical pore in the absence of any interaction.

Then, simulation results are presented to demonstrate how application of DEP

force inside the pore can influence the particle transport through the pore.

Physical sieving mechanism

The concentration distribution obtained from the model is first validated by sim-

ulating particle transport through the pore under hydrodynamic condition only.

In conventional membrane filtration processes, particulate materials are separated
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by the membrane primarily by physical sieving (steric rejection) in the pores. The

separation efficiency is measured in terms of observed rejection of target particles,

which is defined as

R = (1 − cp

cf

) (5.16)

where cp and cf represent the particle concentrations in the permeate collected

and in the bulk feed suspension, respectively. The rejection varies between 0 (no

rejection) to 1 (complete rejection). According to filtration theory, for particles

(hard spheres) larger than the pores on the membrane (λ > 1) the rejection value

is 1 [Mulder 1996].

The simulation results were compared against Ferry’s [Ferry 1936] hard sphere

model for mechanical sieving in pores. This model shows a quantitative analysis

of steric rejection of particles by considering spherical particles in cylindrical pore

geometry. For particles smaller than the pore (λ < 1), the finite size of the

particle restricts the cross-sectional area of the pore that particles can sample. For

a solid spherical particle, the minimum separation distance between the particle

center and the pore wall is equal to particle radius (a). In the scaled model used

in the simulation, the radial positions accessible to the particle is restricted to

r̄ = 0 → (1 − λ). Therefore, the number of particles that can reside inside a pore

is dictated by the size of the particle relative to the pore. As the particle size

increases (λ → 1), fewer particles can be accommodated in the pore. Based on

this argument, Ferry defined the steric rejection as

Rsteric =
[
1 − (1 − λ)2]2

(5.17)

where λ is the ratio of particle to pore radius as defined earlier.

In the numerical model, the rejection of particles is defined by calculating

the reduction in particle flux at the pore outlet subdomain relative to the inlet

subdomain (OABD and O′A′B′D′ in Fig. 5.2). The particle concentration at

the inlet was assumed to be equal to bulk concentration (cf) (the inlet is located

at sufficiently large distance from the pore to allow such approximation) and the

concentration at the outlet was considered as permeate concentration (cp).
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The simulation results obtained for steric rejection of particles at different λ

values are shown in Figure 5.6. The horizontal axis represents the scaled particle

radius, λ, and the vertical axis represents the steric rejection of particles due to

sieving mechanism. The geometric lengths are also shown in the schematic on the

plot. The shaded area near the pore wall represents the region that particles cannot

access. The solid line shows the steric rejection based on Ferry’s model (Eq. 5.17).

The rejection of particles increases as the particle size becomes comparable to the

pore size. The symbols show the rejection obtained from the numerical model. The

numerical results from the model follow the same trend as the analytic equation.

The results are in good agreement with the analytic model. The maximum differ-

ence between the analytic solution and the numerical result at λ = 0.4 is 8.5%. It

should noted that Eq. 5.17 was derived without considering hydrodynamic influ-

ence on the particles, whereas the numerical model calculated the particle flux in

the presence fluid flow through the pore (to simulate permeate flow thorugh the

pore). The results match reasonably well with the analytic model when the pore

is much larger than the particle (λ → 0). This shows that the numerical model is

capable of predicting the particle rejection due to physical sieving reasonably well

in large pores. With this validation, this model can be used to study the effect of

creating repulsive DEP forces in the pore on particle rejection.

DEP enhanced rejection of particles

Figure 5.7 shows the gray scale plot of concentration distribution in a suspension

flowing through the pore geometry in the presence of repulsive DEP force. Figure

5.7a, b, c show the steady-state particle concentration in and around the pore as

the DEP force is increased by increasing the applied AC voltage. The permeation

velocity is kept constant in all cases. The gray scale map of concentration shows the

concentration gradient created in the domain (highest concentration represented in

white). In Figure 5.7a, the dark regions near the electrode at the pore wall indicate

low concentration of particles in the vicinity of the electrodes. When the electrodes

are actuated by AC signals, the effect of the applied voltage is clearly visible near

the pore wall due to the presence of strong electric field gradient (shown in 5.4).
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In the presence of repulsive DEP forces, the particles are repelled away from the

pore wall. The concentration in regions away from the wall is not affected since

the DEP force in this case is not sufficiently strong (low applied voltage).

The effect of increasing applied voltage is shown in 5.7b,c. The low concentra-

tion regions grow toward the pore center as the electrodes are actuated by higher

voltages. As the voltage is increased, the resulting DEP forces exert influence on

particles at larger distance from the pore wall (range increases). Consequently,

particles are restricted to increasingly smaller area inside the pore. As shown in

steric rejection model, for particles with finite size, this decrease in accessible pore

area results in fewer particles in the pore. Thus, the repulsive DEP force causes

the particle concentration to go down in the suspension flowing through the pore.

This is shown in 5.7b,c, where, the suspension at the exit of the pore has a lower

concentration than at the entry. When the voltage is sufficiently strong, the range

of the repulsive force extends to the center of the pore and prevents particles from

entering the pore. At this stage, the suspension carrying the particles emerges from

the pore with negligible particle concentration as shown in Fig. 5.7c. Therefore,

by controlling the AC voltages applied to the electrodes, the particle flux through

a pore can be regulated.

Figure 5.8 shows the variation of particle rejection with increasing applied volt-

age. The horizontal axis represents the scaled parameter, PeDEP , which includes

the applied voltage in the non-dimensional form and the vertical axis represents

the rejection of particles. Equation 5.16 is used to define rejection of particles in

the simulation. The radial average of the particle flux calculated at the inlet (O′A′)

and outlet (OA) of the domain is considered in calculating rejection. It can be

seen from the plot that the rejection has strong dependence on the applied voltage

(Vrms). The particle rejection increases from zero to 1 as the applied voltage is

increased. The DEP force engendered by the electrodes inside the pore can push

particles away from the pore quite effectively when small voltages (0.1 → 0.5 V )

are applied to the electrodes inside the pore even in the presence of permeation

drag (vz = 10−6 m/s).

The increased rejection at higher applied voltages reflects that the range of
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the repulsive DEP force extends further into the pore as the applied voltage is in-

creased. This can be interpreted in light of the hindered transport model discussed

earlier. The particle centers in a cylindrical pore are allowed to sample radial lo-

cation from r̄ = 0 → (1− λ); where λ is the ratio of particle to pore radius. Thus,

sieving due to steric hindrance is dictated by the size of the particle entering a

given pore (shown in Fig. 5.6). In a given pore, the presence of repulsive region

due to the DEP force near the pore wall plays the same role as shrinking the pore

size from the point of view of the particle. This dependence of rejection on DEP

force shows a similar trend as reported by Smith and Deen 1980, Bhattacharjee et

al. 1996 on the basis of repulsive electrostatic interaction between charged particles

in a charged pore. It was shown that the particle concentration inside the pore

was significantly reduced as the interaction energy increased in the pore. In other

words, the long range solute-membrane repulsion increases overall solute rejection.

To understand the influence of the permeation velocity (solvent flow rate through

unit cross-sectional area of the pore) on particle rejection, simulations were per-

formed by considering different permeation velocities in the pore. Figure 5.9 shows

the variation of particle rejection with increasing Pehyd. The Peclet number ac-

counts for the increase in average fluid flow through the pore. The plot shows that

when the applied voltage (in PeDEP ) is kept constant, the rejection is strongly de-

pendent on the permeation velocity. Therefore, it is important to know the range

of the operating conditions to optimize the dominating parameters such as applied

voltage and permeation velocity.

Figure 5.10 shows the variation of particle rejection as a function of both DEP

and hydrodynamic forces. The horizontal axis represents the ratio of the electrical

force to hydrodynamic drag (PeDEP/Pehyd) acting on the particle in the pore.

It is evident that increasingly higher applied voltage is necessary to obtain high

rejection of particles from the suspension as the fluid flow rate through the pore

increases. The ratio of the two forces can be used as a new non-dimensional

parameter to determine the AC voltage necessary to achieve complete rejection

when the required permeation velocity is known. However, the results shown in

Fig. 5.10 were obtained in a pore of fixed size (λ = 0.2). Since the electric field
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gradient inside the pore varies with the size of the pore, the DEP force field in

different pores will be different for the same applied voltage. The results shown

in Fig. 5.5 established the dependence of electric field gradient (also resulting

DEP force) on pore size. The non-dimensional PeDEP considered in Fig. 5.10

does not reflect the variation in electric field gradient based on the size of the

pore. Further simulation of particle rejection in pores of different sizes would be

useful to incorporate the size effect (as a function of λ) in the new non-dimensional

parameter.

5.5.3 Estimate of Energy Consumption in DEP Filtration

In pressure driven membrane filtration the particle (solute) retention by the mem-

brane is dictated by the pore size distribution of the membrane. As the size of the

solutes decreases, the membrane pores need to be even smaller to achieve effective

separation through the membrane. On the other hand, the solvent (permeate)

flow through the membrane is highly dependent on pore size. The resistance to

the solvent flow through the membrane is determined by the pore size distribution.

In a simplified membrane transport model, the membrane can be approximated

as an ensemble of cylindrical pores covering the membrane surface. Using this

assumption the laminar flow through a single pore, flow rate can be expressed as

q =
πr4

P

8μ

ΔP

LP
(5.18)

where q is the flow rate (m3/s) through a single pore, ΔP is the applied pressure

gradient (N/m2) across the pore, and μ is the viscosity of the solvent flowing

through the pore. rP and LP represent pore radius and length, respectively. If the

applied pressure across the membrane is kept constant then the solvent flow rate

per unit area of the membrane (permeate flux) will decrease significantly as the

pore sizes become smaller. Therefore, in pressure driven filtration processes, the

applied pressure is higher in NF than in MF since the nanofiltration membranes

consist of dense pore structure to retain solutes in the nanometer size range.

On the basis of the simulation results discussed earlier, it was known that

DEP filtration offers an alternative to size based separation using membranes. It
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would be interesting to have an estimate of the amount of energy consumed during

DEP filtration and a compare with conventional filtration for separating particles

of a given size. For this study, let us consider a suspension of monodispersed

polystyrene particles (a = 1 μm), same as in earlier simulations. Based on the

steric rejection model proposed by Ferry [Ferry 1936] the pore diameter required

for a specific rejection (Eq. 5.16) can be calculated. To obtain 99% rejection of the

polystyrene particles the ratio of particle to pore radius (λ = a/rP ) is calculated

to be 0.93; i.e, the pore radius required is 1.0753 μm. Assuming an arbitrary

flow rate through a cylindrical pore (rP = 1.0753 μm,LP = 50 μm), the required

pressure difference can be calculated using Eq. 5.18.

Now, let us consider the flow of the same suspension through a pore of much

larger radius (rP = 15 μm), with multiple layers of conductors and insulators along

the pore wall as considered in the numerical model (cf. Fig. 5.1). Since the pore is

much larger in this case, the pressure difference necessary to maintain similar flow

rate through the pore will be significantly lower in this case (Eq. 5.18). However,

in the large pore, the steric rejection of the polystyrene particles will be negligible

(≈ 1% for λ = 0.0667). To achieve higher rejection, as in the first case, a repulsive

DEP force field can be generated inside the pore. The applied voltage on the

electrodes can be set to obtain 99% rejection of polystyrene particles as shown

earlier. The resulting electric field inside the pore can also be calculated from the

simulation.

For an estimate of the energy consumption in DEP filtration, the pore with

conductive layers can be modeled as a multilayer capacitor. The DEP force inside

the pore is a strong function of the electric field and field gradient created by the

conductors. Using the analogy of a capacitor, the electrical energy density (J/m3)

inside the liquid filled pore can be determined by evaluating the spatial average

of the electric field inside the pore. Similar approach has been used earlier to

explain ion transport through lipid layers and to calculate energy in pores during

electroporation of biological membranes [Parsegian 1969, Joshi et al. 2003]. The

electrical energy density in a dielectric material in an imposed AC electric field

can be expressed as [Schwarz 1963]
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Electrical energy density =
1

2
εmĒ2

rms (5.19)

where εm represents the dielectric permittivity of the medium filling up the pore

and Ērms is the average electric field inside the pore. To compare the energy

requirement of the pressure driven filtration with that of a DEP enhanced filtration,

the applied pressure in the liquid can be considered as a measure of energy per

unit volume. The electrical energy density has the equivalent unit as pressure

(J/m3 ≡ N/m2). In the second case (large pore, λ = 0.0667), the particles move

through the pore without any physical hindrance in the absence of any applied

voltage. When the voltage is applied, the repulsive DEP force in the pore causes

particle retention. The electrical energy required to generate the strong repulsive

DEP force is calculated using Eq. 5.19, assuming DI water to be the solvent.

In the first case (small pore, λ = 0.93), the high pressure applied across the

pore maintains the solvent flow through the pore and particles are retained by

steric rejection mechanism. The applied pressure is the only contribution to the

energy consumption. In case of DEP filtration (large pore, λ = 0.0667) the applied

pressure across the pore is still necessary to sustain the flow. However, the electrical

energy density in the pore is an additional contribution to energy consumption.

The comparison of total energy density in the two cases is presented in Table

5.3. It should be pointed out that the present analysis was based on quantities

considered in the microscopic pore level. Further analysis can be done to link the

overall energy consumption in the two cases with the inherent efficiency of the

equipments to supply the energy.

The pressure in the second case is almost negligible for the assumed flow rate

through the pore. This simple analysis shows that energy requirement for DEP

filtration after combining the pressure and electrical energy is several orders of

magnitude smaller than the energy requirement in the conventional filtration. This

indicates that the DEP filtration process can be considered as an energy efficient

separation method compared to purely pressure driven membrane filtration.
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Table 5.3: Summary of energy calculation in conventional filtration and DEP
filtration.

Parameter Case 1 Case 2
rP (μm) 1.0753 15
λ 0.93 0.0667
q (m3/s) 1.667 × 10−15 1.667 × 10−15

ΔP (J/m3) 158.659 4.19 × 10−3

Electrical energy density, (J/m3) 0 8.33 × 10−2

Total energy density, (J/m3) 158.659 8.749 × 10−2

5.6 Analytic Model for DEP Enhanced Rejec-

tion

In the beginning of this chapter, the hindered particle transport model in capillary

pores was discussed. The model was simplified by assuming a radial distribution

of particles inside the pore based on interaction energy. The resulting particle

(solute) flux (Eq. 5.9) was calculated along the axis of the pore. The interaction

potential was also defined as a function of radial positions only. The numerical

model described in 5.3 is based on a two dimensional finite element model. The

DEP force field resulting from the electric field gradient was calculated without

imposing any simplification. The concentration variation was also calculated in

the same geometry.

While discussing the DEP force distribution inside the pore, it was shown that

the average electric field gradient created by the electrode bands on the pore wall

can be approximated by an exponential function of radial positions (Eq. 5.14). The

resulting DEP force was expressed by Eq. 5.15. In this section, the approximations

of DEP force inside the pore is used to develop a simple model to predict the effect

of DEP forces on particle flux. The theoretical model for particle transport in

pores discussed earlier in the chapter is considered as a framework.

To incorporate the influence of DEP forces on the particles inside the pore,

an effective particle-pore wall interaction potential in Eq. 5.4 is postulated, and

represented as φDEP ; by assuming that the DEP force field is conservative [Pohl
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1978]. In the presence of DEP force, φDEP is defined as the energy difference

between a particle at a given radial position, r̄, and one located at the pore center.

φ = φDEP = −
∫ r̄

0

FDEPdr̄ = KDEP

∫ r̄

0

A1e
A2r̄m

dr̄ (5.20)

Best fit values of A1,A2, and m are shown in Table 5.2. When repulsive DEP

force is created in the pore, the width of the steric exclusion limit near the wall is

redefined as λ∗ (shown in Fig. 5.5); to account for the region near the wall where

the DEP force is maximum and therefore, inaccessible to the particles. Therefore,

the particle centers are restricted within r̄ = 0 → (1− λ∗). In the absence of DEP

forces, λ∗ = λ.

The interaction energy and partition coefficient is modified accordingly

g (r̄) = exp

[
−φDEP

kBT

]
(5.21)

ΦDEP = 2

∫ 1−λ∗

0

e
−

[
φDEP
kBT

]
r̄dr̄

= 2

∫ 1−λ∗

0

e
−

[
KDEP

kBT

∫ r̄
0

A1eA2r̄m
dr̄

]
r̄dr̄ (5.22)

When the applied voltage is reduced to zero, the modified partition coefficient

assumes hard sphere limit shown in Eq. 5.8 (λ∗ −→ λ,ΦDEP −→ ΦHS).

Now, using the modified partition coefficient, Eq. 5.9 can be integrated along

as the pore length (z = 0 → LP ) with the following boundary conditions, to obtain

the average flux through the pore. Constant solute flux at steady-state is assumed.

at z = 0, 〈c〉 = 〈c〉0
at z = L, 〈c〉 = 〈c〉L (5.23)

The average solute flux is expressed as follows [Spiegler and Kedem 1966, Deen

1987]

〈j〉 = ΦKc 〈v〉 c0

[
1 −

(
cL

c0

)
e−Pe

]
[1 − e−Pe]

(5.24)
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where the Pe number is defined in terms of hindered transport

Pe =
Kc 〈v〉L

KdD∞
(5.25)

Equation 5.24 shows that the steady-state flux is dictated by the Pe number. This

equation can be rearranged to find actual sieving coefficient (Sa = 〈c〉0 /c0) as a

function of Pe [Spiegler and Kedem 1966, Nakao and Kimura 1981].

Sa =
ΦDEP Kc

1 − [e−Pe (1 − ΦDEPKc)]
(5.26)

Actual rejection of particles at the pore entrance can be defined as [Opong and

Zydney 1991]

Ra = 1 − Sa (5.27)

Based on the form of the partition coefficient in Eq. 5.22, analytic solution for

the average solute flux and rejection is not available. However, the exponential

integral in Eq. 5.22 can be readily evaluated using numerical methods.

The rejection of particles (a = 1 μm) in a large pore (λ = 0.0667) is calcu-

lated using the simplfied model. The rejection of particles with variation of scaled

DEP potential is shown in 5.11. The DEP potential was evaluated using Eq. 5.20

with increasing applied voltage. The integration in Eq. 5.22 was conducted us-

ing Trapezoidal rule. When the applied voltage is set to zero, the corresponding

rejection is predicted by Eq. 5.17. The rejection increases as the DEP potential

increases. The trend is similar to the results in Fig. 5.8, where the applied voltage

was increased. The simple one-dimensional model based on the approximation of

radially varying DEP force field is able to predict the rejection of particles in a

long pore. This result supports the concept of creating a repulsive energy barrier

inside the pore by imparting DEP forces on particles. The DEP forces essentially

causes partitioning of the particles between the pore and the bulk.

The simplified model is limited by the assumptions of small fluid velocity and

dilute suspension in the pore and also the negligible variation of DEP interactions

along axial direction. The two dimensional model would be useful to simulate

particle rejection when the permeation velocity is high.
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5.7 Summary

In this chapter, the concept of DEP filtration has been demonstrated using a

numerical model. The repulsive DEP force field created inside a multilayer pore by

applying AC voltages can be very effective in controlling the particle flux through

the pore. The DEP force can be imparted on particles irrespective of their surface

charge and can be optimized to act on wide variety of solutes. The range of the force

field can be controlled by changing the amplitude of the AC signal. Thus, DEP

filtration can be employed to augment steric rejection in large pores. The driving

force necessary to maintain the fluid flow through the pores would be significantly

lower. The DEP filtration is also shown to be more efficient in terms of energy

consumption compared to conventional pressure driven membrane filtration.
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Table 5.4: Properties of the colloidal system, and the electrical, geometric, and
hydrodynamic parameters and their ranges used in the simulations.

Property Value
System polystyrene particles in water
Particle radius, a (μm) 1
Density of particle (kg/m3) 1050
Density of water (kg/m3) 1000
Viscosity of medium (N − s/m2) 1 × 10−3

Temperature (K) 298

Electrode width, (μm) 5
Electrode pitch, (μm) 10
RMS voltage range, Vrms (V ) 0.01 − 0.5
Frequency, f (Hz) 106

Conductivity of water, σm (S/m) 5.0 × 10−8

Relative permittivity of water, εm 78 − 80
Conductivity of particles, σp (S/m) 1.0 × 10−7

Relative permittivity of particles, εp 2 − 3

Pore radius, rP (μm) 5 − 15
Pore length, LP (μm) 50
Average permeation velocity (m/s) 1 × 10−8 − 1.0 × 10−6
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Figure 5.1: Sectional view of the pore structure formed with multiple layers of
conductive material separated by layers of insulator. The conductive layers can be
used as electrodes inside the pore.
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Figure 5.2: Boundary conditions shown on the schematic representation of the
2-D axi-symmetric pore geometry used for the numerical simulations.
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Figure 5.3: (a) Scaled DEP force distribution inside the pore created by the
multiple electrode bands (as shown in Fig. 5.1), shown in logarithmic scale. The
horizontal and vertical axes represent the scaled radial position (r/rp) and axial
distance scaled with respect to the pore length (LP ), respectively. The area shown
in the plot represents a section in the middle of the pore. The white line shows
the force profile in the radial direction at an electrode-gap interface. Parameters
used for the force calculations are listed in Table 5.4. (b) Plot of scaled DEP force
in the same geometry (thick vertical lines on the pore wall show the location of
electrodes). The profile represents force at the pore wall, i.e, the electrode surface
under same conditions as in (a).
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Figure 5.4: Radial variation of average electric field gradient inside the pore. The
average is calculated based on values at three axial locations, in the midsection of
the pore. The three locations are middle of an electrode (open square), electrode
edge (filled circle), and middle of a gap (open triangle). The horizontal axis shows
the normalized radial location (r/rP ) inside the pore. The shaded region near the
pore wall (r/rP = 1) shows the region where the electric field gradient is very
strong. All conditions are same as in the previous figure.
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Figure 5.5: Average electric field gradient calculated based on values from three
different pore sizes (corresponding to λ = 0.2, 0.1, and 0.0667). For each pore
size, the average electric field gradient is evaluated in the midsection of the pore,
as in previous figure. The horizontal axis shows the normalized radial location
(r/rP ) inside the pore. The shaded region near the pore wall (width =λ∗) shows
the region where the electric field gradient is very strong. All conditions are same
as in the previous figure.
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Figure 5.6: Plot of particle rejection due to steric hindrance in the pore in the
absence of any electric field. The symbols are results obtained from numerical
simulation and the solid line shows the analytic solution for steric rejection. The
average permeation velocity inside the pore is vz = 1×10−8 m/s. Other parameters
are same as in previous figure.
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Figure 5.7: Concentration distribution of particles (a = 1 μm) in the pore
geometry (rP = 5 μm), in the presence of permeation flux and and DEP force.
The gray scale represents the scaled concentration (c/c0). The average permeation
velocity inside the pore is vz = 1×10−6 m/s. The applied voltage in the three cases
are Vrms = (a) 0.005 V , (b) 0.01 V , (c) 0.1 V , respectively. The frequency of the
applied voltage is 106 Hz. The gray scale shows the concentration inside the pore
with the highest concentration labeled by the lightest shade. Other parameters
are listed in Table 5.4.
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Figure 5.8: Plot of particle rejection with increasing applied voltage. The solid
line is a visual guide to show the trend in particle rejection with increasing applied
voltage. Other parameters are same as in previous figure.
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Figure 5.9: Plot of particle rejection with increasing permeate flux. Other
parameters are same as in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.10: Plot of particle rejection as a function of varying applied voltage
and permeate flux. The effect of the applied voltage and the permeate flux is
defined as a ratio of PeDEP and Pehyd. Other parameters are same as in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.11: Plot of particle (a = 1 μm) rejection as a function of varying DEP
potential in the pore. The DEP potential shown on the horizontal axis is the
average of all radial positions. The average fluid velocity 〈v〉 = 10−8 m/s
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Chapter 6

Experimental Study of DEP
Filtration

6.1 Dielectrophoretic Filtration in Porous Mate-

rials

The concept of using DEP forces in separating components of a suspension was

discussed in the previous chapter. It was demonstrated that a unique porous struc-

ture, formed by alternately stacking multiple layers of conductors and insulators,

can be used to control the particle transport through such pores by creating DEP

force barriers in and around the pore. The conductive layers at the surface of the

porous material, as well as, inside the pore can be actuated by AC signals to gener-

ate strong non-uniform electric field inside the pore that gives rise to DEP forces.

It was also shown that presence of repulsive DEP forces causes thermodynamic

partitioning of the particles between the bulk and the pore volume. As a result of

this partitioning, concentration of particles in the permeate is significantly lower

than in the feed. Based on this concept, the DEP filtration mechanism was pro-

posed in the previous chapter. The model developed predicted that strong DEP

forces can be employed as a virtual barrier to prevent particle transport through

the pores.

In this chapter, an experimental method is presented to explore the concept of

DEP filtration. The DEP filtration model of chapter 5 used the multi-layered

porous structure. In the experiments reported here, the multi-layered porous
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structure was substituted with a new design that is more suitable for practical

applications. The development of the multi-layered porous structure would re-

quire sophisticated technologies, such as microfabrication. Recently, one study

used multi-layered pore structure with DEP forces as a tool for biological detec-

tion and drug assessment. They used conductor/composite laminate to construct

DEP-Well array on plates [Hoettges et al. 2008]. The wells (pores) were very

large (1 mm diameter) compared to pore sizes considered in DEP filtration. The

objective of their work was to use DEP for detection, not for retention, of the

cells. However, the new design described in this chapter is a simplification of the

multi-layered porous structure. In this design, the dielectric porous material is

sandwiched between two conductive layers, placed on the two faces of the porous

material. The conductive layer can be formed by coating the porous material with

conductive materials, such as gold. In the experiments reported here, fine wire

meshes were used as conductive materials to create the electric field across the

porous material. The wire meshes allow unobstructed passage of liquid through

the pores while creating the necessary DEP forces.

Based on the simulation results presented in chapter 5, two wire meshes sep-

arated by a thin layer of porous material is expected to establish a non-uniform

electric field in the space in between, strong enough to generate DEP effects. This

combination of porous material and wire mesh sandwich can be used to prove the

efficacy of DEP filtration by flowing a suspension of colloidal particles through the

porous structure. The particles can readily pass through the pores if they are much

smaller in size than the pores (negligible steric hindrance). However, the particles

can be prevented from the passing through the porous material if the particles can

be subjected to repulsive DEP forces when the wire meshes are energized with

AC voltages. As a result, the liquid emerges from the pores as clean permeate.

Therefore, this combination of porous material and wire mesh sandwich is used in

the experiments to study DEP enhanced rejection of particles by porous media.

In this chapter, two different experiments are reported in relation to DEP

filtration. First, the experiment is conducted in dead-end configuration (cf. 2.2).

In the second experiment, the colloidal suspension flows parallel to the surface
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emulating tangential flow or crossflow filtration. The materials and methods were

same in both experiments. During crossflow filtration, the procedure was similar

to the dead-end experiment except the tangential flow.

6.2 DEP Filtration in Dead-end Configuration

To observe the DEP filtration phenomenon, a laboratory scale dead-end filtration

setup was developed. In this case, the filter media were replaced by the sandwich

of porous material and wire meshes. The setup was used to prove the concept

of DEP enhanced rejection of particles using porous material that could not re-

tain the particles otherwise. Detail description of the setup and the experimental

procedures follows.

6.2.1 Materials

Porous media

The DEP filtration experiments were conducted with different porous materi-

als sandwiched between the wire meshes. The porous media listed in Table 6.1

were procured and used as provided by the supplier without further modifica-

tion/preparation.

Figure 6.1 shows microscopic (10× magnification) images of these porous mate-

rials. The relevant properties of these materials are listed in Table 6.1. The GCA

consists of millions of precision glass capillary tubes fused together. The nylon

filter consists of individual strands woven into a mesh screen, whereas the PCTE

membrane is made from a thin, microporous polycarbonate film with a smooth,

flat surface.

For the two porous materials, namely, nylon and PCTE, the conducting layers

were made by placing two wire meshes on two sides of the porous material. Two

sets of electrical configurations were used with the GCA. In the first set, two

conducting wire meshes were placed on two sides of the GCA, same as the porous

materials. In the second set, the experiments with the GCA involved no special

filter media preparation, since the GCA was already coated with conducting layers
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Table 6.1: Properties of the porous materials used in the DEP filtration experi-
ments.

Glass Capillary Nylon PCTE
Array, GCA Filter Membrane

Pore size 10 μm 10 μm 10 − 30 μm

Tolerance ±1% not available ±15%

Thickness 2 mm 50 μm 10 − 30 μm

Structure Cylindrical Woven Cylindrical

Open area 50% 4% 16%

Material Lead glass Nylon 6/6 Polycarbonate

Supplier Photonics Spectrum Sterlitech
Laboratories

of Au/Ni/Cr on both surfaces.

Stainless steel wire mesh (McMaster Carr) with 55 μm opening was used to

prepare the conducting layers of the sandwich structure. Solid copper wire with

polyurethane enamel coating (34 AWG, Measurements Group) was used to connect

the wire meshes to electrical equipment.

Feed suspension

The colloidal particles used for preparation of the feed suspension were surfactant-

free white polystyrene (PS) particles (Interfacial Dynamics Co.). Particles with

different surface charges were selected for the feed suspension, namely, sulfate

polystyrene and amidine polystyrene. The polystyrene particles with sulfate func-

tional groups on the surface are reported by the manufacturer to be negatively

charged over wide range of pH. The surface charge of the particles with ami-

dine functional groups are reported to be positive in low to neutral pH environ-

ments. Both types of particles are hydrophobic in nature. For negatively charged

polystyrenes, two sizes of the particles were used in the experiment (mean diameter
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0.99 and 2 μm). The mean diameter of the positively charged polystyrene particles

was 1 μm.

6.2.2 Methods

Feed suspension preparation and concentration measurement

The polystyrene microspheres were supplied dispersed in distilled deionized wa-

ter. To prepare the colloidal suspension, the particles were redispersed in DI

water (18.2 MOhm-cm, MilliQ), with no pH or ionic strength adjustment. Us-

ing a micropipette, a measured volume of the concentrated stock suspension of

polystyrene particles was added to 150 ml DI water in a clean beaker. In case

of positively charged amidine polystyrene particles, the suspension was prepared

in a plastic beaker to avoid aggregation. The suspension was stirred continu-

ously until the start of the filtration experiment. The pH of the suspension was

between 5.5 and 6.0, whereas the conductivity was 1 μS/cm (Accumet AR50

pH/mV/Ion/Conductivity Meter).

The concentration of the suspension was measured using a UV-vis Spectropho-

tometer (Genesys 10 UV scanning, Thermo Scientific). The spectrophotometer

was calibrated separately using serial dilution method for each type of polystyrene

particle suspension. One such calibration curve for 2 μm sulfate polystyrene parti-

cles is shown in Appendix B. All concentration measurements were performed for

a given polystyrene particle employing these types of calibration curves. To ensure

that all concentrations were measured well within the range of linear response of

the instrument, in all experiments the initial feed concentration was adjusted such

that the initial absorbance reading of the feed was approximately 0.5 AU (≈ 1010

#/ml).

Preparation of filter media

Circular pieces of porous material (nylon mesh or PCTE membrane) with a diam-

eter 50 mm were used as supplied or cut from a larger stock. The porous sample

was rinsed with DI water 3 times and was left submerged in DI water for 3 hours.

The stainless steel wire meshes were cut to 50 mm diameter circles and thor-
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oughly cleaned with a laboratory detergent solution to remove any lubricant/grease

or rust and dirt. A thin insulated connecting wire was soldered to each wire

mesh for electrical connections. The soldering was done carefully so that no

residue was left behind and the soldered locations were smooth. Following this

the electrical continuity of the electrodes was tested employing a digital multime-

ter (OMEGAETTE HHM93, Omega). After testing the electrical continuity, the

wire meshes were dipped in DI water along with the porous membranes.

The experiment with the GCA with conductive coating on two faces did not

require any preparation. Only two copper wires were soldered to the two surfaces

of the GCA.

Assembly of the dead-end filtration cell

The arrangement of the porous material and the wire meshes inside the filtration

cell is shown in Fig. 6.2. The Plexiglass filter holder and the feed column were

washed with liquid detergent and DI water. The permeate tubing and needle valve

(P445, Upchurch Scientific, Oak Harbor, WA) at the bottom of the holder were

cleaned and inspected to ensure that these were not clogged by particles trapped

from previous experiments. The assembly of the cell should preferably be done

under water (this will prevent trapping of air bubbles in the porous media). One

of the wire meshes was placed on the filter holder. The porous material was placed

on the wire mesh. Finally the second wire mesh was placed on the polymer to

complete the sandwich. A 50 mm diameter O-ring was placed on top of these

three layers to compress and maintain uniform separation distance between them.

Finally, the feed column was positioned on top of the O-ring and tightened down

with screws. The two connecting wires were accessible from outside. The assembled

cell was then filled up with fresh DI water and the needle valve opened to obtain

maximum flow. The flow typically occurs due to the hydrostatic head. The cell

was flushed with DI water twice before the actual experiment in this manner.
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Electrical system

The electrical connections to the wire meshes are shown in Fig. 6.3. The two

connecting wires were connected to the two channels of the arbitrary function

generator (Tektronix AFG320) using crocodile clips. For signal monitoring, oscil-

loscope (Tektronix 3014B) probes were connected to the wires. The equipment

was properly grounded using the scientific ground in the laboratory. The function

generator was programmed to produce two independent 180o phase-shifted sinu-

soidal signals (10 Vpp, 106 Hz) on the two channels. The signals were monitored

when they were applied to the electrodes. After assembly, the cell was checked for

electrical shorts. If present, the cell was reassembled.

During experiments with GCA, higher applied voltage was necessary. The

signals (10 Vpp, 106 Hz) from the function generator were fed through a high

voltage amplifier (FLC electronics, FLC F20AD), equipped with two channels.

The output was also monitored on the scope. The output voltage at this input

setting is maximum 150 Vpp @ 106 Hz. (Hazard note: The operation manual

procedures were followed to avoid electrical hazards, within the operating range of

functional parameters for this equipment.)

6.2.3 Experimental Procedure in Dead-end Filtration

Figure 6.4 shows the DEP filtration setup and the process followed in the exper-

iment. Once the electrical connections and signals were found to be satisfactory,

the assembled filtration cell containing the wire mesh/filter medium sandwich was

filled with DI water and the permeate flow rate was regulated at 0.1 ml/min. The

flow was controlled using the fine adjustments on the needle valve. The water

column was then replaced with the aqueous feed suspension. The height of the

feed suspension above the porous material sandwich was 70 mm throughout each

experiment to keep the hydrostatic pressure on top of the porous layer constant.

The vertical distance between the porous layer and the needle valve was set at 200

mm.

Each experiment lasted for 150 minutes, of which, the filtration was conducted
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in absence of any applied electric field for the first 60 minutes. During the rest of

the time, the AC potential was applied to the wire meshes. The feed and permeate

suspensions were collected at 15 min intervals. The particle concentrations in the

feed and permeate were recorded using the UV-vis spectrophotometer. Both the

feed and permeate samples were returned to the feed column after each concen-

tration measurement to maintain the total particle concentration and feed volume

constant. The flow rate was also monitored during the experiment (typically by

recording the cumulative volume accumulation on the permeate side over time).

At the end of 150 minutes, the electric signals were turned off on the function

generator. After each experiment, the feed column was emptied and filled with DI

water to flush the system twice. The porous material was left soaked in DI water

so that it could be reused in a subsequent experiment.

6.2.4 DEP Filtration in Crossflow Cell

To understand the effect of tangential flow on DEP enhanced rejection, a filtration

cell was designed to facilitate the tangential flow on the porous material. The

assembled cell along with other equipment is shown in Fig. 6.5. The rectangular

filtration chamber was 50 mm long, 25 mm wide, and 2 mm high. A rectangular

piece of PCTE membrane with 10 μm pores was prepared as before and sandwiched

between wire meshes. The sandwich was placed at the bottom surface of the

filtration chamber. A PDMS insert was placed on top the sandwich to keep it flat

inside the chamber. The wires attached to the wire meshes were connected to the

function generator outside the cell. The top cover of the filtration cell had two ports

to let the feed suspension flow through the chamber. The feed flow inlet/outlet

tubes were connected to the feed reservoir with a peristaltic pump (Masterflex

C/L, Model: 77120-70) placed between the reservoir and the inlet. This allowed

creating the liquid flow in a closed cell at a set flow rate. The permeate flow rate

through the porous material was controlled using the needle valve described in

dead-end filtration.
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6.2.5 Experimental Procedure in Crossflow Filtration

The experimental procedure is similar to the one followed in dead-end filtration.

The feed was introduced inside chamber without the AC voltages applied to the

wire meshes. The permeate flow rate was controlled using the needle valve. In

addition, the feed flow rate creating the tangential flow was controlled using the

peristaltic pump. The tangential flow rate was determined based on volume col-

lection. The flow rate was set (based on channel cross section) to maintain average

tangential velocity at 10−3 m/s. The feed was circulated back to the feed tank.

The concentration of the feed and the permeate were measured using the spec-

trophotometer.

6.3 Particle Rejection in Dead-end Filtration

The DEP filtration experiments were conducted in two phases to clearly identify

the influence of the applied AC voltage in controlling particle transport through

a porous material. During the first phase (duration 60 minutes), the flow of the

suspension through the porous material was purely pressure driven. During this

period, the particles in the suspension readily passed through the filter with the

permeate. The bulk feed and permeate concentrations are measured to determine

the baseline rejection of the porous material. The observed rejection is expressed

by

Robs, % = 100

[
1 − cp

cf

]
(6.1)

where cf and cp are the bulk feed and permeate concentrations, respectively, mea-

sured during the experiments.

In the second phase (duration 90 minutes), the particle transport through the

porous materials was observed in presence of the applied AC voltages. Figure

6.6 shows the observed rejection of 2 μm diameter polystyrene (sulfate) particles

during the two phases of a DEP filtration experiment with PCTE membrane. The

particle transport through the pore with and without the applied voltages is also

shown schematically on the plot. The observed rejection during the first phase,

without the applied voltage, is reasonably small (< 5%). Low rejection values
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indicate that the 2 μm polystyrene particles were easliy transported through the

PCTE membrane (pore size 10 μm). Due to the large pore size on the membrane

(λ = a/rP = 0.2), the particles did not experince significant physical hindrance

while passing through the membrane. The low rejection of small particles in larger

pores observed here is in good agreemnet with the steric exclusion mechcanism

discussed in chapter 5 (Eq. 5.17). However, in the second phase, the wire meshes

are actuated with AC voltages (Vpp = 10 V, freq = 106 Hz) and the observed

rejection increases to a maximum of 90%. The influence of the applied voltages on

the particle transport through the material is manifested in the observed rejection.

After application of the AC signal, the rejection started to increase, which clearly

indicates that the applied electric field imparts substantial DEP forces on the

suspended particles to hinder their transport through the pores.

At the end of 150 minutes, the applied voltages were turned off. At this point,

the permeate concentration exhibit a sharp negative peak (Robs < −100%). Af-

ter sometime, the spike in the permeate concentration subsides, and both feed and

permeate concentrations became comparable (the filtration process reverts back to

negligible rejection). The negative rejection indicates that in the dead-end filtra-

tion, the particles restricted by the DEP force from entering the pores accumulated

on the feed side of the porous material. In the absence of applied voltages (hence,

no DEP force), the retained particles passed through the porous material resulting

in higher concentration of the particles in the permeate (cp > 2.5cf). Unlike most

dead-end filtration setup, the feed solution in this case was not stirred during the

experiment. Stirring the feed suspension would have enhanced the mass transfer of

the retained particles from the surface of the porous material and maintained a well

mixed feed concentration [Porter 1972, Belfort 1989]. However, the strring action

near porous material will have considerable effect on the normal flow through the

porous material. Hence, stirring was avoided to study the DEP enhanced rejection

of particles during flow through pores due to hydrostatic pressure only (created

by the column of liquid on the porous material). Due to this reason, the particle

concentration near the porous material is expected to be higher than in the feed

(considering low back diffusion for 2 μm particles). In the experiments reported
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here, it was noted that the permeate flow rate gradually decreased with time after

the application of the electric field. However, no corrective measures to maintain

a constant flux operation were adopted in these experiments.

Variability in the rejection data is shown in Fig. 6.7. The error bars ob-

tained based on triplicate measurements in three runs indicate considerably good

reproducibility of the DEP enhanced rejection. The key parameters considered

in these experiments were particle type and size, applied AC voltage, permeate

flow rate, and, pore size on the porous material. Ideally, the parameters should

be kept constant for every run. However, the permeate flow rate in this case was

set using manually controlled valves and calculated based on volume collection

method. Thus, the flow rates in different experiments varied slightly. Similarly,

the membrane pore sizes were also estimated based on information provided by the

manufacture (tolerance shown in Table 6.1). Furthermore, the pores were assumed

to be straight cylinders with circular opening for flow rate calculation. From the

conceptual point of view, the wire meshes are assumed to be in contact with the

porous materials during the experiment. However, it is not possible to ensure that

porous materials remain uniformly in contact with the meshes inside the assembled

cell. This could seriously impair the DEP filtration by reducing the electric field

strength in the porous material. Considering these aspects of the experiments, the

variation in the results shown in Fig. 6.7 can be considered negligible.

6.3.1 Influence of Particle Size and Surface Charge

To understand the relation between the DEP enhanced rejection and particle size,

the DEP filtration experiment was conducted with 0.99 μm PS sulfate particles

on PCTE membrane. The wire meshes are actuated with AC voltages (Vpp = 10

V , freq = 2 × 106 Hz). The DEP enhanced rejection of the 0.99 μm particles are

shown in Fig. 6.8. Initial rejection of particles is also low in the absence of DEP

forces. After the application of AC voltages, the rejection of particles increases up

to 80%. However, the 0.99 μm particles experience lower DEP force in the same

electrioc field than the 2 μm particles, due to their size (DEP force proportional to

particle volume, Eq. 2.12). Hence, the permeate flow rate in this case was reduced
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to 0.025 ml/min to achieve the high rejection.

The DEP filtration experiment was conducted using polystyrene particles with

different functional groups, namely, sulfate and amidine groups to observe the ef-

fect of surface charge on DEP enhanced rejection. The PS sulfate and PS amidine

exhibit negative and positive surface charges, respectively. The filtration experi-

ment was conducted with a feed suspension prepared with positively charged PS

particles (amidine) of 2 μm diameter. The rejection of the positive particles is

shown in Fig. 6.9. The wire meshes are actuated with AC voltages (Vpp = 10 V ,

freq = 106 Hz). All other conditions are same as in Fig. 6.7.

Initial rejection (without AC potential) of the amidine particles was higher

(about 30%) than the sulfate particles on the same PCTE membrane. However,

the rejection values increased to about 90% after the application of AC voltages.

This enhanced rejection clearly shows that the forces created by the application

of the AC voltages is not dependent on the surface charge. Experiments with the

same PCTE membrane and wire mesh combination demonstrated high rejection

of both negatively and postively charged particles. This result indicates that the

force acting on the particles in the suspension is not dictated by the electrokinetic

force experienced by a charged particle in an electric field (electrophoretic force in

2.2.3). At the high frequency of the applied AC signals the PS particles experience

DEP forces.

After the filtration experiment, the PCTE membrane was examined under the

microscope at the end of the experiment to investigate the initial high rejection

by the membrane. The membrane surface was found to be covered with particles

which could not be removed by usual rinsing with DI water. Particles also formed

a single layer (one particle diameter wide) of particles along the periphery of the

circular pores. This adhesion can be attributed to the interaction of the charged

particles with the PCTE membrane. It is possible that the membrane surface

in contact with the suspension acquired net negative charge that attracted the

positively charged particle from the feed [Zeman and Zydney 1996, Nghiem et

al. 2006].

To explain the high rejection in the absence of applied voltages, let us consider
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the steric rejection mechanism described in chapter 5. It was found that particles

comparable in size with the pore will experience higher rejection by the pore, as

shown in Fig. 5.6. In this experiment, if the pores on the membrane are covered

with one layer of particles then the effective pore opening will be reduced (effective

pore diameter = 2 × [rP − 2a]) significantly. The reduced pore area will result in

higher rejection of the particles caused by steric mechanism. Based on Ferry’s

model, we can see that the effective diameter of the clean pore (rP = 5 μm) will

be reduced to 6 μm (λ = a/rP ≈ 0.33). Hence, from Fig. 5.6 it can be seen

that the rejection predicted by the analytic equation for this scenario is close to

30%, which is in the range of the observed rejection during the experiment with

the amidine polystyrene particles [Ferry 1936]. Therefore, it is possible that unlike

the negatively charged sulfate particles, the positively charged amidine particles

were strongly bound to the membrane surface and reduced the effective pore cross

section.

6.3.2 Rejection by Different Porous Materials

The DEP filtration experiments were conducted with three different porous ma-

terial (GCA, nylon filter, and PCTE membrane). Figure 6.10 shows the DEP

enhanced rejection of 2 μm PS sulfate particles through these porous materials.

The rejection during the initial phase of the experiment was nearly zero for the

nylon (filled square) and PCTE membranes (open triangles). For the glass cap-

illary array (filled circles), this initial rejection was slightly higher (about 13%).

The rejection of particles by the GCA was 99.9% after 120 minutes. Notably, the

1 mm thick GCA required application of a high applied voltage of 150 Vpp to obtain

the high rejection. For the nylon mesh filter and PCTE membranes, which ranged

between 10 μm to 50 μm in thickness, the rejections of about 80% were achieved

by applying approximately 10 Vpp.

The three materials considered here are all well known dielectric materials with

low dielectric constants (glass 4.8-8, nylon 4-5, PCTE 2.9-3) [CRC Handbook of

Chemistry and Physics 2005]. The high rejection of the particles observed in all

cases indicates that the DEP force imparted on the particles was not significantly
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influenced by the materials. Therefore, the DEP enhanced rejection of particles

can be achieved by low dielectric materials used as the porous layer between the

wire meshes.

6.3.3 Effect of Applied Voltage on Rejection

The results presented so far clearly demonstrate that the enhanced rejection of

particles by the porous material can be achieved only when the AC voltages are

applied across the porous materials. The DEP force imparted on the particles is

highly dependent on the amplitude and the frequency of the applied voltage (cf.

2.3.2). To understand the role of the applied voltage in enhancing the rejection by

the porous membrane, the DEP filtration experiment was conducted over a range

of voltages applied to the wire meshes. The results are shown in Fig. 6.11. The

porous layer was a PCTE membrane with 10 μm pore diameter and the particles

in the feed were 2 μm PS sulfate. The frequency of the applied voltage was 106 Hz.

It was observed that the rejection of polystyrene particles increases as the applied

voltages on the wire meshes are increased. About 80% rejection was achieved by

applying a small voltage of 10 Vpp. The higher rejection indicates an increase in

the DEP forces imparted on the particles. Thus, the applied AC voltages can be

used as a control parameter to achieve high rejection of small particles in DEP

filtration.

6.3.4 Effect of Permeate Flow Rate on Rejection

The flow of liquid through the porous material while the particles are retained

allows separation of components of the feed suspension. The particles carried

by the liquid, pass through the pores in the absence of applied voltages. The

effectiveness of the DEP forces in controlling the particle transport is related to

the permeation flux through the porous material which in turns affects the fluid

velocity through the pores (pore velocity). To understand the effect of permeate

flux on DEP filtration, the permeate flow rate in the experiment was varied while

the applied voltages remained constant. The variation of particle rejection with

increasing permeate flux is shown in Fig. 6.12. The experimental conditions are
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same as in Fig. 6.11. The flux (m3/m2 − s) of liquid through the porous material

was calculated based on permeate flow rate and the cross sectional area of the

porous layer. It is clear that at a given applied voltage the rejection of particles

becomes higher at the lower permeate flow range. The rejection reduced by about

60% as the flux was increased by a factor of 5. Thus, the permeate flow rate is

also an important parameter in DEP filtration.

6.3.5 Relation Between Pore Size and Particle Rejection

The size of the pore openings on the porous material has been found to be an

important parameter in DEP enhanced rejection. To identify the effect of pore

size, the DEP filtration experiment was conducted with PCTE membranes with

three pore sizes (pore diameter 10, 20, 30 μm). The rejection of 2 μm sulfate

particles was measured by applying the same applied voltages in all cases. The

results are shown in Fig. 6.13. The rejection during the first phase (duration 45

min) was similar in all cases. However, the maximum DEP enhanced rejection was

observed when the membrane with smallest pore was used (pore diameter 10 μm).

The rejection dropped by about 40% as the pore diameter increased three times

(pore area increased 9 times). These results indicate that the influence of the DEP

force on particle retention reduces in larger pores. In DEP filtration, the pore size

on the porous material will have significant impact on the voltage requirement and

the permeate flux.

6.3.6 Prediction of DEP Rejection

The results presented so far have shown that the applied voltage, permeate flux,

and pore size on the porous material significantly influence the DEP enhanced re-

jection of particles. Based on the trends observed in these plots a scaled parameter

is defined as a ratio of electrical force to viscous force. The effect of the electrical

and viscous forces acting on the particles were expressed in chapter 5 as the ratio

of PeDEP and Pehyd. This scaled parameter combines the influence of the three

parameters, namely, the applied voltage, permeate flux, and pore size, on particle

rejection. The variation of the DEP enhanced rejection of particles with the scaled
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parameter was shown in Fig. 5.10. In similar manner, the observed rejection of

particles in the experiments is expressed here as a function of the scaled parameter:

Robs = fn

(
εmV 2

ppλ
0.42

6πμavz

)
(6.2)

where Vpp is the applied peak-peak voltage, vz is the fluid velocity through the

pores, and, εm is the dielectric permittivity of the fluid medium. The data from

the experiments are expressed in terms of the scaled parameter and shown in Fig.

6.14. In the experiments, the rejection of particles during DEP filtration decreased

as the pores became increasingly larger than the particles. The repulsive forces

inside larger pores were less effective in controlling particle flux. The λ0.42 in Eq.

6.2 incorporates the influence of pore size (λ = a/rP ). The value of the exponent

of λ is determined by fitting the experimental data to Eq. 6.2.

The range of the scaled parameter for effective DEP enhanced rejection can be

obtained from Fig. 6.14. Qualitative comparison of the DEP enhanced particle

rejection in the experiments with the numerical results discussed in chapter 5

show that the experimental results follow the trends predicted by the numerical

model. Since the numerical model was based on a multi-layer pore structure, a

direct comparison with the experimental results is not possible. However, the

DEP enhanced particle rejection is observed to increase with the square of the

applied voltage and decrease with increasing permeate flux. The results shown in

Fig. 6.14 can be used as a guideline to estimate the key parameters for successful

implementation of DEP filtration.

6.4 DEP Filtration in the Presence of Tangential

Flow

The DEP filtration experiments described so far were conducted in a dead-end

filtration setup, where particles retained by the DEP forces accumulate on top of

the porous surface. In conventional filtration (tangential or crossflow filtration)

the accumulation of particles is avoided by introducing a flow of the feed parallel

to the membrane surface (discussed in 2.2.1). The tangential flow reduces particle
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concentration near the surface and thus delays membrane fouling. In this section,

the DEP filtration experiment is conducted in a tangential flow filtration cell to

understand the effect of tangential flow on enhanced rejection.

6.4.1 Effect of Tangential Flow on DEP Filtration

The result of enhanced rejection of 2 μm PS sulfate particles on PCTE membrane

in the presence of tangential flow is shown in Fig. 6.15. The particle rejection in

this case is also influenced by the AC voltage applied. Since it was already known

that these particles experience low steric rejection on the PCTE membrane (10 μm

pores) used, the AC voltages were supplied after 30 minutes. The DEP enhanced

rejection increases to about 85% in the presence of the tangential flow. However,

the particles retained by the DEP force above the PCTE membrane were washed

away by the crossflow (average velocity 10−3 m/s) of the feed circultaing inside

the filtration chamber. The permeate flow rate was same as in the dead-end con-

figuration (0.1 ml/min). In the crossflow configuration, when the applied voltage

was turned off after 135 min the permeate concentration gradually increased to

feed concentration. The negative rejection shown in Fig. 6.6 was not observed

in this case. Therefore, the accumulation of particles at the membrane surface

during DEP filtration can be reduced by circulating the feed suspension inside the

chamber.

The results obtained from this experiment also suggest that DEP filtration

method can be employed to reduce particle accumulation during membrane filtra-

tion, a problem discussed in chapter 2. In both dead-end and tangential flow mode

of DEP filtration, the AC voltages applied to the wire meshes created sufficiently

strong DEP forces to prevent the particles from entering the pore. Here, the force

was utilized as a tool for separation of particles from the suspension. The DEP

forces can also create a repulsive barrier near the porous surface to avert particle

accumulation. Since this method does not require complicated microfabrication

(see chapter 4) process, it can be easily employed and tested with conventional

membrane filtration.
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6.5 Summary

The DEP filtration experiments reported here experimentally validates the con-

cept of filtration using DEP forces as a sieving mechanism. The DEP forces can

be employed to augment physical sieving in barrier filtration. The filtration mech-

anism in this case is not purely dictated by the size of the pores as in pressure

driven membrane filtration. DEP filtration experiments demonstrated that DEP

forces can dictate the passage of particle through porous materials that produces

negligible physical sieving. The rejection of a certain species can be optimized

by controlling the applied voltage, permeate flux for a given porous material. In

addition, since the DEP force acting on the particles is a function of the dielectric

properties of particles, DEP filtration can be employed to treat feed suspension

containing various components. Most importantly, this experiments clearly show

that the large applied pressure required in conventional filtration to achieve the

permeate flow can be reduced significantly in DEP filtration since the liquid can

pass through large pores under hydrostatic pressure. The performance of the DEP

filtration can be further improved by adding a tangential flow of the feed sus-

pension which can then reduce the accumulation of particles near the membrane

surface. Therefore, DEP filtration has the potential of becoming a highly selective

and energy efficient separation technique.
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Figure 6.1: Microscopic images of porous materials with average pore size of 10
μm, namely, glass capillary array (GCA), nylon mesh, and polycarbonate track
etch (PCTE) membrane.
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Figure 6.2: Schematic of the assembly of the DEP filtration cell.
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of electrical connections in the DEP filtration experiment.
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Figure 6.4: Schematic of the experimental setup used for DEP filtration experi-
ment in dead-end mode.
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Figure 6.5: Schematic of DEP filtration setup in tangential flow configuration.
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Figure 6.6: AC electric field enhanced rejection (Robs) of 2 μm polystyrene (sul-
fate) particles by PCTE membrane. The average pore diameter on the membrane
was 10 μm. The AC voltage was Vpp = 10 V and frequency was 106 Hz. The
average permeate flow rate was 0.1 ml/min during the experiment.
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Figure 6.7: AC electric field enhanced rejection (Robs) of 2 μm polystyrene (sul-
fate) particles by PCTE membrane. The average pore diameter on the membrane
was 10 μm. The AC voltage was Vpp = 10 V and frequency was 106 Hz. The av-
erage permeate flow rate was 0.1 ml/min during the experiment. Error estimated
as standard deviation of measured rejection.
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Figure 6.8: AC electric field enhanced rejection (Robs) of 0.99 μm polystyrene
(sulfate) particles by PCTE membrane. The average pore diameter on the mem-
brane was 10 μm. The AC voltage was Vpp = 10 V and frequency was 2×106 Hz.
The average permeate flow rate was 0.025 ml/min during the experiment.
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Figure 6.9: AC electric field enhanced rejection (Robs) of 2 μm polystyrene (Ami-
dine) particles by PCTE membrane. The average pore diameter on the membrane
was 10 μm. A sheet of PCTE membrane was used as the porous material between
the wire meshes. All other conditions are same as in Fig. 6.7.
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Figure 6.10: Comparison of AC electric field enhanced rejection (Robs) of 2 μm
polystyrene (sulfate) particles by different porous media. The solid line for the
GCA serves as an eye guide. The AC voltage (Vpp = 10 V for nylon and PCTE,
and 150 V for GCA) was applied at 60 minutes. The frequency was 106 Hz. The
average permeate flow rate was 0.1 ml/min.
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Figure 6.11: Effect of applied AC potential on enhanced rejection (Robs) of 2 μm
polystyrene (sulfate) particles by PCTE membranes. The average pore diameter
was 10 μm. The frequency was 106 Hz. The average permeate flow rate was 0.1
ml/min.
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Figure 6.12: Effect of permeate flux (pore velocity) on enhanced rejection (Robs)
of 2 μm polystyrene (sulfate) particles. A sheet of nylon filter was used as porous
material between the wire meshes. The average size of the pore opening was 10
μm. The AC voltage was Vpp = 10 V and frequency was 106 Hz.
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Figure 6.13: Effect of pore size on enhanced rejection (Robs) of 2 μm polystyrene
(sulfate) particles by PCTE membranes. PCTE membranes with different pore
sizes (10, 20, 30 μm diameter) were used for the experiments. The AC voltage was
Vpp = 10 V and frequency was 106 Hz. The permeate flow rate was controlled
based on the pore density in each case to maintain similar pore velocity.
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Figure 6.14: Variation of particle rejection (Robs) with respect to a scaled param-
eter. The log scale on the horizontal axis shows the parameter. The parameter is
calculated based on operating conditions in the previous experiments.
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Figure 6.15: Enhanced rejection (Robs) of 2 μm polystyrene (sulfate) particles in
the presence of tangential flow. The AC voltage was Vpp = 10 V and frequency
was 106 Hz. The average permeate flow rate was 0.1 ml/min. The tangential flow
rate was set to 9.43 ml/min.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion and Future Work

7.1 Concluding Remarks

The influence of repulsive DEP forces on solute retention and transport through

membranes, by applying a non-uniform AC electric field during membrane filtra-

tion is the focus of this work. The important conclusions based on the study are

summarized below.

1. Strong dielectrophoretic forces can be imparted on the solutes/particles in

a feed suspension by incorporating AC electric field in membrane filtration.

The DEP force acting on the solutes is not dictated by the surface charge

of the solutes, as in electrophoresis. Thus, DEP forces can be imparted on

neutral/uncharged solutes in the feed. The nature of the force (attractive or

repulsive) however, depends on the dielectric properties of the solute and the

surrounding medium and also the frequency of the applied AC electric field.

2. A new technique of DEP enhanced fouling prevention has been developed.

It was demonstrated that a repulsive DEP force field can be created on the

membrane surface when the membrane surface is covered with a microelec-

trode array and the electrodes are supplied with AC signals.

3. The presence of the repulsive DEP force on the membrane surface pushes

the concentrated layer of solutes away from the surface and the solutes leave

the filtration channel with the tangential feed flow. As a result, a thin layer
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of pure solvent emerges near the membrane surface. Hence, by applying the

AC voltages to microelectrodes, it is possible to maintain high permeate flux

(close to pure solvent flux) during the filtration operation.

4. It was shown that the range of the DEP forces extends over a longer distance

from the membrane surface than the range of other colloidal interactions

(3.4.2). The strength of the DEP force imparted on the solutes can be

controlled by manipulating the amplitude of the AC voltages applied. Hence,

the DEP forces can be very effective in controlling solute accumulation and

deposition on membranes.

5. A new concept of DEP filtration was studied where the solute transport

through the membrane pores is regulated by a radially varying repulsive DEP

force in the pore. To create such repulsive force in the pore, a pore with

multiple layers of conductors (electrodes) and insulators was proposed. It

was demonstrated that by applying appropriate AC signals to the conducting

layers inside the pore, the DEP force can influence the transport of solutes

through the pore; resulting in lower concentration of the solute in the pore

relative to the bulk. Hence, such DEP enhanced rejection can augment

steric exclusion of solutes in conventional membrane filtration. Moreover,

the frequency dependent nature of the DEP force can be utilized to optimize

the force field for a wide variety of feed composition. Hence, DEP filtration

in porous material can give rise to tunable filtration mechanism.

6. Experimental observations (employing only a single layer of porous medium

sandwiched between two electrodes) show that using dielectric permittiv-

ity differences between the suspended particles and the suspending medium,

energy efficient filtration mechanisms can be developed that obviate the re-

quirement of high pressure, small pore size filter media or membranes.

7. Following the study of DEP forces in membrane filtration, it is evident that

a membrane with multi-layer pore structure can be developed into a control-

lable, low pressure filtration technology, without the inherent problem of con-
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centration polarization. This work represents a paradigm shift in filtration-

like separation processes whereby, electrical properties are used as a basis of

filtration instead of particle size.

7.2 Future Work

The study reported here should be considered as an initial step in the direction

of developing a novel membrane filtration technique. The concept of incorporat-

ing DEP forces in membrane filtration by applying a non-uniform AC field in the

system was investigated based on numerical models and laboratory scale experi-

ments. A considerable number of simplifications have been made in developing the

numerical models which may not be justified if a generalized framework is to be

developed. Even though the experimental studies have successfully demonstrated

the feasibility of the proposed concepts, there is a need for extensive parametric

study to gain further understanding about the applicability and limitations of the

novel concepts. Based on the experience from this study, a few recommendations

are presented below.

1. In the numerical models, the distortion of the electric field around the dielec-

tric particles suspended in the medium was not considered. The modified lo-

cal electric fields often trigger particle-particle interaction. This phenomenon

can be important in the DEP enhanced fouling prevention technique where

particles rejected by the membrane are concentrated in a narrow region above

the membrane surface. This could also affect the retention of particles in

DEP filtration. Hence, the models should be general enough to consider

interparticle interactions. It should also be noted that the basic theory of

dielectrophoresis used in this work is based on dipole approximation; which

holds in the majority of cases. However, under certain circumstances, a

more rigorous formulation considering higher order terms (multipoles), may

be necessary.

2. In this study, to prevent fouling of membrane surfaces by applying a repulsive

DEP force, it is necessary to create conductive microelectrode arrays on the
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membrane. As discussed in chapter 4, microfabrication on porous material

is extremely challenging and also requires sophisticated technologies. As

an alternative, the membrane-wire mesh sandwich described in chapter 6

can be employed in crossflow filtration to prevent particle deposition on the

membrane surface. Such simple electrode configuration would be render the

novel fouling prevention technique suitable for large scale applications.

3. Here, an aqueous suspension of polystyrene particles was considered to study

the solute transport through porous material in the presence of repulsive

DEP forces. To establish the possibility of using DEP filtration as a tunable

filtration method, the DEP enhanced rejection of wide ranging solutes should

be studied. For example, DEP filtration of fine tailings could provide a useful

method to cleanup the tailing ponds created by the oilsands operations in

northern Alberta. DEP filtration could also have great impact in removing

microbial pathogens from drinking water.

4. The interaction of solutes/particles with a non-uniform electric field is cru-

cial in producing strong DEP forces. The non-uniformity of the electric field

is dictated by the electrode design. Further investigation is necessary to un-

derstand the electric field distribution in porous membranes and to optimize

the electrode design to generate strong DEP force with small AC voltages.

In this context, there is a huge potential for the development of new mem-

brane material with conductive coatings on the membrane surface to serve

as electrodes. Such membrane design would be have great impact in scaling

up the DEP enhanced techniques for industrial applications.
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Appendix: A

A-1 Microfabrication Processes

The microfabrication of the parallel electrode array was performed at the Uni-

versity of Alberta Nanofab. Standard microfabrication processes mainly consist

of three basic steps. There are also intermediate steps involved in the process.

The process parameters are standardized for commonly used substrates, such as,

glass and silicon. The basic steps involved in the microfabrication of the parallel

electrode array are summarized below.

• Sputtering: the surface of the substrate is coated with a thin layer/layers of

desired metal to create electrically conductive parts in the design.

• Patterning: the designed pattern is optically transferred to the substrate.

• Etching: chemically remove parts of the conductive layer from the substrate

to define the pattern on the substrate.

A-1.1 Substrate Material

The substrate material used in the fabrication process was Borofloat glass (Schott

AG, Germany). The dimension of the supplied substrate was 4 in× 4 in and the

thickness was about 1.1 mm.

A-1.2 Electrode Design

The parallel electrode array was designed using a commercial software, L-edit,

available at University of Alberta Nanofab. The design was based on real dimen-

sions of the electrodes and the substrate. The length (from one bonding pad to the

other) of the parallel electrode array was 50 mm and width was 20 mm. The elec-

trodes and gaps between consecutive electrodes were 10 μm wide. In the design,
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6 units (2× 3 array) of the parallel electrode design were created on the design to

fill the substrate area.

A-1.3 Mask Generation

The design created using L-edit was transferred to a mask generator. The mask

containing the design was printed on a glass substrate with chrome coating. The

design on the mask was an exact replica of the actual design.

A-1.4 Cleaning

The surface of the substrate needs to be thoroughly cleaned before sputtering (step

1 in Fig. 4.1). Proper cleaning is crucial to ensure strong adhesion between the

metal layer and the substrate. The substrate in this case was cleaned using a

strong solvent known as Piranha, which is a mixture of 25% (by volume) hydrogen

peroxide and 75% sufuric acid. During mixing the temperature of the solution

rises upto 110o C. The substrate was immersed in the solution for 15−20 minutes

to ensure removal of organic contaminants from the surface. The substrate was

then rinsed in DI water and blow dried with nitrogen gun. The cleaned substrate

was carefully stored to avoid contact with the surrounding.

A-1.5 Sputtering

The substrate was placed in a sputtering machine (Lesker, Germany) to deposit

the metal layers (step 2 in Fig. 4.1). First, a thin layer (30 nm) of chrome was

deposited on the substrate to improve the adhesion of the gold layer. Then, a layer

of gold was sputtered on the substrate. The thickness of the gold layer was about

300 nm.

A-1.6 Photoresist

The designed electrode array was transferred to the gold coated substrate by cover-

ing the substrate with a light sensitive, liquid polymer known as photoresist (step

3 in Fig. 4.1). The photoresist used was HPR 504. The substrate is held on the

spinner chuck by applying suction underneath the substrate. The spread of the

liquid photoresist on the substrate was controlled by spinning the substrate (spin-

coat). The spreading speed was 500 rpm for 10 seconds followed by fast spinning

at 4000 rpm for 40 seconds. The resulting photoresist layer was about 1μm thick.
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The substrate was carefully centered on the spinner chuck to ensure uniform thick-

ness of the photoresist layer. The quality and uniformity of the photoresist layer

is vital in creating the micron size features, such as the microelectrodes.

The photoresist layer was cured by baking in furnace for 30 minutes at 115o C.

After baking, the substrate was cooled for 15 minutes.

A-1.7 Pattern Transfer

The design created on the mask is transferred to the substrate by exposing the

photoresist layer on the substrate to UV light source (step 4 in Fig. 4.1). The

light is guided through the chrome layer on the mask. Thus, the design embedded

on the mask is transferred on to the photoresist layer. This process is performed

by aligning the mask with the substrate; on a mask aligner instrument. Then, the

mask is held against the substrate. Care should be taken to ensure that there is

no gap between the substrate and the mask. The exposure time was 4 seconds

(≈ 21.1 mW/cm2). Exposure time is crucial in controlling the feature sizes on the

finished product. The photoresist layer is patterned with the actual design of the

array and acts like a protective covering (masking layer) for the electrodes during

chemical processes.

A-1.8 Photoresist Development

The substrate was immersed in a chemical agent (developer 354) to dissolve the ex-

posed parts of the photoresist layer (step 5 in Fig. 4.1). The substrate was treated

for 25 seconds and then rinsed with DI water. The substrate was then examined

under microscope to check for residual photoresist. The gold layer underneath

the exposed photoresist was visible at this point. The remaining photoresist layer

protected the electrode design on the substrate.

A-1.9 Etching

The exposed gold layer (and underlying chrome layer) on the substrate was stripped

from the glass surface by chemical etching (step 6 in Fig. 4.1). The substrate was

first immersed in gold etch solution (400 gm of KI and 200 gm of I2 in 1000 ml of

water) to remove the exposed gold layer. The etch time was 30 seconds. Then the

substrate was immersed in chromium etch solution (mixture of nitric acid, ceric

ammonium, and, water) for 20 seconds. The etch time is extremely important in

the fabrication process. Over etching can reduce the feature sizes in the product.
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Since the etch reaction is isotropic, over etching may cause undercut in the chrome

layer and reduce the adhesion of the gold pattern to the glass. The substrate

was rinsed with DI water, dried and inspected under the microscope. Then the

substrate was rinsed with Acetone to wash away the residual photoresist layer

covering the metal parts (step 7 in Fig. 4.1).

A-1.10 Dicing

After etching, the 4 in× 4 in substrate was cut into smaller pieces to separate

the 6 units of parallel electrode array, created on the substrate. This step was

completed on a dicing machine (Diamond Touch) with high speed dicing saw that

cuts through glass. At the end this process, 6 identical parallel electrode array was

produced containing gold electrodes on glass surface.
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Appendix: B

B-1 Particle Concentration Measurement

The spectrophotometer (GENESYS 10 UVscanning UV-Vis Spectrophotometer,

Thermo Scientific) was calibrated using serial dilution method for each type of

polystyrene particle suspension used in the experiments. Figure B-1 shows the

calibration curve for the 2 μm diameter polystyrene sulfate particle suspension.

The absorbance was measured at a fixed wavelength of 687 nm. The calibration

curve was generated by fitting a straight line to the data with a zero intercept.

The slope of the best fit is calculated to be 8.47331 (± 0.25592).

The concentration of particles in the stock solution was calculated using data

provided by the manufacturer The relevant information for the 2 μm diameter

polystyrene sulfate particles are shown below

Table B-1: Properties of the 2 μm sulfate polystyrene stock solution.

Specification
Mean diameter 2 μm
% solids 8.1 (=8.1 gm/100 ml)
Concentration 1.8 × 1010 #/ml
Density 1.055 gm/ml

Mass of a each particle in the suspension is 4.42 × 10−9 mg ( Density × π ×
(diameter)3/6). Particle concentration is calculated based on the following formula

(provided by manufacturer)

Concentration =
6 × %solids × 1010

3.297 × (dia. in μm)3 = 1.8 × 1010 #/ml = 0.0795 gm/ml
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Figure B-1: Calibration used in concentration measurement of 2 μm polystyrene
Sulfate particles.
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Appendix: C

C-1 Validation of the Numerical Model

The numerical model developed in chapter 3 calculates particle concentration inside

a crossflow membrane filtration channel by solving convection-diffusion-migration

equation. The model couples mass transport, fluid flow and electric field simula-

tion to evaluate the influence of repulsive DEP force on particle accumulation on

membrane surfaces. To validate this numerical model, it is used to simulate con-

centration polarization near membrane surface in the the absence of any repulsive

force and the results are compared with the model developed by Elimelech and

Bhattacharjee 1998.

Elimelech and Battacharjee [Elimelech and Bhattacharjee 1998] developed a

novel approach to model permeate transport in polarized layer during crossflow

filtration. Analytic expression for flux decline due to particle accumulation was

provided in this work based on osmotic pressure model. In this section, the concen-

tration polarization on a membrane surface is simulated using the numerical model

described in Chapter 3 and the results are compared with the results obtained from

the model developed by Elimelech and Bhattacharjee 1998.

The numerical model solves the steady-state convection diffusion equation in

a two dimensional geometry representing a filtration channel with one permeable

surface, as discussed in chapter 3. The width of the channel is assumed to be

much larger than the height (H = 2h) of the channel. The height of the channel

is also considered to be be small compared to the length (L). The boundary

conditions are similar to the ones shown in Fig. 3.2. At the inlet of the channel, the

concentration is assumed to be equal to the bulk concentration. The concentration

polarization layer is assumed to be thin compared to the channel height. Thus, far

away from the membrane surface bulk concentration is considered. The net flux

of particles at the membrane surface is set to zero to simulate complete retention

by the membrane. The flux at the exit of the channel is considered to be purely
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convective.

The velocity profiles in the channel are approximated by using expressions

proposed by Kleinstreuer and Paller 1983, for a channel with a single porous wall.

For small permeation through the membrane the expressions can be simplified as

below. To compare with the analytical model, the concentration gradient in the

axial direction is neglected here.

u (λh) =
3

2
uavg

(
1 − λ2

h

)
(C-1)

v (λh) =
vw

4

(−λ3
h + 3λh + 2

)
(C-2)

where, λh, is the scaled distance (with respect to the half height, h, of the

channel) from the channel centerline in the transverse direction, uavg, is the average

tangential velocity inside the channel, and vw, is the pure water flux through the

membrane in the absence of any concentration polarization, respectively. However,

to model the flux decline due to concentration polarization the convection-diffusion

equation is coupled with the osmotic pressure model. At the membrane surface

the permeation flux is defined as a function of the particle concentration on the

membrane surface. This non-linear boundary condition incorporates the loss of

effective pressure across the membrane due to increasing particle concentration

(osmotic pressure).

The average tangential velocity in the channel is correlated with the shear

rate defined in the analytic model using an expression developed by Davis 1992

(uavg = γH/6, γ is the shear rate). The pure water flux (vw) is defined based on

the applied pressure across the membrane and the membrane permeability.

vw =
ΔP

μRm
(C-3)

where, ΔP is applied pressure gradient, Rm is the membrane hydraulic resistance,

and, μ is the solvent viscosity, respectively.

The osmotic pressure of hard-sphere solute particles is calculated based on

Carnahan-Sterling equation.

Π (n) = nkBT
1 + φs + φ2

s − φ3
s

(1 − φs)
3 (C-4)

where, n is the number concentration (#/m3) of solutes of radius a, φs is the

solute volume fraction (φs = 4πa3n/3), kB is the Boltzmann constant, and, T is

the absolute temperature, respectively.
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v(λh = 0) =
ΔP − ΔΠb

μRm
(C-5)

The convection-diffusion equation is solved with the above boundary conditions

to simulate the particle accumulation on the membrane surface. The values of the

necessary parameters are listed in the table C-1.

C-1.1 Comparison

The steady-state particle concentration (represented by φsm/φsb; φsm is the volume

fraction of solutes on the membrane surface and φsb is the volume fraction in the

bulk) along the membrane surface is compared with the analytic expression in Fig.

C-1, for different conditions. The horizontal axis represents scaled length of the

channel. The three sets of curves shows the effect of increasing pressure and shear

rate. In all cases, the numerical model predicts the rise in particle concentration

on the membrane surface, along the length of the channel. The numerical values

are in good agreement with the analytical solutions presented by Elimelech and

Bhattacharjee 1998.

Next, the permeate flux through the membrane is calculated and the effect of

concentration polarization on the permeate flux is shown in Fig. C-2. The three

sets of curves are obtained under the same conditions as in the previous figure. The

scaled permeate flux (scaled with respect to pure water flux) calculated from the

numerical model predicts the flux decline with growing concentration polarization

layer on the membrane surface and the analytic results matches closely.

Based on this validation, the numerical model is used to study the presence of

repulsive DEP force on the membrane surface to prevent concentration polariza-

tion.
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Table C-1: Geometric and hydrodynamic parameters and their ranges used in
the simulations.

Parameter Value
System polystyrene particles in water
Particle radius, a (nm) 2
Bulk volume fraction, φb 1 × 10−3

Density of water, ρ (kg/m3) 1000
Viscosity of medium, μ (N − s/m2) 1.0 × 10−3

Temperature, T (K) 298

Channel length, L (m) 0.5
Channel height, H (m) 1.0 × 10−3

Average axial velocity, uavg (m/s) (16 − 66.0) × 10−3

Applied pressure, ΔP (kPa) 200 − 400
Membrane resistance, μRm, (Pa − s/m) 2.0 × 1010
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Figure C-1: Comparison of particle concentration on the membrane surface
obtained from the convection-diffusion model and the analytic model. Horizontal
axis represents scaled axial location. The vertical axis represents scaled particle
concentration on the membrane surface. All necessary parameters are listed in C-1
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Figure C-2: Comparison of scaled flux through the membrane obtained from
the convection-diffusion model and the analytic model. Horizontal axis represents
scaled axial location. The vertical axis represents scaled permeate flux through
the membrane. All conditions are same as in previous figure.
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